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WAIT FOR IT 	. 	NAMBUCCA VALLEY CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION 

	

• . 	SOUTH ARM CATCHMENT PROTECTION GROUP 
• 	. BELLINGEN ENVIRONMENT CENTRE 

	

• 	.BOWRA ACTION TRIBE 

	

• 	THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY, ARMIDALE 

MEDIA RELEASE 

12TH SEPTEMBER 1993 

Five local environment groups are calling on the Forestry - 
CorTm,ission (now called State Forests) to defer logging in a new 
compartment in Mistake State Forest until National Parks and 
Wildlife Service off icèrs Can inspect koala sites found by group 
members, scheduled for one weeks time. 

The groups: Nambucca Valley Conservation Association, Bellingen 
Environment Centre, South Arm CatChment Protection Group, the Bowra 
Action Tribe and the Armidale Wilderness Society have all endorsed 
an amrnended harvesting plan they out to State Forests last week 
which seeks to balance timber interests with conservation of koalas 
and other identified endangered species. 

We want the wildlife experts to insoect the 5 koala sites that 
have been found to see if the area is signifigant for koalas. 
There are a lot mature Tallowoods and Grey Gums in compartmnet 357 
which are koala food trees,' said NVCA spokesperson Lyn Orrego. 

'However, State Forests say they cannot delay logging for even 24 
hours. It is unaccaptable to us that logging should begin before 
the inspection by NPWS, due on the 20th September, she said. 

The implementation of adequate koala reserves is vital for the 
survival of local populations of this vulnerable soecies. Our 
amendments do not halt all logging,' said Ms Georgia Beyer of BAT. 

Concerned citizens and some members of the groups are camoed in the 
forest and said to be considering a resconse to the refusal by 
State Forests to delay logging. 

The four groups have also stated that NPWS have been irresponsible 
in allowing the Fauna Impact Statement (FIS) for Mistake State 
Forest to sit, unapproved, on their desks for 12 months. 

'This has allowed logging to continue, under a temporarylicense to 
take and kill endangered species, in other compartments when the 
FIS is clearly inadequate and does not comply with the 22 
requirements of the Director of NPWS, said Trevor Bailey of SACPG. 

"The FIS involved only three days in the field and relied on 
opportunistic sightings only. A Freedom of Information request for 
more details of the survey revealed no records of site specific 
work or methodology, he said. 

'It is therefore essential that NPWS inspect this comoartment and 
apply mitigation prescriptions to protect the other 21 endangered 
species likely to be present as well, and that logging not begin 
before this, said Rob Mylan of SEC. 

ft 

Concerned citizens, qualified wildlife experts and some members of 
the environment groups have been camped in the forest for 2 months 
documenting the high conservation values of the Mistake State 
Forest. With 2100 hectares of old growth plus a significant spread 
of individual old growth trees, numbers of sacred and signifigant - 
sites to the aboriginal people and the large number of endangered 
species we believe our requests are extremely reasonable,' said Mr 
Marty Branagan of TWS Armidale. 

We are also still concerned about erosion and siltation of streams 
from logging on steep slopes. Despite sending our scientists 
reports warning of environmental damage, State Forests continue to 
allow logging up to 35 degree slopes. 	It's crazy that Landcare 
groups with government funding are working on riverbank restoration 
projects downstream at Taylor's Arm while a government department, 
State Forests, continuse creating the problems by their upstream 
activities, said Mr Trevor Bailey of SACPG. 

"If the State Forests were genuine about ensuring sustained yield 
and biodiversity they would not find our requests unreasonable, but 
rather, good management practice,' said wildlife ecologist V 
Christina Potts. 

The job of ensuring this good management for all forest values 
should not be left in the hands of a few concerned citizens," she 
said. 

For further information contact; 
Lyn Orrego (NVCA) 	 (065) 647478 or (065) 647808 
Trevor Bailey (SACPG) 	 (066) 551973 or (065) 647633 
Rob Mylan (BEC) 	 • (066) 551128 or (066) 552599 
Marty Branagan (TWS) 	 - 
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EMERGENCY AMMENDMENTS TO HARVEST PLAN: COMPARTMENt 357 

MISTAKE STATE FOREST 

The following an-trnendments are required: The reasons for these are 
outlined in the attached Discussion Paper. 

3. 7 . 2 Habitat: Retention 

A habitat tree is alive and contains hollows in the trunk or 
crown which are available for use by ahoreal fauna. Four 
habitat trees per hectare shall be retained.. Recruitment 
habitat -trees shall be retained at the same density or more 
if needed to maintain such nUmbers in Perpetuity. 

/In add itioh four koala food trees per hectare shall he 

 

j
I 
retained. The koala food trees shall be mature or over-
inature - Tallowwood or Grey Gum. 	- 

Where four habitat trees are not piesent the.most suitable 
trees shall he retained to achieve the required number. 

J2jfi.- -add 

The indicated koala evidence sites on map 'A' shall be 
inspected by NPWS before logging 

conimences iwithin lOOm of the sites. 	- 

3.7.4 Abori9ina1si15 add  

SOvey& for sacred and signifigant sites to the satisfaction 
of the traditional custodians and NPWS. 

38 .3ainage Lines 

The indicated filter strips on the north and south 
compartment boundaries shall be 40rn wide. 

The indicated protection strips shall be 20m wide. No trees 
are to be felled within protection strips. 

Unmarked drainage lines shall have lOm protection strips. 
No trees are to be felled within protection strips. 

an 

-Construction of .snig tracks-on side slopes above 25 degrees 
shall not-be allowed. 	No trees shall be felled on slopes above 25: degrees. 	 - 

3.8:8 Delete 

3.9 add to (i) 	 - 

Koala food trees to be retained shall be marked with a 
yellow 'F'. 

add (iii) 

Location and species of, habitat ahd koala food trees to be 



'-p  

- 

marked on a map overlaid with a one hectare grid. 

Other additions: 

F ire 

Post logging and hazard reduction burning is to be excluded 
from the whole compartment. 

NPWS 

t'IPWS will he invited to comment on the proposed flora 
reserve in the period of the koala inspections and survey 
before logging commences. 

NPWS will, inspect the koala evidence sites and conduct 
further surveys if they deem them necessary before 
logging commences. 

NPWS will be invited to conduct surveys on the endangered 
species listed in the attached discussion paper and 
provide additional mitigation prescriptions. 

Please note also that as further informatiQn comes to our attention 
we will be passing it on the State Forests Inc with our 
recommendations. 
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Po. Bifl, 
3o.rovdta Z4-49 

(Des) 647 808 
PRESS RELEASE 

14 September 1993 y " c Ri C 

Rain has given a temporary reprieve to the Koalas of Mistake State 
Forest. 

Conservationists camped in COmpartment 357 of the. forest are happy 
to he wet and miserable according to spokesperson Lyn Orrego, as 
it means logging might be delayed the crucial week until NPWS 
officers can arrive to inspect the area :  The NPWS inspectionis set 
down for next Monday.  

State Forests todüy confirmed their rejection of the plea of the 
five local environment groups to delay the logging for a week ttil 
the significance of the area for Koalas can he assessed by NPWS and 
appropriatecbnditions can he appiid to protect the koalas. It is 
envisaged most logging could then proceed. 

The groups have also written to NPWS criticising them for their 
lack of action. on the Fauna Impact Statement (F IS) for Mistake 
State Forest. NPWS has had it for 12 months without either 
approving or rejecting it. 

"The FIS process has got bogged down in bureaucracy. It is supposed 
to he a process for generating strong, science based conditions on 
logging and creation of wildlife corridors and reserves," she said.. 

"This has left the 22 endangered species found and likely to be 
found in Mistake State Forest largely unprotected. The blanket 
temporary licenses to take and kill endangered species issued 
across most of the state as wèl 1 as in Mistake are not based on 
science or special surveys.. They were never intended to go on for 
so long - nearly two years now. They can hardly he. said to be 
temporary," she said. 

"We want best practice and due process applied t.o Mistake State 
Forest and it is the Director of NPW.S's responsibility to ensure 
this happens," she said. - 	. 	. 	 . 

For further info contact 	NVCA Lyn Orrêgo(065) 64747 

11 
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NEFA 

MEDIA RELEASE 

September 15, 1993 

Local Gumbangir member, Trevor Jarrett, who has been living in a 
"Koori Embassy" for sixmonths in Mistake State Forest, in\'iting 
and teaching others Kpori culture, has fully endorsed the 
conservationists c•all not to log cpt 351 in Mistake State Forest 
yntil National Parks and Wildlife Service officers have inspected 
for koalas and other endangered species. 

Several local environment 9roups last week presented emergency 
amtnendments to the harvest plan for cpt 351 to State Forests 
demand i ng adequate fauna surveys before logg ng commences. These, 
however, were rejected by State Forests.. 

The conservatinists have also called for âacred and signifigant 
sites in Mistake State Forest to be identified by a comprehensive 
study and protected. 

"Mount Martha Anne and Bowra Sugarloaf are very important places to 
the local koori people spiritually, mentally and physically. 	They 
are signif.igant i.n the Dreamtime to me and my people," said Trevor 
Jarrett. 

"We the local custodians want more consultation and a methodology 
applied which will identify and preserve our sighifigant sites," he 
said. 

For further info: (065) 647831 Bow - aville Aboriginal LandsCouncil 
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OETAILED AMMENDMENTS 1 . 0 HARVEST PLAN: COMPARTMENT 357 
(as at 19/9/93) 

MISTAKE STATE FOREST 

i'h i.fOI lowing amiiiendments to the or igi nal harvest: plan 
are required For reasons .1 isl:.ed in the attached 
dis'...S51C'ri P3.PY 

3.7.2 HABITAT RETENTION 

(change first paragracjh 1:0: ) 
A habitat tree is alive and corutai ns hot lows i ri the 
trunk or crown which are available for use by 
aborea], Fauna . Four habi t:a t trees per hectare wil. I 
be retaj.rlrr,cJ . Reci' t,it:ment habitat: trees will be 
retained at the same density or more in ordrr to 
iiiai.nte i_n such numbers in perpetuity - 

(add) 
Where four hab tat trees are not present the most: 
suitable trees will he retained to achieve the 
required nuiiiber.  

( add ) 
In add i.ti o ii four koala fc'c'cI trees per hectare will 
he reI'_arperJ,. The koala 'Food I:.rees wilt be me".ure or 
over-mature Tal lowwood or Grey guru - 

KU AL AS 

Koala sites liar keci on the amnienrjed harvest plan map 
will he surveyed h'1 NPWS before a w loggi ug or 
OEid3 rig begi us . Any further sites will he protected 

with a lOOm radius excLuding l.oggj_ng operaticris 
unt ii these sites are inspected by NPWS 

2 ...3 DRAINAGE LINES 

The I ndicatecl filter strip on the northern 
coriipar tment boundary will he 40rn wide and wit 1 
extend to the steep area mar Iced on the map 

The souther,n boundary filter strip will be widened 
Io approx irnately SOw below the road . The upper 
boundary of the filter strip will roughly follow' 
the boundary of the forest type marked as 53 (Brush 
box ) . See pttrp Ic area on nap 

]'heindica ted protection strips will be 20iir 
wide 



Ur,maricecl dra.i naqe lines wi).l have lOni wide 
protec;tic'ri strips. 

No trees will be felled in - protection st-v ips or 
H 1 Ler str ips - No machi riery will be taker' into 
protect-ion strips or Filter st-rips. 

3.8.7 	SNIG TRACKS i 

ConstrLcL ion of snig t.racks on sick; siope ..ibove 25 
riecn - ees will not be at .Lowed - No trees will he 
felled on slopes above 25 degrees. 

' fl A 

(delete) 

1.9 ( i ) TREE MARKING CODE 

( acid ) 
Koala food trees to be retained will be marked with 
a yellow F 

(add) 
( 11:1. ) !_oc:ation and species of habitat and 
koalA Food trees shou.tcl be marked on a mar' over laid 
with a one hectare gr id 

FIRE 

Post' logging and hazard reduction burning will be 
excl'.tcled -from, the whole coiiipeitmenil: 

ABORIGINAl.. SITES 

Sacred and significant sites should be surveyed, to 
the satisfaction of the traditional custodians and 
NP 145 

5OI.ITHERN CORNER RESERVE EXTENTION 

See attached map. 

NP14S 

NPL4S will he invited to commiier,t on the proposed 
reserves during the koala inspection. They may deem 
I t liessesary to do fur ther surveys , if so , loggi rig 
shou 1 ci not he resumed until these are none 

NPWS will be i iivi. Led to suvey other endangered 
€:iD SpjeS and provide additional mttgaton 

prescript loris. 

\ 



DISCUSSION PAPER 

This is a brief paper outlining the reasons for 

I: he pr c'posed amine ndinents 

3.7.2 HAF3ITAT RETENTION 

The retention of koala food trees is essential as 
Grey gurus and TallowwOOdS which are the pv hoary food 

source for Icoa las do no t typIcally form hal lows and 
therefore will not he retained as habitat trees. 

K OA I.. AS 

Signifficant kaoia habitat areas have been found I ii 

I -  I - c tic,rth-er'sIj%n segment of the compar tineni: . A iaimbctr 
of trees in the area contain recent scratc:hings and 
hi jli ''t c;t'.'rlt- - As at V/9/93 	17 koala sites havo 

I:'c - eii ic,Lrr,d ZS deti.i.I€'d on attEtchf?cI (liSp - 

liii s area would not appear to be favourable Rosin 
hab.i t.a t simply frc.'ni trap I ispection as forest Lyping for 

t:h isar area jjnacc'jrete . The forest type is mar ked as 

37a (dry E3lac:kbutt ) however,  , the area conte lips a 

o k gn ificant stand of Grey gums and Tat .towwoocls which 
are  curveritly supporting koalas. 

DRAINAGE LINES 

The widening of the filter strips on the 
coi,rpartoienl: brundar ies , I n particular tho southern 
be'., ndai y is i.n,por I: ant for several reasons 

F1 rst ly. 	the areas wi thin the fIJ ter sI:.r [ps are of 

.2 fnrest 	type 53 ( 
Brushhox ) 

with dense rainforest 

unciorstorey. 	State Forest.s I ne. 	are legail.y hound 

to prol:ecl: 	ral. nforest but 	fa ...1 	to pE otect 	the 

rainforest u.nderstoiey in this forest type. 
_.Cpcnn,rIlv. 	this 	area 	is part 	of 	Mistake 

creek cat chmenl: and hence should be adequs tely 
esnrvecl to maintain water qua). ity for 	Mistake 

creek and associated water ways 

2 --Thirdly, 	the area appears significant as habitat 

for 	koala and other species. A number of 	large 

- 
scratched Grey gwus a rid Tallowwoods have been 

four,d . 	 Results from ha i.r 	tube analysis are 

cur r ently being ohtai nod 
--Finally, 	the area has signifficant old-growth 

va) LIeS . 	 As the only logglng evident in 	the area 

nppears 	to 	be 	qui to 	cIa ted 	a rid 	se) ec:t I VS 	3. t 'S 	iiiipaC t 

was iniriirrai . 	This forest 	has retained 	it 's or iginial 

structure and contaIns rnat.ur e Brushhox 	Luca)ypt 

and rainforest canopy species. 

C,,, 



DiRcrepancinF exisi: tDetwi!en the number and ] ncntjon 
of dr€rlinge lines n,arkec on the harvest plr.ri nap rrid 
those I:IiaI; exist an the g')tJiid - These u.iirec;ognjsed 
di aiiege ii ries IiiLisL be protected. 

3.9  ( i. .1. 1. ) 

The rec:ordirig of location and species of h;ihi I:.a t 
and kc'a] n locH trees is nnssessary to ensure suffie-j 
niiu,hei-s of 1;hese trees are retained - 

SOUTHERN CORNER RESERVATION EXTENTION 

The reserve extention is required for the fol laid nc 

FirL1.y the area shows sicjnjf/jr:nt- eVck:ricr ni 
hnii - ci a knal :1 h1tt)iti ;:ren (scats and scratchiii-cjs 
--ec-oiicIiy, the forest type in this 	- ea, 62 Grey 

Grey Tcibai -  k rind White Mehoçjanv , is at. 
Present. Ulir€- pi- esefltEc in retel - ves and NPIAS have 
shc,u'n conce - n For it's preservntinn in the E.TS 
ck:terrnjnat.jnn (nitacF -iriient .1 part 13). 
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Conpartment 357 Mistake State Forest 

Following the site inspection on 21/9/93 of Compartment 
357 Mistake State Forest by NPWS and State Forests staff 
agreement was reached regarding the implementation of the 
following prescriptions for this compartment. 

1. Habitat Tree Retention will be as follows. 

In 	Dry 	Hardwood 	and 	Moist 	Hardwood 	forests 	with 	a 
xeromorphic understorey habitat tree retention shall be 
four trees per hectare (where present). 	For the purposes 

of 	this 	prescription 	a 	xeromorphic 	understorey 	is 
considered to be one composed predominantly of grasses, 
heath, and/or shrubs with sclerophylloUs leaves. 

Habitat tree retention in Dry Hardwood and Moist Hardwood 
forests with a mesiC understorey shall be six trees per 
hectare 	(where 	present). 	For 	the 	purposes 	of 	this 
prescription a mesic understorey is considered to be one 
composed predominantly of moist elements such as vines, 
shrubs with nesophyllous leaves and/or rainfprest ferns. 

Habitat trees will be live hollow bearing trees. They are 
to 	be 	well 	spaced 	throughout 	the 	compartment 	being 

harvested 	consistent 	with 	the 	size 	of 	canopy 	gaps 

required 	for 	adequate 	regeneration -and 	growth 	for 	the 

species 	of 	these 	forest 	types. 	Where 	the 	specified 

density 	of 	habitat 	trees 	is 	not 	present 	the 	existing 
density is to be retained. Sufficient recruitment habitat 
trees to sustain the retained density of habitat trees 
into perpetuity ae also to be retained.Stags shall not 
be counted as habitat trees. 

In addition, all practical precautions shall be taken to - 
protect identified habitat trees during 	logging 
operations. The following shall be adhered to: 

.1. 	All practical precautions shall be taken to avoid 
tree heads landing adjacent to identified. habitat trees. 
In gapping operations tree heads shall be moved to the 
centre of gaps prior to burning. - - 

In forests with a xeromorphic understorey tree heads 
will be removed from within approximately a 5 metre 
radius of identified habitat trees. Tree.heads shall be 
removed with minimum disturbance to understorey 
vegetation and ground logs. - - 

In forests with a mesic understorey heads of trees- 
within a radius of 10 metres of identified habitat trees 
are not to be burnt.  

a) Around Koala sites 3,4 6 5 there will be further dung 
searches (for a minimum of 3 minutes for each tree) 
around all Tallowwoods , Blue Gums and Grey Gums with 
scratches. The following will apply: 

If dung is found but there are less than 12 pellets 
per tree then that tree plus 3 others > 25cm dbhob of the 
same species- will be retained per hectare (in the area 
indicated on the attached nap) in addition to the habitat 
trees retained. 	 - 

If 12 or more dung pellets per tree are found -all - 
trees within 100 metres will be retained pending further - 
survey by trained forestry staff. 

b) Further Surveys. 

In the area around Site 1 and the last area searched for 
Koala Dung on 20 / 9 / 93 (see attached map) Chris Moon 
will conduct a Training course for State Forests staff in 
systematic surveys ( i.e transect and/or asterisk 
technique ) 
No further work will be undertaken within 100 metres of 

those sites until a survey determines the extent of and 
the habitat components being used by Koalas at these 
sites. The training survey will occur within 3 weeks from 
20 / 9/ 93 and State Forests will bear the salary and 
travel costs of Chris Moon. 

- - c) For other areas within the compartment the marketing 
foreman will routinely look for signs of Koala activity 
and report any findings to the Urunga District Forestry 
office -and subsequently the NPWS per the interim Koala 

- prescription for the north - east forests contained in - 
the Harvesting Plan. 

pending the review of wildlife corridors within Urunga 
District by State Forests staff no logging will occur 
within 40 metres of the gullies forming the northern and 
southern boundaries of Compartment 357 within the areas 
napped as Type 53. 
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Urunga District Harvesting Plan 
...MISTAKE State Forest 	Compartment 
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NEFA 
Vejel;iI kill I 'aIIci -lr '1 Colllp;ll liticitt 357 - Mistake State l 7 oi'est 

1 he iiiajtirit' iii Iii;!; tiilil;i;iltliIeIlt has Ileell tyIJed  by the Forestry Conitnission as 

I )uy IIl;u-hIuull (/;i), willl sniahl awas oF Grey Gui,, - Grey Ironliark C-  White 

tthtliiigtiiiy (hA). Ilousi, I lox (53), U;uii,li,iesl (23). and tnlk,svwootl (47). Whilst 

it It-:;', ', ;ysI,ill (1wujnist-iI Ill'ta ut::a- I ye alit1 tlraimi;Ige line hollers) inctirpomahes 

hn,:;t 1)11:; Si l /.23 ailt 	:a,,aH lIe;, oF type 62. there remain signiFicant aleas 

nI lr  5.1 111,1 ii,tu,tIeil ill liii: lesiryc :;ysletii. 	tins area is jirinianly locateti 

Ii I-Ii:1111;lIllllellI lnllIlul;ny :111(1 eonhiIriScs 1,1(1 growth forest nut' 

I's'' oIdlvlii: illiti I unluiesl lice:; anti tnuM piotatIy it timitltmiest 
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RESPONSE TO AMENDED PRESCRIPTIONS FOR CPT 357 MISTAKE STATE FOREST 
FAXED TO NVCA OFFICE BY NPWS 4:29PM & final version 5:56PM 21/9/93 

1. Thankyou for inspecting cpt 357 and considering our requests. 

2. We (NvCA & BAT) are happy with the koala prescriptions. Thankyou 

However we would like clarification on four points: 

What is the Forestry Comission's understanding and 
definition of searching 'routinely' for dung and scratches? 

Our understanding of the koala prescription in the harvest 
plan is as follows. Could you confirm this is correct? 

Following the routine search, if dung or scratches are 
found, a lOOm radius remains undisturbed until a State 
Forests officer trained in koala searching inspects within 
that circle, decides on what trees are to be retained and 
sends this information to NPWS for their concurrence (or 
modification) which is agreed by NPWS to be given to State 
Forests within 24 hours. 

Will State Forests please confirm that they will activate 
the koala prescription (as described above at b.) if and 
when conservationists inform State Forests of sites where 
they have found recent evidence of koalas? 

We -equest that 6 conservationists be permitted to attend 
the Training Course for systematic surveys. 

3. NvCA and BAT are happy that the filter strips on the northern 
and southern boundary of the compartment have been extended 
and widened to 40m. Thankyou. 

4. We are appreciative of the extra area (marked in dark green) 
reserved on the southern boundary. We note it is half the 
width requested but accept your determination. 

Sv we ask now for your consideration oftwosntallbvr1f9h 
priority areas which we feel are essential to be added to the 
southern boundary reserved area. We have reduced this request 
to the bare minimum: 

The basin shaped area marked on the attached map in bi'C 	-- 
we consider this to be rainforest with mixed rainforest and - 
eucalypt (mainly brushbox) emergents. We estimate the area 
to be only _____ hectares. 

Widening of the 40m filter strip to 75m along the southern 
boundary so that it may better act as a wildlife corridor. 
See attached map (- gCwv 	coloured area). We estimate the 
area to be - hectares. 

The agreement of the remaining groups will be sought progressively 
and as speedily as possible. 22/9/93 

Please note: At the time of writing agreement to the position 
- 	outlined above has been received from the following groups: 

Nambucca Valley Conservation Association 
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SOWRA ACTION IRIBE 

RESPONSF TO STATE FOREST'S PRESCRIPTIflNS for 357. 
(22/9/93) 

This is aibrief outline of the groups decisions and 
cert.ainlyroqujres further discussion with State 
Forests. line limits placed on us as well as 
unfortunaa circumstances are the reasons for the 
brevity of this initial response. A more detailed 
response 6nd discussion will be forwarded to State 
Forests ak soon as possible. 

FIRE 
The grcuDds not happy with the prescribed burning 
regime and demands that no top disposal burning takes 
place where a mesic tinderstorey exists. 

APORIGINAt SITES 
The group believes that the necessary surveys for site 
iciontjficdtjon have not been undertaken to the 
satisfaction of Traditional Custodians, the Aboriginal 
Community and the Lands Council. 

SOUTF1ERC1 OUNDARY FILTER STRIP 
the oroupRias decided that the western section of this 
filter stihp requires more than a 40m Protection zone 
and wishS to further nepotiate with State Forests 
concerrtincJ this. See pink section on map. 

The group jzees the eastern section of this filter 
strip, as kieterminc,d by the houndery of forest typo 53, 
as being df the utmost importance. This area is marked 
on the at;achect map jr colour green arid requires full 
Protect ion. 

These are the major concerns of the group and they 
warrant further discussion between the groups involved 
and State Forests. This is imperative to ensure a 
satisfactory outcome and appease all parties involved. 
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PRESS STATEMENT 	 UPDATE ON MISTAKE STATE FOREST 

September 22, 1993 10 am 

State Forests and National Parks and Wildlife Service have added 
prescriptions to the Harvest Plan for compartment 357 in Mistake 
State Forest to allow logging to continue while further koala 
surveys are undertaken in the vicinity of koala sites found by 
conservationists. 

The conservation groups are believed to be happy with the decision 
on further koala surveys, according to spokesperson, Lyn Orrego. 

"However, conservationists have also requested a wildlife corridor 
along a rainforest gully where old growth hrushbox and rainforest 
trees are emergents . This now seems to he the only outstanding 
area of disagreement," she said. 

"State Forests have agreed to a partial widening of the strip to 
40m, but conservationists are presently trying to negotiate for 
this to be widened. We believe agreement could he very close and 
we're hoping the negotiations will bring asucessful outcome for 
all parties which would see logging continue as well as wildlife 
values protected, 

"The results of the negotiations should he known later today or 
tomorrow," she said. 

For further info: Lyn Orrego 065) 647808 or 647478 

Lt carcjor Lttc er\vlronjv\ettt... LLJC cLerends onLt. 
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Attention: District Forester, Mr Steve Rayson: 

We the undersigned groups accept the following as the 
final harvest plan orescriptions for compartment 357 
Mistake State Forest: 

Prescriptions contained in the harvest plan of 
13/9/93. 
The additional prescriptions acreed to by State 
Forests and NPWS and faxed to NVCA on 21/9/93. 
The additional undertakings given to Lyn Orrego 
at a meeting on 23/9/93 and set out below: 

routinely' as it applies to the foreman 
looking for sions of koala activity is to 
mean the foreman will look under grey gums 
and blue gums with recent scratches and 
under taliowoods in drier hardwood sites and 
search for koala dung. 

That the following is the agreed 
understanding of the general koala 
prescription contained in the harvest plan 
of 13/9/93: 

Following the routine search, if dung or 
scratches are found, a lOOm radius remains 
undisturbed until a State Forests officer 
trained in koala searching inspects within 
that circle, sends the information to NPWS 
for them to decide what trees are to be 
retained and gives their concurrence which 
is agreed by NPWS to be given to State 
Forests within 24 hours. 

Where conservationists inform State Forests 
that they have found 12 or more pellets 
under a tree the above general koala 
prescription will be implemented. 
Conservationists will mark the tree, note 
the location on a map. leave most of the 
pellets in olace and inform State Forests. 

State Forests have no objection to 
conservationists approachino M' Chris Moon 
to hold a Trainino course for them in 
Mistake State Forest at some time jr the 
future. 

Let'S Cart ja r thc enviroan'erW... LLJC cLepcnds on it. 

The followinq area as described below is to 
be reserved from logging: 

From the point where the inspection party 
stood at their last inspection point on 
20/9/93, before returning uphill to Dead 
Mar's Gully Road, a line will be drawn 
eastwards to the compartment boundary on 
Kosekai Road and a line will be drawn in a 
southwesterly direction until intercepting 
the southern compartment boundary. The area 
within the thus described lines and the 
compartment boundaries mentioned is the area 
to be reserved. 

On the basis that the above orescriptions are 
implemented we undertake to do the fol lowing:' 

- Ensure that Kosekai and Dead Mans Gully roads are 	V 
unobstructed by 1.0m, 24/9/93. 

- Ensure that banners are removed from compartment 
357 and the immediate vicinity. 

- Accept this as the final decision allowing 
logging, in line with these prescriptions, to 
continue unfettered. 

All the above is agreed to by: 

Nambucca Valley Conservation Association (NVCA) 
Bowra Action Tribe (BAT) 
Bellingen Environment Centre (BEC) 
South Arm Catchment Protection Group (SACPG) 
The Wilderness Society. Armidale (TWS) 
Scientific Surveyor (Christine Potts) 

.., 
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MEDIA RELEASE 

SEPTEMBER 24, 1993 

F lye local environment groups yesterday accepted a coinpromi se 
harvesting plan for compartment 357 in Mistake State Forest west of 
Bciwraville, following negotiations with State Forests the day 
before. 

"The move means confrontation in the Forest is no longer a danger 
and wi 11 see logging proceed as well as wildlife protection 
increased," said spokesperson Lyn Orrego. 

"Not all our requests were met, however, a sinal 1 area of old growth 
hri;shhoy was added to the wildlife corridor. We and many 
scientists consider hrushhoy to he rainforest," she said. 

"It wi 1 1 be hard for us to see some areas of this compartment go, 
however, all the groups decided to accept the compromise in this 
case as State Forests also moved our way by supporting further 
koala surveys to he done by experts, widening filter strips and 
adding two areas of brushbox to the wildlife corridor. They also 
treated our representations seriously and spent a.1 1 day Monday 
inspecting the compartment with NPWS officers. 

"It should he a signal to State Forests in other areas that 
negotiations with conservationists are worthwhile and that our 
claims should not be brushed aside or label led "extremist". 

"it should also inform the general public that the timber industry 
AND conservation of wildlife can both continue, 

"We will still continue to purue our objectives in the rest of 
Mistake State Forest hoping to gain public recognition and off ical 
acceptance that parts of this forest are worthy of being dedicated 
as a major reserve for our area. 	It is a treasure at our hackdoor 
full of endangered species, 2100 hectares of intact old growth 
forest and has a high value for water catchment protection for the 
growing coastal population of our area." 

For further info contact: Lyn Orrego (065) 647478 

L ct*, carcjor tiw env(roruv\erW... Lfc dercnds onLt. 
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.Fot4ss es4qbi;s'ied poticy øç' 	•.• 

U? h Ytt?e ' o oUr. 	: 

any environmenijai or 'social effect on a 
• Cormnunity 

a transformation of the locality 
(c)any environmental impact on the ecosystems 

of the locality 
(d) diminution, of 	(1) aesthetic values 

recreational values 
scientific values 
other values 

(e) any effect on structures or places havinb 
aesthetic, cultural, hlstorical,scientiflc, 
archaeiogical or special values 
(el). any impact on the habitat of any 

'protected fauna'within the meaning of 
seàtidn 98 of the Naional Parks and 
Wildlife Act 1914 or endangered fauna 
within the e&nlng of the act; 
Refer to Part'B 

(f) danger to any species of flora or fauna 
1(9) any long ter4n effects on the environment 
(i) any degradation  of:the quality of the 

environment 
any risk to the safety of the environment 
any curtailment of the range'of beneficial 
uses of the enviro nrnent 

(Ic) pollution 	(l) Air 
Water 
Noise 

(l).any environmental problems from the 
disposal of ',ia8te 

(m) any increased demand on scarce resources 
(h) any cumulative environmental effect with 

other existing or likely future activities 
(o) any.epartme'nt from established policy 
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Proceedings of 

GENETIC ENGINEERING FORUM 
August 1st & 2nd, 1992 

SYDNEY 

Nature Conservation Council of NSW 

The views expressed in this publication 
are not necessarily those of the 

Nature Conservation Council of NSW. 
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management of bushland to be made. The survey Work should include an accurate 
description of each land unit, the vegatiori types in map form, the condition of the 
vegetation, native and weed species lists and recothmendations for management. 

Deciding what you want to achieve and why 

In Woollahra's case, it was found that there were 3 reserves that warranted bushland 
regeneration work. These were Gap Park, Parsley Bay Reserve and Cooper Park. Gap 
was the worst; remnant heathland and some fig trees existed in pockets, but the 
remainder of the land was grassed and open on an exposed coastal site. What did we 
want to achieve? 

Basically, we wanted an asset instead of a liability in recreational terms. The park had 
little meaning or interest to the community. Dogs were the main users of the open flat 
areas, whilst hundreds of visitors used the clifftop footpath from the Gap to Old South 
Head Road, their interest outward looking not site orientated. After 10 years of managing 
and regenerating the park as bushland, we now have a park which is interesting, offers 
several recreational settings for users, has conservation value and is a major tourist 
destination in Sydney. 

We could have left it as a grassed paddock with rock outcrops, interpreted the former 
tram track and the gun fortifications, but we would have fallen short of its recreational 
potential within a developed community. 

A common feature to both the other parks was their landform-steepish sideslopes 
forming a gulley with creek, ancV adjacent flat land. The flat land had been developed as 
grassed play/picnic areas, but the bushland sideslopes were being invaded by exotic 
plant species, aided and abetted by nutrient flows, birds, wind dispersal of seed and 
upsiope garden escapes. Though both parks were large in size (relative to Woollahra), it 
was felt that a long-term commitment to bush regeneration would provide the best results 
in terms of cost effective maintenance and recreational opportunities for the area and the 
users. You have to bear in mind that the area is highly developed residentially, with high 
real estate value and development potential as a tip human priority. The aspect from 
some of these high priced lands is of course the very wooded and natural shores of 
Middle Head, Dobroyd Head and North Head. So what we wanted to achieve was that 
which we didn't have. 

Finding the resources and money 

Back in 1982, it was costing the Council $15,000 per year to contract the National Trust 
to work in the 3 parks on 1 day per week basis, in teams of 4 people. In 1992 it now costs 
us $65,000 per year to continue the Trust contract, and this year we won a Metropolitan 
Greenspace grant towards the ongoing Trust work. The Council has consistently 
supported this expenditure for bushland management. 

There was recognition that we couldn't just leave it to the Trust, other wise their 1 day per 
week efforts would not progress far. Just consider - we had 26 hectares of bush parks, 
with 4 Council gardeners to maintain them, so you can imagine how much detailed work 
got done on the other 4 days of the week, with 1 person per 6 héctares. 
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TIMBER RESOURCEà' OF THE I. MA.CKS.VILLE . MANAGEMENT AREA AND MISTAKE.STAtE FORESfl Prepared fr.omstate.Fordsj records, by Dailan Pugh. 	 . 

Nacicsikjlle Management Area is one of tljoé claimed to'.be managed on .8 sustained yield basis, though in practice this 
is not the case. Like thost other Management Areas claimed to 
be on sustained., yield an. investigation of the management 
plan, Paid assessment and :annual.reports reveal 'inflated 
assessments gross Qvercutting and 'contempt for t 
Nanageme 	Plan that.i' meant to beabided'by. 	

he 
 

In summary mis_c ulations . :and:,mis_thanagement have led to( 

goss .avercuttjng of quota"taw.log, in 'th. the five 
years from'juiy 1987 to July.. 1992 'the average annual. quota removal was 9.870 cii. in.. net..'represeilting an 
average annual, overcu.t' of 27%, exceediig the annual 
limit by as much as 43% In' 1987/88. . 

*actual, Yields being 'significantly' bel&w predicted 
yields by up V.050%. . 	. 

* prematrp. ' cuttig df: quota resources for 'the second Cutting ëyc'i•e.. 	(after 1995') ,' 	which will lead to Significj'j 'future shortfalls, 	. . 

failure to, abide by'Lhe Macksvjlle Management Plan's 
order.cjf working and cutting limits,' and 

* failure to manage the'area's.'forests.. bajs. 

Based on 'Hardcoód Assessment '-, Macksvjl.le N.A. Coastal 
Working Circle.' (Forestry Commission 1979) the Forestry 
Commission 11978, eS amxneilded'eo 1987) èstimata t1le yields auailalls £sgrn' 	fla.1covIl1.*.ç aa EL.,,u. 1902, ttojuthjj ttuj '  that.the "derived volumes have limitd accuracy". it wäw 
estimated that there was a total of 171 780 cii. 

M. gros of saw.logs over 40 cm. 'diameter (dbhub) available after '1982 
from the COastal.Workjng Circle for the, first cutting 
(giving a net annual yield 	 cycle

of 7 730 cu. rn;) and.a total of ,  71' 100 cu, m.•grbs(34.0 cii. .th. 	net) of therc.hantable quota sawlogs in ,, the Up River Forests', anticipated, to be Utilized by. 1952 

Mistake State Focest'was' arbI€arii divided'iiif6 the Up River 
and Coastal Working Circles.. Mistake 'SF WRS estimated to contaizi 24 800 cu. m goss' (12 000 cii: in. 'net) of the 

sawiog volumes in the 'Up River Forests' It was assessed as 
containing Sl,943.cu. in. gross of the sawios available from 
the Coastal wc for the first'cutting cycle (CC1) which was 
to last until 19,9.5: Timberavajiable from the Coastal WC for 
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the 'first .dutting 'cycle w• to come from 'Stand Condition. 
Types' A and B, with type C reported as: 	 - 

"suitable for sawlog production but stands immature for 
quota sawlog harvesting quota sawlogs not available 
for practicle economic .haniesting until second cutting 
cycle (beyond 1995).". (FC 19.79.) 

The quotas for sawlogs. in the MackviLle MA were set as 
1978/79-1979/80 26.880 m. cu,. net',.1930/31_.1981/82 8 000'cu, 
M. net  (PC 19L78 p2, p24) and as from 1982/83 "The annual 
yield shall not exCeed the total of annual quota 
dornmjtments" of .7 .800'cu. m. net •,(FC 1978 p2/i ) - . 	 ; as aminended1982, 

The 'Forestry Commission (1978) note: 

"The up 'rivet: forests mainly consist of' logged areaS 
carrying 0-20'year old regeneration as a result of 
logging; with a few virgin stands. These forests are 
very deficient in interniedjate size classes. It i 
estimated that available merchantable logs will be' 
harvested by about 1986 some 40' years before any 
existing regefleratioj'i can produce sawlogs." 

"Timber production objectives shall be met by 
concentratinj harvesting in the 
hard ,qood.:resource of the virgin up river forests. On' completin 'of harvesting of this resource;. logging will 
be contined to the coastal forests." (p.22) 

The option of timber Production' from'the up rier 
foracts after' the current cutting cyie will, not be 
actively pursued in the foreseeable future. Expenditure 
associated with road construction, maintenance, 
protection and silvic'ulturaj, treatment will be kept to 
a minimum." :(p23) 	. 

the ciombjnation of wt weather,. Allen Taylors not'being. 
satisfied with the species available (eg Ft 1982/33) and 
the Forestry Commission's financiat losses'led.to an 
abandonment of the Management Plan's intent to log out the 
Up River forests .before'concentrating on the Co 
Circle. 	 astal Working 

' 

The Porestry Com&ission' intention not to: manage the Up 
River forests on a sustained yield basis is still current, 
their only concern being. to. maximise what they can cut in 
order to "try, and find Sufficient quota to maintain the 7 
800 rn3 sustained yield cut. longer than the end of CC1" '(Fe 
1988/89) 
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The Forestry Commission'sAjrnual Reports make ariumber of 
comments on the yield assessments. "It ëhould be rioted that 
segregation, into the strata used in the assessinetit is 
virtually impossible to achieve" (FC 1981/82), 'It souid 
appear Frnm. dr.a pte.sent- ed that there is a hrodening gap 
between actual and ptedicted yields for the total coastal 
working circle .....it would appear that for Mistake S.F. at 
lent, the stand condition typing on which the asSessment is 
based is proving unreliable." (FC 1985/86),"me major 
problem remains the gaps between actual and predicted yields 
on Ingalba andMistake S.F.s. . . . Assessment. waE done using 
ran.doiu niots and it could be they did not sSmule enouEh of €hôoiCe± éoütiry. thlj coupleawith Ehé E&èSE 541iijciit7 
over :at So many different periods could produce the wrong 
infortion." (FC1986/87)," .....the whole question of 
sustained yield after [unlogged arOasare] exhausted needs: 
to be tackled as a seperateissue, probably involving 
measurement of abetter defined.resource.", "The question of 
what actuallyahould Constitute the Ccl,. CC2 and CC3 
ustajnable area needs to be resolved, sooner rather than 
later due to the poor .reultsbeing achieved compared, to 
that assessed.' (Ft 1987/88) 

As from: 1988/39 thèMacksville MA was subsumed by theUrungi 
MA for management purposes. The Urungth MA Annual Reports 
continued to emphasise the inadequacy of the resource 
assessments in the Màcksvi1jeq "A proper assessment of 
all the resource i.rèquired", ".,. yields being obtained on 
Coastal areas areof great dause for concern." "... CC2(21 
years) cut needt to yield over twice the Ccl cut to achieve 
predicted yields. Whether this will occur is. completely 
unknown asno follow:up asâessment of stand structure 
remaining, as required by CUTAN monitoring, has ever been 
done." (Ft 1988/89), "... a complete assessment of the 
districts timber resources is urgently required and is a 
priority." (FC 1990/91).  

Since 1982 the actual yields froth the Coastal Working Circle 
have been slightly beluw theassessedyjelxjs (FC 1979) for 
Nambucca and Way Way State Forests, almost half the assessed 
yields for Ingalba State Forestàndsigñificantly.higher for 
Mistake State Forest (FC1989/90). While this would appear 
to give an overall favourable.resujt this disguisesthe fact 
that it has involved the prematUre harvesting of trees meant 
to be retained for the second cutting cycle (CC2, after 
1995). The Forestty Commission (1989/90) note that the 1979 
Yield.Assessment.:assumed that only Strata A And B would be 
cut inCC1,wheras Strata Chas also been harvested (see. 
above) . 	. 	. . 

TABLE 1. HARDWOoD (NOW-RAJNFoflST) REMOVALS FROM NACKSVILLE 
t1ANAGEr'iENT AREA. Source: reëpectivè Forestry Commission 
Annual Reports. 	. 	. . 



H . H 

+ 
YEAR QUOTA .CUT' QUOTA CUT NON-QUOTA SAWLOGS OTHER 

in3 net m3 grpss w3 gross 	H 
- +-. --------- + ------------------------------ + ------- 

• 	
. 	 1981/82 8600.: .105$1 '6668 1724 

• 	;1982/83 
: 	 7606: 10 	650.1 . 	 450 	

: 5 47 
:1983/84 1 	3 578 4 787+ 9 190 3 457 

• 	

. 	 :1984,85,:. 8.448 11 	827+:. 19 825 4 74.9 
1985/86 1. 	8 934. 	

: 
. 	 121507+1 . 	 23 	084 7 905 

• 	:196,87 . 	 :7640 10 696+ 
. 

.. 	 24 	53 	
. 

5 250 
1987/88 11 167. 15 634+: 15 	518: 7 072 
:1988/89; 9540 1 

, 

12:059 . 	 20 	492 5 2621 
1989/90 ' 	9 433 .: : 	1.2 	91I . 	 24 	977 •: 	

: 5 590 
1990/91 

: 	
10 588 : 	15 	323., 

: 21' 548 . 	
' 	 : 5 231 

:1991/92 : 	86.24 :126151 •35 	560. 	
. 	 : 5103 

+ --------------------------------------------- -r ------------ + 
These volumes estimated by:applying a'multiplier of net to 

gross of 1.4 

:The prabtice has. beri to log the,most pr *0ductive stands' 
first (Ft 1988/89, p11) indicatIng that the deficienèy in 
actual yields will tiorsen into ..e future. 

It is evident front Table ltha€. the State !orests  have been'. 
grossly overcueting in the I'lacksville Managethent Area in 
breach of the cuttinj limit's specified itt the Management 
Plan. In htg 'awa ta -July A097, since €ha 4uata Qoa  ae t 
as 7 800 cu. iii. net  from July 1982, 'there was a• annual 
average removal of 7 261 cu. m. net  andin the fiveyears 
from July 19.87 to July 1992 the.'average annual quota removal 
was 9 870 cu. m. net ., giving an average over the ten years 
of 8.566 cu. m. net , per annum. The gross overdutting in the 
last five yeats should be of considerable concern as it 
represents an averageannual ovértut of 27%, exceeding the 
annual limit by as much as 43%in 1987/88t. 

In total the actual yield of quota sawlogs taken over the 
ten years exceedes that estimated as being available by 7 
658 cu. m. net , or aithost one years..supply. When.this 
overcut is'corisidered in conjunctioñ.with the fact that 
anticipated yields.per hectaréhave.only been maintained by 
taking timber meant to be retained 'for' the ne'ct cutting 
cycle and logging the most productive 5tands first it 
indicates significant yield problems for the Macksville MA 
in %the. near future. 	 •. 

While no asstháäthent of  ~ the future availability of hon-qUota 
siwlogs and durable poles .  is available it is apparent that 
these resources too are not being managed On a sutainable 
basis and their availability is expected to rapidly decline 
in the. near future .. . 	 ' . . 	 . 

When Tr'auor Eailoi,rnbtoinod.Jn injunotion in 1097 to flop 
logging in sath Up River comPartments in. Mistake State 

I 	 . 	 . 	 • 
I. 	

. 	 I 



Forest the Forestry Conuniss job !'majmjsd" their cUtting • ' 	rate in the Coastal WC part' Of Mistake SF (FC 1988/89), 
until the court judgeinent on Maxch 31st1980 auséd them to 
suSpend logging Operations in MisTta}ce Sate Forest until an EIS was prepared. 	. 

TABLE 1.2. The ForestrY Commission'5 (1988/89) '!best cur:renr estimaLe of 
Forest was 

rrnaining idekltifjecvresourceie 	in Mistake State given as: .. .. 	 ,. 

Mistake (southern) 
GROSS AREA. 

340 
NET Quota/Ha. TOTAL 

:Mistake' (:nort.hern. 	. .916 
14.3 4850 

• 
. 

. •4.(4 4050, 
TOTS 1256 	: ,. 

" .• 	

;•. 

. 8900 

Despite all the identified faj1ings.of the resource 
.sessments in the Uru'ngá Management Ai'ea (including the 
Macksvjj,le MA) the State Forests 'coämiissjon is pressing 
ahead with its revised (long overdue) Management Plan and 
the Urunga-.coffs Harbour: Eñvirbumentaj Impact Statenien€ 
without undertaking a r'eliable-yield assesment The undated 
docümént prepared by State Forests for'the EIS consultants States; 	. 

"0nl' the - cOastal,,foresfs 4pye been assessed for quota 
satlog yie1d 'The plantatIon resàurcehas been the 
subject of a yield 	 using data 
collected from previous growth and, inventory wOrk and 
past yields. All other areas have héd, estimates 'of 
varioUs products availability made whae sufficient 
information from past yields allows such estimation to 
be reasonablyaccura.ten 	', ' . 

The State. Forests seem intent to cover up their grosé 
overcutting add'the identified teouce shottfails in he 

ru coastal forests, and ignore. the. preatue cucd,n of 
reMcnirres iñQnti find fnv, tho fl&t tti46b.n6  cy.1.0 and LlsaL 
their yield assessments for. the''Up River forests are 
Unreliable. Their' intention: is, not to undét*ake aváljd 
yield assessment untilsorne time in,the future, in the'mèan 
timE they,intend to cóntinueunsustajnable logging of quota 
sawlogs from the Urunga 	 rate of 25,520 CU. uI:per annum.  
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CONSULTANCY & PRESENTA'{ION SERVICES 

The Dungir Conservation Proposal 

LIMITED FIRST EDITION COPIES AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1993 

Find out for yourself: 

What does 'Dungir' mean in the language of the Guinbaynggir? 
Why was Mistake State Forest so named 7 
Who are the rightful owners of this land? 
Are the soils erod able? 
Is the area prone to landslip? 
What is the vegetation like? 
Is there really some low altitude subtropical rainforest? 
Is there any 'Old Growth' forest left? 
Are there any special animals or plants? 
Is the Forestry Commission really logging rai.nforest and old growth forest? 

You will find the answers to these questions and more in the hottest potato 
to hit the streets in weeks - order your copy today. 

Earl Ii S p a n P.O. Box 144, URUNGA NSW 2455 Phone (066) 556 801 

oRI)En FORM: Please send me a copy of the Dungir Conservation Proposal, I have enclosed a cheque / money order 
for $30 per copy (includes postage) made payable to the Nambucca Valley Conservation Association (P0 Box 123, 
BOWRAVII.1..E NSW 2449). 

Name' 	..........................................................................Ph one  Number: 
Address: 

No. Copies: 

Signature: 
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North Arm Landcare Group, 
North Arm Road, 
BOWRAVILLE 	NSW 
	

2449 

26th July, 1993 

District Forester, 
Urunga Forestry Commission Office, 
Bowra Street, 
URUNGA 	NSW 	2454 

Attention: Mr. Steve Rayson 

Dear Steve, 

RE: COMPARTMENT 207 - CROOKED TOP MOUNTAIN 

On Sunday 13th June a group of local people, including an aboriginal 
elder from Bowraville, nearby landholders and members of North Arm 
Landcare Group, visited Compartment 207, Crooked Top Mountain to 
view the effects of the then current logging operations. 

Since then I, along with several other concerned people have visited 
different sections of the Compartment on various occasions. 

A number of concerns have arisen from our observations. They are 
as follows:- 

As you are aware koala scats were found on our original visit 
and were positively identified by Barbara Triggs. A copy of 
her analysis form was faxed to your office on Friday 9th July, 
1993 and you have acknowledged, per phone on Tuesday 13th July, 
1993 that it was received. 

We have since communicated with the N.P.W.S. Threatened Species 
Unit and requested that they ask Forestry Commission for a 
koala survey to be carried out, using the'asterisk' technique, 
with a N.P.W.S. officer present,as soon as possible, to 
establish whether or not a koala population does exist on 
Crooked Top Mountain. 

Please note that on 16th July, 1993 a dead koala was found 
one kilometre from the compartment boundary. N.P.W.S. has 
been notified. 

In view of the statement noted in the E.I.S. for 207, Part B 
Determination of Impact on Protected Fauna (b) "The greatest 
impact will be caused to arboreal species" we believe you, 
as the responsible Forestry Officer, shoulà upgrade the 
prescription in the Harvest Plan for koalas to at least the 
standard and style of the Wingham Determination prescription 
for koalas, as an interim measure until the survey is completed 
and the adequacy of that prescription is assessed. This will 
ensure more undisturbed habitat and food trees are left 
standing. 

.12 
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2. 	HABITAT TREES 

Many habitat trees were seen on road edges or in close 
roximity to log dumps. These areas are not only in the 
firing line' during logging operations, but are used at 

other times by 4WD enthusiasts, bush walkers, campers and 
tourists. They therefore are not necessarily the most 
appropriate sites for nesting birds, marsupials and bats 
or roosting koalas. Roads and snig tracks also provide 
easy access and travelling for feral dogs, as the number of 
dog scats found during our.field days would suggest. This 
would seriously disadvantage animals already in residence. 
We therefore request that in the remaining unlogged areas 
habitat trees be marked in sheltered off road locations. 

A number of inadequate habitat trees have been seen 
and photographed. An example of which has been included, 
reference PHOTO (1). These trees do not fit the criteria 
set out in the Harvest Plan reference 3.3 (f) "The retention 
of mature or overmature hollow bearing stems, to provide for 
the habitat requirements of hollow dependent fauna". 

Good habitat trees with suitable hollows,and due to be logged, 
were seen in close proximity to the unsuitable ones marked 'H' 
This appears to contradict your advice per phone of 30th June, 
1993 when you stated to me that "such apparently inadequate 
trees may be marked as habitat trees if no suitable trees 
could be found in the vicinity". We request that all such 
inadequate habitat trees be located and a more suitable one 
found in the vicinity to be marked W. 

Extreme disturbance of understory and leaving of trashed 
tree tops below habitat trees reference PHOTO (2). This 
situation is unacceptable and severely disadvantages fauna 
attempting to access or leave tree as the sheltering understory 
has been destroyed. 

Please note that N.P.W.S.,through the Wingham Determination, 
who are the experts, believe such understory between clustered 
'H' trees should be retained. We request you ammend your policy 
in this regard throughout all of tirunga Management Area and 
specifically ammend the Harvest Plan for Compartment 207 along 
these lines. 

Habitat trees damaged from felling of nearby trees, 
resulting in loss of limb, ie potential nesting sites and 
foliage (ie food!) reference PHOTO (3). This situation seems 
to indicate that insufficient due care was taken during 
felling. 

Photographic examples of inadequate habitat trees, and 
destruction of and trashing around understories of habitat 
trees, have been forwarded to N.P.W.S. 

/3 
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3. 	EROSION 

Early roading,in particular the south west and south roads 
on southern side of compartment appear to have numerous 
deficiencies in regard to drainage, with resultant early 
signs of erosion and slumping despite minimal rainfall 
(54mm from 1st May - 13th June) reference PHOTOS (4) and (5) 
taken on 13th June, 1993. 

We request, urgently, that the Harvest Plan for compartment 
207 be amended to include a Soil Erosion and Sediment Control 
Strategy prepared under the principles of the Standard Erosion 
Mitigation Guidelines (5th March, 1993) and reviewed by 
Department of Conservation and Land Management and deemed 
adequate by them before logging proceeds. Please note we 
have informed C.A.L.M. of our concerns. 

We have observed roading and snig tracks crossing drainage 
lines without any appropriate provision for movement of water. 
This is of extreme concern as even the S.E.M.C.'s state: 

2. CONDITIONS FOR LOGGING 

2.1.1. Minor Roads 

(vi) Minor roads shall not cross streams which are 
running unless a causeway, bridge or pipe culvert 
designed to transmit peak flows has been provided. 
They may cross stream beds which are dry via 
causeways, temporary culverts or temporary log 
crossings provided there is minimal disturbance 
to the surrounds. 

We have observed a snig track crossing a drainage line where 
not only was there no form of drainage provided under, over 
or along trackside to nearest crossbank, but resulted in 
extensive rock spills down the watercourse into the gully 
below. 

We believe this to be a breach of the above mentioned S.E.M.C. 
condition. 

Reference PHOTO (6) : Showing a snig track over the drainage 
line, with resultant rock spill. 

PHOTO (7) : A close up of the rock spill into the 
gully. 

PHOTO (8) : Taken from below snig track looking 
down gully, to show extent of rock 
spill and interference to natural water 
flow which inevitably will occur. 

This too has been reported to C.A.L.M. but we ask that you 
take appropriate action according to your Statutory 
responsibilities and inform us of your course of action. 

.14 
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4. 	CROSSBANKS 

The S.E.M.C. 2.1.1. Minor Roads (iii) states: 

"For any operation the height of the crossbanks shall be 
0.5m unless otherwise specified." 

Nowhere in the Harvest Plan is there any other specifications 
regarding deviation from the 0.5m crossbank height. 
Crossbanks in 207 are often seen to be much higher up to 2m 
and involve excessive movement of surrounding earth to 
construct. Reference PHOTOS (9) and (10). Why has this 
occurred? 

The fact that they have dug down into the rock substrata 
to build up excessively high crossbanks has the potential 
to create additional and unnecessary erosion. We are very 
concerned about this practice. 

We believe most of Crooked Top (Compartment 207) to be too steep 
to be logged and that the damage and potential for serious erosion 
and siltation of watercourses, far outweigh the viability of 
harvesting approximately 115 ha. 

We await your prompt reply. 

Yours faithfully, 

P. FLACK 
SECRETARY 

Enc. 



North Arm Landcare Group, 
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5th August, 1993 

Threatened Species Unit, 
National Parks & Wildlife Service, 
P.O. Box 1967, 
HURSTEVILLE 	NSW 	2220 

Attention: Mr. Daniel Connelly 

Dear Daniel, 

RE: FORESTRY COMMISSION LOGGING IN COMPARTMENT 207 
CROOKED TOP MOUNTAIN 

On Sunday 13th June, a group of local people, including an aboriginal 
elder from Bowraville, nearby landholders and members of North Arm 
Landcare Group, visited Compartment 207, Crooked Top Mountain to 
view the effects of the then current logging operations. 

Since then I, along with several other concerned people have visited 
different sections of the Compartment on various occasions. 

A number of concerns have arisen from our observations. They are 
as follows:- 

1. 	As you are aware koala scats were found on our original 
visit and were positively identified by Barbara Triggs. 
A copy of her analysis form was faxed to your office on 
Friday 9th July, 1993. 

Forestry Commission District Forester,Mr. Steve Rayson has 
informed me that no routine day or night time fauna survey 
was carried out in Compartment 207 prior to commencement of 
harvesting nor has there been any sort of inspection or 
survey done specifically for koalas since they were notified 
by us via telephone and fax, as to the evidence of koala 
presence within the compartment and surrounding area. 

Please note a recently deceased female koala was discovered 
approximately one kilometre from compartment boundary, on 
Friday 16th July. No apparent cause of death could be found. 
N.P.W.S. DorrigoOffice were notified and map references 
given. Refer PHOTO (1). 

The Harvest Plan prescription for koalas is totally inadequate 
and states:- 

3.13 Additional PrescrjDtion 

vi) 	Should any koalas be discovered during operations then 
an area of 100 metres surrounding the tree containing 
the koala shall be reserved from logging pending an 
inspection by a forest officer to determine whether or 
not other koalas are present. 

/2 



The prescription for koalas in the E.I.A. for 207 also is 
auoallin2lv insufficient and is as follows:- 

Part B 	Determination of I 

Mammals 

(i) Koalas 

ct on Protected Fauna ........ 

Koalas may well be present within the compartment 
although none were sighted during inspections of the 
area. If located within the logging area, the district 
Koala protocol will be followed. This protocol is as 
follows; 

"Where a koala or recent evidence of a koala in a tree 
is located the tree will be retained together with all 
other trees within a radius of 100 metres pending an 
inspection by a forest officer to determine whether or 
not other koalas are present in the vicinity. 

Where it is determined that a resident colony is present, 
the area of the colony plus a radius of 20 metres will be 
preserved whilever the colony is present. 

Where only one or two koalas are present, a 20 metre 
radius around each occupied tree shall be preserved 
whilever the koalas are present. Note, a colony is 
considered to consist of three or more koalas within 
the area being investigated (radius lOOm)." 

The fact that trees with koalas present in them are retained 
only while the koalas are in situ and subsequently felled once 
they (hopefully of their own accord!) move on, suggests 
Forestry Commission, or at the least, the forest officer 
(Mr. John Ball) responsible for setting the koala prescription, 
has an inadequate knowledge and understanding of habitat 
requirements for this highly specialized animal. 

Many habitat trees were seen on road ddges or in close 
roximity to log dumps. These areas are not only in the 
firing line' during logging operations, but are used at 

other times by 4WD enthusiasts, bush walkers, campers and 
tourists. They therefore are not necessarily the most 
appropriate sites for nesting birds, marsupials and bats 
or roosting koalas. Roads and snig tracks also provide 
easy access and travelling for feral dogs, as the number of 
dog scats found during our field days would suggest. This 
would seriously disadvantage animals already in residence. 
We therefore ask that N.P.W.S. require Forestry Commission 
to mark more habitat trees in sheltered, off road locations 
in the remaining unlogged areas. 
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A number of inadequate habitat trees have been seen and 
photographed. An example of which has been included, 
reference PHOTOS (2, 3, 4,.5). These trees do not fit 
the criteria set out in the Harvest Plan reference 3.3 (f) 
"The retention of mature or overmature hollow bearing stems, 
to provide for the habitat requirements of hollow dependent 
fauna". 

Good habitat trees with suitable hollows, and due to be 
logged, were seen in close proximity to the unsuitable ones 
marked W. This appears to contradict advice given to me 
by Mr. Steve Rayson per phone on 30th June, 1993 when he 
stated to me that "such apparently inadequate trees may be 
marked as habitat trees if no suitable trees could be found 
in the vicinity". We request that N.P.W.S. require Forestry 
Commission to locate all inadequate habitat trees and more 
suitable ones be found in the vicinity to be marked W. 

Extreme disturbance of understory and leaving of trashed 
tree tops below habitat trees reference PHOTO (5). This 
situation is unacceptable and severely disadvantages fauna 
attempting to access or leave tree as the sheltering understory 
has been destroyed. 

As you are aware N.P.W.S., through the Winham Determination, 
believe such understory between clustered H' trees should 
be retained. 

Habitat trees damaged from felling of nearby trees, resulting 
in loss of limb, ie potential nesting sites and foliage 
(ie food!) reference PHOTO (7). This situation seems to 
indicate that insufficient due care was taken during felling. 

Reference PHOTO (8) - (Eight photo series). 
This 3600 photo series shows a small section of an area 
where logging has been completed. 

Please note extensive understory damage and the only two 
habitat trees (marked with a yellow H), which are obviously 
inadequate. 

Reference PHOTO (9). Gives a full view of these two above 
mentioned 'habitat tress'.. 

In view of the above concerns, in particular Point 1, we request 
that Forestry Commission's licence conditions for harvesting in 
207 be upgraded to at least the standard and style of the Wingham 
Determination for koalas, with or without a koala survey being 
carried out. This will ensure that more undisturbed habitat and 
food trees are left standing. 

A copy of this letter has been forwarded to Robert Quirk, Head 
Ranger at the Dorrigo N.P.W.S. office. 
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We hope that you can give this matter your prompt attention 
and keep us informed of any developments. 

Yours faithfully, 

P. FLACK 
SECRETARY 

r 

Enc. 
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26th July, 1993 

Department of Conservation and Land 
Management, 
P.O. Box 117, 
KEMPSEY 	NSW 	2440 

Attention: Mr. Rod Saul 

Dear Rod, 

RE: FORESTRY COMMISSION LOGGING IN COMPARTMENT 207 - CROOKED TOP 
MOUNTAIN 

On Sunday 13th June, a group of local people, including an 
aboriginal elder from Bowraville, nearby landholders and members 
of North AL- rn Landcare Group, visited Compartment 207, Crooked Top 
Mountain to view the effects of the then current logging operations. 

Since then I, along with several other concerned people have 
visited different sections of the Compartment on various occasions. 

A number of concerns have arisen from our observations. They are 
as follows: 

Early roading, i 
on southern side 
deficiencies in 
signs of erosion 
(54mm from 1st H 
(3), (4A) and (4 
the south west r 

n particular the south west and south roads 
of compartment appear to have numerous 
regard to drainage, with resultant early 
and slumping despite minimal rainfall 
ay - 13th June) reference PHOTOS (1), (2), 
B) taken on 13th June, 1993. All taken on 
oad on southern facing. 

We request, urgently, that the Harvest Plan for Compartment 
207 be amended to include a Soil Erosion and Sediment Control 
Strategy prepared under the principles of the Standard Erosion 
Mitigation Guidelines (5th March, 1993) and reviewed by 
Department of Conservation and Land Management and deemed 
adequate by them before logging proceeds. 

We have observed roading and snig tracks crossing drainage 
lines without any appropriate provision for movement of 
water. 	This is of extreme concern as even the S.E.M.C.'s 
state: 

2. CONDITIONS FOR LOGGING 

2.1.1. Minor Roads 

(vi) Minor roads shall not cross streams which are 
running unless a causeway, bridge or pipe culvert 
designed to transmit peak flows has been provided. 
They may cross stream beds which are dry via 
causeways, temporary culverts or temporary log 
crossings provided there is minimal disturbance 
to the surrounds. 

...../2 
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We have observed a snig track 
not only was there no form of 
or along trackside to nearest 
extensive rock spills down the 
below. 

crossing a drainage line where 
drainage provided under, over 
crossbank, but resulted in 
watercourse into the gully 

We believe this to be a breach of the above mentioned S.E.M.C. 
condition. 

Reference PHOTO (SA) 

PHOTO (SB) 

PHOTO (Sc) 

PHOTO (SD) 

PHOTO (6) 

(iii) Crossbanks 

Showing a snig track over a drainage 
line with resultant rock spill. 
Close up highlighting the rock spill 
into the gully below. 
Taken from the gully below snig track 
showing lack of drainage under crossing. 
Taken again in the gully below snig 
track 180 °  from (SC) angle to show 
extent of the rock spill. 
A second example of road crossing and 
drainage line and lacking appropriate 
construction to minimise scour and 
erosion. 

The S.E.M.C. 2.1.1. Minor Roads (iii) states: 

"For any operation the height of the crossbanks shall be 
0.5m unless otherwise specified." 

Nowhere in the Harvest Plan is there any other specifications 
regarding deviation from the 0.5m crossbank height. Crossbanks 
in 207 are often seen to be much higher up to 2m and involve 
excessive movement of surrounding earth to construct. 
Reference PHOTOS (11) and (12). 

The fact that they have dug down into the rock substrata 
to build up excessively high crossbanks has the potential 
to create additional and unnecessary erosion. We are very 
concerned about this practice. 

PHOTOS (7), (8), (9) and (10) are examples of some of the 
inadequate roading we have observed which quite obviously 
will result in erosion when the next wet season arrives in 
six months time. 

Batters in very steep sections of the road have extended far 
down the slope below swallowing young trees on the way. They 
too will result in considerable erosion when the rainy season 
arrives in spring/summer, as little regrowth can be expected 
in the current season. 

Reference PHOTOS (13), (14) and (15). 
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We thsrefor?e request that Forestry Commission be directed 
to carry opt revegetation of all such batters as stated in 
the S.t.M.C. 

2. C.ØNDIT'ONS  FOR LOGGING 
S 

2.1.1 Roads 

(ii) Revegetation of batters may be required on 
some roads, and this shall be carried out 
when specified. 

We understand that roading of compartments is often carried 
out prior to the Harvest Plan and E.I.S. being approved. Is 
this so? If so, why is this allowed, when roading, particularly,, 
in steep compartments such as 207 causes such extensive damage? 

We believe most of Crooked Top Mountain to be too steep to 
be logged. 

The Harvest Plan states: 

2.7 Slope 

Slopes within the logging area are steep to very steep. 
Approximately 15% of the area is above 35 °  of slope and 
will not be logged. Of the remainder 50% is estimated 
to be between 25 °  and 35 °  and 35% is estimated to be less 
than 25 ° . 

Damage and the potential for serious erosion and siltation of 
watercourses far outweigh the viability of harvesting approximately . 
115 ha. 

Please reply urgently. We await your response. 

Yours faithfully, 

P. FLACK 
sir VTL%PV 

Enc. 



(or izJL 
REVIEW OF STATE FOREST'S MANAGEMENT OF 

MISTAKE STATE FOREST. 

D. Pugh, February 1993 

'People do expect that their Australian Forest Services and their 
Australian Forest Industries, together, will, conserve, in never 
ending benefit to them, both the Australian timberlands and their commerce - 

If there be disagree 	between the strategy of the one and the 
tactics of the Other, the battle is at hazard. The community for 
which the war was lost may beentitled to put a disagreeable end to 
its disagreeing generals, at the disagreeing ends of the cross-arms  of the nearest lamp post,' Mr. 
N.S.W. 1937. 	 EH.F. Swain, Forestry Commissioner,  

Macksvijje hanagement Area is one of those claimed to be managed on a 
sustained yield basis, though in practice this is not the 
investigation of the management plan, yi 	 case. An eld ri 	 assessment and annual reports veal inflated assessments, gross overcutting and contempt for the 
Management Plan that is meant to be abided by. 

In Summary mis-calculations and mis_management have led to: 
* gross 

overcutting of quota sawlogs, in in the six years from July 
1987 to July 1993 the average annual quota removal was 9 660 

Cu. m. net ., representing an average annual overcut of 1 860 
Cu. M. net  (2%), exceeding the annual limit by as much as 43% in 1987/88. 

*  
0actual yields being significantly below predicted yields by up to 5. 

* premature cutting of quota resources for the second cutting cycle 
(after 1995), -which will lead to significant future shortfalls, 

* failure to abide by the Macksvjlle Management Plan's order of 
working and Cutting limits, and 

* failure to manage the areas forests on a Sustainable yield basis, 
with no real attempt to manage them on an ecologically sustainable basis. 

It is clear that up untit 1984/85 the Macksville MA was operating at a 
significant annual loss. In 1984/85 it was amalgamated wi 
Urunga MAs for management purposes 	 th Bellinger and 

and the Profitability of the combined 
managemen.ar5 jumped, with the Mackville MA reportedly returning a 
profit for the first time ever. Profitability plumented and the MAs again 
suffered sigificant losses. The Passage of the Forestry Amendment Act, 
which paid off the Forestry Commission's accumulated debts, federal 
funding and gross overcutting all contributed to the MA again showing a 
profit iii 1988/89. This dropped to a very marginal profit in 1990/91 when 
the federal funding Ceased. 

In the seven years 1984/85 to 1990/91 the Urunga Management Area 
(including Macksville MA) returned an average of less than $0.87 for each 
cubic metre (gtoss) of timber extracted from the forests. Assuming an 
annual timber growth increment of 1 Cu. M. gross per hectare this 



represents a very poor return to the public on a public asset - in fact 
once all costs, direct and indirect subsidies and the loss of public 
capital are factored in it is evident that the public are paying a 
substantial subsidy to the industry for public forests to be degraded. 

The economics of the State ForestsT Nacksville MA and (Jrunga MA 
operations do not enable then to manage State Forests as required. The 
State Forests are not able to replant many areas where regeneration has 
failed, they are unable to afford many of the materials they require, 
they are unable to control weeds, they cannot afford to acceptably 
maintain fire trails, roads and bridges, nor can they maintain 
recreational facilities adequately or expand facilities. 

When the present overcutting is stopped, the yields of non-quota timber 
further reduced (present levels are unsustainable) and the Up River 
forests cut out the profitability of the Macksville and Urunga Management 
Areas will significantly worsen. Correspondingly the long term problems,. 
such as weed infestations, failed regeneration and serious erosion will 
need increased labour and resources to control. It is evident that the 
State Forests will not be able to undertake the maintenance required or 
develop recreational facilities. The Up River forests will be abandoned 
to their fate and environmental degradation will continue. It is doubtful 
that the coastal forests will even be able to be managed economically 
unless there is a restructuring of management, log pricing and the 
industry. 

This preliminary report is a review of resource and economic issues as 
they are dealt with in State Forests, Management Plan for the Macksville 
Management Area and Annual Management Plan Reports for the past 13 years. 
This is a review of the information presented, with soä interpretation 
of data. The aim is to provide an overview of timber resources and 
economic performance. 	 - 

Mistake State Forest is within the Macksville Management Area, this was 
partly absorbed into the Urunga Management Area for management purposes 
in 1984/85 and Completely in 1988/89. This arangement has yet to be 
forinalised by the abolition of the Macksville MA or the adoption of a 
revised Management Plan. 	 - 

I RESOURCES 

The major*y of the sawlogs being taken from north east NSW's public 
forests are coming from old-growth forests. In those State Forest 
Management Areas which have not already cut-out their old-growth forests 
they are committed to logging all the accessible stands that remain. 
Logging of these forests has traditionally been based on 'maximum 
economic utiiisation" (sometimes mis-named "selective logging") where 
most trees of economic value are taken, with token habitat trees 
retained, machinery not allowed within 20 metres of larger streams 
(unless authorjsed by the foreman) and slopes over 35 degrees left 
unlogged. In poorer forest types, where there is no woodchipping, a 
significant number of older trees may be retained but on better quality 
sites the forests are virtually clearfelled. - 

In those Management Areas where extensive tracts of old-growth forest no 
longer remain logging is focusing on pockets of lightly logged or 
unlogged forest left in areas not previously considered economical to 



log. Many of these areas are in gullies or on steep slopes, thus greacl.y 
magnifying the impacts of logging (increasing erosion, stream 
sedimentation, and loss of old-growth dependent species relying on these 
pockets as refuges). 

Logging is being intensified in the cut-over forests as "integrated 
logging' begins to dominate. In previously logged forests this involves 
scavenging better trees left behind in previous operations for sawlogs 
and taking most of the rest, along with regrowth thinnings, for 
woodchippjng. Old-growth forests are also increasingly being subjected to 
integrated logging. 

More recently concerted pressure from the conservation groups in the 
Nantbucca.area has forced the National Parks and Wildlife Service to take 
their responsibilities more seriously and through this forced State 
Forests to retain more fauna habitat components. Similar pressure on the 
Environment Protection Authority and the Department of Conservation and 
Land Management (arising out of the exposure of extensive erosion and 
pollution of the Bellinger River due to breaches of inadequate logging 
prescriptions in Oakes State Foest) has also led to an improvement in 
soil conservation measures. Unfotunatly these have still not gone far 
enough and there is still a need for the implementation of further 
conservation measures and more importantly the reservation of areas 
required for the "comprehensive, adequate and representative" reserve 
system demanded by the Nad.onal Forest Policy Statement. 

1.1 OLDGROWTH FOREST LOGGING 

The Resource Assessment Commission (1992a) estimates that in Australia 
11% of hardwood sawlogs and 23% of hardwood pulpwood removed from native 
forests come from old-growth forests, with some 48% of New South Wales' 
hardwood sawlogs coming from old-growth forests. 

The Resource Assessment Commission (1992a) found old-growth forests were 
important to industry for three reasons: 

they represent a significant part of forests available for 
conversion to production forest; 

the old-growth resource is cheaper because it has neither the 
establishment costs of plantations nor the management costs of 
regrowth; and, 

many sawmills are designed to handle old-growth timber. 

The cessation of old-growth -forest logging on a national basis was 
estimated by RAC (1992a) to result, in a reduction of overall hardwood 
sawlog availability from 5 million cubic metres per year to 4 million 
cubic metres per year (or 3 million cubic metres per year if "mature" 
forest is included), whereas "business as usual" was expected to result 
in a reduction to the same level of cut by the year 2040. Over this 40 
year period timber industry employment is predicted to decline by 16% 
under the "business as usual" scenario and by 17% with no more logging of 
mature and old-growth forests. 

In many areas log from regrowth forest have been a major component of 
milling operations for many years and in other areas the transition from 



+ 
old-;rowth forest to regrowth forests has been achieved without great 
difficulty (RAG 1992a). 

It is estimated that only 6% to 10% of hardwood sawlog production is 
currently used for appearance grade timber (RAG 1992a). As noted by Smith 
(1991a) harvest of the- limited remaining, ecologically valuable 
areas of oldgrowth forest is continuing in order to maintain supply of 
low value standing (housing frame) and pulpwood products. This approach 
not only ignores market opportunities, but appears particularly short 
sighted in view of the forecast glut of softwood which is expected to 
collapse the already failing hardwood scantling market within the next 15 
years." 

1.2 SUSTAINING YIELDS 

One of the prime motivations for the creation of the Forestry commission 
expressed in the 1907 Royal commission of Inquiry -on Forestry was the 
dwindling timber cesources and the need to sustain them into the future 
(PAC 1990). In 1980 the former Commissioner for Forests, Dr. S.W. Gentle 
noted that there were many management areas not being logged on a 
sustained yield basis and emphasised the need to bring operations onto 
sustained yield (PAc 1990). 

Before the present restructuring there were 56 native forest management 
areas in NSW, of which the Forestry Commission estimated 44 are being 
managed on a sustained yield basis, with the remaining 12 expected to be 
brought onto a sustained yield basis during the 1990's (RAG 1992b). The 
current annual quota commitments- of native sawlogs to the timber industry 
of 689 000 cubic metres net is expected to be reduced by 84 000 cubic 
metres this decade as part of this strategy (RAC 1992b). As is evidenced 
by the discussion below even MA5 that are claimed to be on sustained 
yield aren't due to the inadequacies of resource assessments. 

The Forestry Commission's concept of sustained yield is to maintain the 
same volumes of timber in perpetuity- but not the same sized or quality 
timber (PAC 1990). In most horth east NSW Forestry Cowinission Management 
Areas this strategy has, or will, result in the old-growth forests being 
cut out and then salog quotas being virtually eliminated for some years 
or decades, or drastically reduced to, a level they guess will be 
sustainable. 

4. 
The Forestry commission use rough estimates of standing resources, and 
limited growth plot measurements to estimate future timber availability 
from state forests. Models that are used to determine future sustainable 
yields are suitable for single species and single aged plantations but 
unsuitable for native forests (PAC 1990, RAG 1992a), where estimations of 
future wood availability have been noted by CSIRO to vary by as much as 
50% (RAG 1992a). 

The NSW Public Accounts Committee (PAC 1990) notes: 

"In the long-term, sustainable harvesting is in the industry's best 
interest, but in the short-term many wills would prefer to process 
tomorrow's timber today, gaining tomorrow's profit today, then 
relocate once the resource is too degraded to be useful. Under these 
circumstances, it would be naive not to recognize that short-term 
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economics is in direct conflict with regulation and the principle of 
sustained yield. 

Sustained yield is an economic rather than an ecological principal, and 
thus does not ensure that the nature, character, or species composition 
of a forest is maintained (PAC 1990). To ensure proper account is taken 
of environmental valties we need ecologically sustainable logging. 

The overcommjunent of timber resources precludes the introduction of 
ecologically sustainable management practices (e.g. Smith 1991a). Smith 
(1991a) recommends limiting guarantied allocations of timber to industry 
to a maximum of 50% of the long-term sustainable yield for a supply 
region so as to allow for unforeseen circumstances and improved 
management practices. 

As has been proven in court a number of times over recent years, and was 
graphically illustrated by CaLM's (Atkinson et. al. 1992) report on Oakes 
State Forest )  the Forestry Commission's logging prescriptions are 
inadequate and inadequately complied with, they do not ensure that the 
environmental values of forests (water, soils, flora and fauna) are 
sustained and not significantly degraded. The Resource Assessment 
Commission (1992a) recommends independent audits of the adequacy of 
forest codes of practices and their enforcement, the adoption of adequate 
logging prescriptions will have asignificant effect on volumes of timber 
obtainable from forests. 

1.3 TU'ffiER RESOURCES OF THE MACKSVILLE MANAGEMENT AREA AND MISTAKE STATE 
FOREST. 

Macksvjlle Management Area is one of those claimed to be managed on a 
sustained yield basis, though in practice this is not the case. Like most 
other Management Areas claimed to be on sustained yield an investigation 
of the management plan, yield assessment and annual reports reveal 
inflated assessments, gross overcutting and contempt for the Management 
Plan that is meant to be abided by. 

In summary mis_calculations and mis-management have led to: 

* gross overcutting of quota sawlogs, in in the six years from July 
1987 to July 1993 the average annual quota removal was 9 660 cu. m. net ., representing an average annual overcut of 1 860 cu. m. net  (24%), exceeding the annual limit by as much as 43% in 1987/88. 

* actual yields being significantly below predicted yields by up to sot. 

* premature cutting of quota resources for the second cutting cycle 
(after 1995), which will lead to significant future shortfalls, 

* failure to abide by the Macksville Management Plan's order of 
working and cutting limits, and 

* failure to manage the area's forests on a sustainable basis. 

Based on 'Hardwood Assessment - Macksville M.A. Coastal Working Circle' 
(Forestry Commission 1979) the Forestry Commission (1978, as ammended to 
1987) estimated the yields available from the Macksville MA as from 1982, 



though noted that the 'derived volumes have limited accuracy". It was 
estimated that there was a total of 171 780 Cu. m. gross of sawlogs over 
40 Cm. diameter (dbhub) available after 1982 from the Coastal Working 
Circle for the first cutting cycle (giving a net annual yield of 7 730 
cu. in.) and a total of 71 100 Cu. in. gross (34 000 cu. M. net ) of 
merchantable quota sawlogs in the 'Up River Forests', anticipated to be 
utilized by 1982. 

Mistake State Forest was arbitarily divided into the Up River and Coastal 
Working Circles. Mistake SF was estimated to Contain 24 800 Cu. in. gross 
(12 000 Cu. in. net) of the sawlog volumes in the 'Up River Forests'. It 
was assessed as containing 51,943 Cu. a. gross of the sawlogs available 
from the Coastal WC for the first Cutting cycle (CC1) vihich was to last 
until 1995. Timber available from the Coastal WC for the first cutting 
cycle was to come from 'Stand Condition Types A and 8, with type C 
reported as: 

"Suitable for sawlog production but stahds immature for quota sawlog 
harvesting - quota sawlogs not available for practicle economic 
harvesting until second cutting cycle (beyond 1995)." (FC 1979) 

The quotas for sawlogs in the Macksville MA were set as 1978/79-1979/80 
26 880 m. Cu. net, 1980/81-1981/82 8 000 cu. M. net  (IC 1978 p2, p24) and 
as from 1982/83 "The annual yield shall not exceed the total of annual 
quota commitments" of 7 800 en. in. net (FC 1978, as ammended 1982, p24). 

The Forestry Commission (1978) note: 

"The up river forests mainly consist of logged areas carrying 0-20 
year old regeneration as a result of logging, with a few virgin 
stands. These forests are very deficient in intermediate size 
classes. It is estimated that available merchantable logs will be 
harvested by about 1986 some 40 years before any existing 
regeneration can produce sawlogs." 
(ppl7-8) 

"TImber production objectives shall bernet by concentrating 
harvesting in the economically accessible hardwood resource of the 
virgin up rivet forests. On completion of harvesting of this 
resource, logging will be confined to the coastal forests." (p.22) 

The option of timber production from the up river forests, after the 
cubtent cutting cycle will not be actively pursued in the 
foreseeable future. Expenditure associated with road construction, 
aalntenance, protection and silvicultural treatment will be kept to 
a minimum." (p23) 

The combination of wet weather, Allen Taylors not being satisfied with 
the species available (eg. FC 1982/83) and the Forestry Commission's 
financial losses led to an abandonment of the Management Plan's intent to 
log out the Up River forests before concentrating on the Coastal Working 
Circle. 

the Forestry Commission's intention not to manage the Up River forests 
a sustained yield basis is still current, their only conCern being to 
maximise what they can cut in order to "try and find sufficient quota 
maintain the 7 800 m3 sustained yield cut longer than the end of CC1" 
1988/89) 

On 

to 
(PC 



The Forestry Commissions Annual Reports wake a number of comments on the 
yield assessments: "It should be noted that segregation into the strata 
used in the assessment is virtually impossible to achieve' (FC 1981/82), 
"It would appear from data presented that there is a broadening gap 
between actual and predicted yields for the total coastal working circle. 

it would appear that for Mistake S.F. at least, the stand condition 
typing on whicl1 the assessment is based is proving unreliable." (FC 
1985/86), "The major problem remains the gaps between.actual and 
predicted yields on Ingalba and Mistake S.F.s. 

... Assessment was done 
using random plots and it could be they did not sample enough of the' 
poorer country. This coupled with the forest being cut over at so many 
different periods could produce the wrong information." (FC 1986/87), 

the whole, question of sustained yield after f unlogged areas are) 
exhausted needs to be tackled as a seperate issue, probably involving 
measurement of a better defined resource.", "The question of what 
actually should constitute the CCI, CC2 and CC3 sustainable ac-ea needs to 
be resolved, sooner rather than later due to the poor results being 
achieved compared to that assessed.' (EC 1987/88) 

TABLE 1. HARDWOOD (NO?J-RAINF0RE$T) REMOVALS FROM. MACKSVtLLE MANAGEMENT 
AREA. Source: respective Forestry Commission Annual Reports. 

+ ---------------------------------------------------------
+ .YEAR 	QUOTA CUT; QUOTA CUT NON-QUOtA SAWLOGS OIlIER 

m3 net; m3 gross 	m3 gross 
------+ ----------+ ----------+ ------------------+ _______ 

:1981/82 	8 600 : 	to 581 : 	6 668 	1 724 
:1982/83 	7 606 : 	10 650 	 450 	5474 1983/84 	3 678 	4 787+ 	9 190 	3 457 
:1984/85: 	8448 	11827+: 	19825 	4749 
:1955/86: 	8934; 	12507+: 	23084 	7905: 1986/87 	7 640: 	10 696+; 	24 573. 	5250; :1987/88 	11 167 	14 447 	16 705 	.: 7 072 1988/89 	9 540 : 	12 059 	20 492 	5 262 
:1989/90 : 	9433 H 13020 	24871 	5590 
:1990/91: 	10588: 	15323: 	21548 	:5231: :1991/92: 	8624; 	12615H 	15560 	:5103: 1992/93 	8 610 	12 085 : 	10 948 	: 6 305 + --------------------------------------------------------- + 

+ These volumes estimated by applying a multiplier of net to gross 
of 1.4: The average conversion factor of gross to net used in Annual 
Reports over the period 1987/88 to 1990/91 was 0.744 (range 0.691- 
0.791). 

AS from 1988/89. the Macksvijle MA was subsumed by the Urunga MA for 
management purposes. The Urunga MA Annual Reports.continued to emphasise 
the inadequacy of the resource assessments in the Macksville MA:"A 
proper assessment of all the resource is required", ".., yields being 
obtained on Coastal areas are of great cause for concern.""... CC2 (27 
years) cut needs to yield over twice the CC1 cut to achieve predicted 
yields. Whether this will occur is Completely unknown as no follow up 
assessment of stand structure remaining, as required by CUTAN monitnring, 
has ever been done." (FC 1988/891, 

"... a complete assessment of the 
districts timber resources is urgently requited and is a priority;" (Fe 
1990/91), "Reassessment of the resources is required and supported,.. It 
is expected that this work will be undertaken during 1994" (Fc 1991/92). 
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Sinc 1982 the actual yields from the Coastal Working Circle have been 
slightly below the assessed yields (FC 1979) for Nambucca and Way Way 
State Forests, glinos half the assessed yields for Ingalba State Forest 
and significany higher for Mistake State Forest (Fe 1989/90,. While 
this would appear to give an ovetalt favourable result this disguises the 
fact that It has involved the premature harvesting of trees meant to be 
retained for the second cutting 1yc1 (CC2, after 1995): The Forestry 
Commj0 (1989/90) note that the 1979 Yield Assessment 3SSu,d that 
only Strata A and B would be cut in Cci, wheras Strata 

c has also been harvested (see above). 

The nactice has been to log the most productive stands first (Fe 19
88/89, p11) indicating that the deficiency in actual yields will worsen into the future. 

TABLE 1.2 SAWLOG QUOTA (N0NRAI 
MANAGEMENT AREA. Sourc 	jFoR5) REMOVALS FROM MACXSVILLE 

e: respective Forestry Commission Annual Reports. All figures in cubic metres net. 

+ ----------------------------------------------- + 
YEAR 	

ALLOWABLE : ACTUAL DIFFERENCE:% OVER; :QIJOTA COT QUOTA CUT; 	- 	CUT 	 - ---------+ ----------+ ---------+ ----------+ ______ 
1981/82 : 8 000 	

; $ 600 ; + 600 ; 	8% :1982/83 1 	7 aoo 	; 	7 506 : 	194 1983/84. 	7800 	1. 3 678 	-4 122 1934185 	7800 	8448 	+ 54 8 

	

7 800 	 1 	8%; 1985/85 	- 	; 	 +1 134 	15%  1986/87; 7800 	7640 1 	16O_ 1957/88 	7800 	111167 	+3 367 : :1988/89' 7aoo 	:9540: +1740: 	22%; :1989790 1 7 800 	1 9 433 	+1 633 	21% 1 1990/91 	7 800 	1 10 588 	+2 788 	36% 1991/92 - : 7 	 a 624 	+ 824 ; 	11% 1 1992/93 1 7 800 	; asto 	+ 810 	10% 1 -------.-+ ----------+ ---------+ 
TOTALS : 	800 	 ----------+ ------+ 

1102 868 ; +9 068 
TOTAL OF 

OVERCUT 	 ------ 

It is evdent from Table 1.2 that the State Forests have been grossly 
overcutting in the Macksyjile Management Area in breach of 

 limits specified in the Managem n 	 the cutting 
Plan. In the 12 years from July 1981 to July 1993 the cut of quota sawlogs allowable under the Management Plan 

were elceecied in 9 years, by up to 43%. Most alarming Is that in the six 
most recent years (lot which fikures are available) from July 1987 to 
July 1993 the average annual quota removal was 9 660 cu. 

M. net ., representing an average annual overcut of 1 860 cu. in. net (24%), 
eccecdIng the annUal limit by as much as 43% in 1987/8 
overcutting in the last 	 8. The Significant  represents a 	 six years should be of considerable concern as it total overcut of 11 162 cu. m. net

, or almost one and a half years worth of quota. 

When this overcut is considered in conjunction with the 
 anticipated yields per hectare have only been 	 fact that 

maintained by taking timber meant to be retained for the next cutting cycle and logging the most 



productive stands first it indicates significant yield problems for the 
Macksvijle MA in the near future. 

While no assessment of the future availability of non-quota sawlogs and 
durable poles is availabLe it is apparent that these resources too are 
not being managed on a sustainable basis and their availability is 
expected to rapidly decline in the near future. 

When Trevor Bailey obtained an injunction in 1987 to stop logging in some 
lip River compartments in Mistake State Forest the Forestry Commission 
"maximised" their cutting rate in the Coastal WC part of Mistake SF (Fe 
1988/89), until the court judgement on March 31st 1989 caused them to 
suspend logging operations in Mistake State Forest until an EL'S was 
prepared. 

TABLE 1.3 The Forestry Commission's (1988/89) "best current estimate of 
remaining identified resource" in Mistake State Forest was given as: 

GROSS AREA NET Quota/Ha, TOTAL 
Mistake (southern) 	310 	 14.3 	4850 
Mistake (northern) 	916 	 4.4 	4050 

TOTALS 	 1256 	 7.1 	8900 

Despite all the identified failings of the resource assessments in the 
Urunga Management Area (including the Macksville MA) the State Forests 
commission is pressing ahead with its revised (long overdue) Management 
Plan and the Urunga-Coffs Harbour Environmental Impact Statement without 
undertaking a reliable yield assessment. The undated document prepared by 
State Forests for the LIS consultants states; 

"Oniy the coastal forests have been assessed for quota sawlog yield. 
The plantation resource has been the subject of a yield scheduling 
exercise using data collected from previous growth and inventory 
work and past yields. All other areas have had estimates of various 
products availability made where sufficient infOrmation from past 
yields allows such estimation to be reasonably accurate." 

the State Forests seem intent to cover up their gross overcutting and the 
identified resource shortfalls in the coastal forests, and ignore the 
premature cutting of resources identified for the next cutting cycle and 
that their yield assessments for the Up River forests are unreliable. 
Their intention is not to undertake a valid yield assessment until some 
time in the future, in the mean time they intend to continue 
unsustainable logging of quota sawlogs from the Urunga MA at the 
prescribed rate of 25,520 cu. m. per annum. 

2.0 STATE FORESTS ECONOMICS 

As noted by the Public Accounts Committee (1990): 

native forest asset vaLuations really only consider replacement 
costs, a satisfactory inventory of native forests is lacking, there 
is no accounting for the non-timber values inherent in the native 
forest, ... and numerous subsidies enjoyed by the Commission 

... are 
not quantified in the accounts." (p2l) 



'The State's timber processing industry is heavily 	sed by the 
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subsjdj 
public sector. Chief among the subsidies are under priced raw 
materials (in the case of -Eucalypt logs), and failure to bear the 
full costs of road Construction and maintenance which are 
attributable to the industry's operations. As a result of these 
subsidies, sawinhlling businesses which would be marginal or non-
viable in their present form are able to continue operating and to 
continue resisting the pressures to change their inefficient methods of operation." (p31) 

The Resource Assessment Commission (1992a) notes; 

"Too often the natural capital of forests has been considered 'free': 
free supplies of air, water, soil and plants. Such gifts of 

nature have cost nothing, in monetary terms, to produce, and hence 
their value to society has not been measured adequately. In 
determining the most efficient use of forests, in many cases these 
resources have not been priced, while in other cases they have been 
underpriced The inadequate valuation of many of the natural 
resources of forests can lead to the forests' overuse and consequent degradain," 

Royalties charged for tinber removed from public forests do not represent 
the true value of the timber (MC 1990, Clark 1991b, Smith 1991, RAC 
1992a). The Forestry Commission of NSW is significantly subsidised 

by not having to pay lease fees for commercial exploitation of Crown Lands, not 
having to pay local council rates and charges, and not paying "notional 
income tax" on their commercial surplus (PAC 1990). 

The Forestry Commission's native forest asset valuations really only 
consider exploitation costs and fail to consider re1acement costs, they 
don't have a satisfactory inventory of native'forests and don't account 
for the non-timber values inherent in native forests (MC 1990). The 
Commission values pine plantations at $2 256 per hectare but value native 
forests at only $36 per hectare, which only reflects the costs of 
construction and minimal Silvicultural treatment (PAC 1990). 	

road 
 

Becausehe Forestry Commission gets native forests to exploit free of-
charge they can charge extremely low royalties and still cover their cos 	

(MC 1990). The NSW Public Accounts Committee (MC 1990) concluded 
that "the nonpayment of any rental on Crown Lands is a net transfer of 
public equity to the timber processing industry." 

LThe Forestry Commission's provision of "unacceptable.' rebates for long 
stance haulage have removed the incentive for industries to be Situated 

close to the resource base and, in conjunction with . underpriced raw 
materials, has encouraged sawnilling businesses that would otherwise be 
marginal or. non-viable to continue dperating and resisting the pressures 
to change their inefficient methods of operation (MC 1990). 

In addition to sa'wmjlls getting timber cheaper the further they cart it 
there is the increased costs to the public by way of paying for damage caused to roads which in 1990 was estimated as A cents per net tonne kilometre, which for transport of export woodchips alone represented a 
Subsidy by NSW taxpayers of $3 million ,  in 1985-86 (PAC 1990). 
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 (PAC 1990)also Considered that underpricing 'may well be causing long-t 	
degra.j50 to our native forest heritage..t 

The Resource Assessment Commi 
established 	 ssion (RAG 1992a) notes that it has been would be 	that forestry agencies have not priced logs to the level that 

reached in a competitive market, and that prices consideration needs 	 in establishing log 
to be given the Costs of Ptoduction they incur 

in terms of labour and capital spent on forestry operations and the environmental costs of harvesting. 

The recent requirement for the Forestry Commj50 to manage their 
Commercial activities On a commercially sound. basis will hopefully result 
in real price increases for native forest sawlogs and Pulplogs (Clark 
l991b) though due to effective monopolies in many areas this may not be 
the result. Unlike radiata pine, native timbers face no direct 
competition from overseas and the unique properties of eucalypt timber 
provide scope for realizing greae value than is currently Obtained from each log (PAC 1990), - - 

Increasing harth.rood royalties to reflect the true costs would: 

reduce the volume of timber removed from native impose an economic limit on the 	 forests and Clark 1991b); 	 annual timber harvest (PAC 1990, 

encourage the sailling industry to shift into the production 
of higher value products that Utilize the unique 

charact . ristics of NSW eucalypt timber (PAC 1990, Clark 1991b); 

remove the competitive disadvantage that plantation developer
s  and companies Processing Pla 

Penna 198s, PAC 1990, 	ntation wood currently face 1992). 	 '9 	 CCnmeron and Smith 	9la, Clark 1991b, RAG 1992a, Shea 

As in Australia low timber royalties have underlEined the will 
 sustainable management in tropical countries, as wel 
	to adopt 
l as havinwhich g "a powerful influence in dep-ressing royalties for sawlogs i 

participate in World trade and.this extends 	 n countries 
 to domestic royalties in Australia" (Shea 1992). Where domestic markets tend to be isolated from 

international timber trade (e.g. China and South Africa) very high 
royalties for locally grown high quality logs apply (Shea 1992), As the 
harvesting of rainforests inevitably declines over the coming decades, 
i"With this will go the liverage of th ,rices low." (Shea 1992), 	 e So-called timber barons to keep 

2.1 STATE FORESTS ECONOMICS OF LOGGING MISTAKE STATE FOREST, THE 
MACKSVILLE MA AND THE URUNGA MA. 

It is clear that up until 9/85 the Macicsvi 
Significant annual loss. In 1984/85 i 
	lle NA was operating at a 
t was amalgamated with Bellinger and Urunga MAs for management purposes In the seven years 1984/85 to 1990/91 

the Urunga Management Area (including Macksvj,11e MA) returned an average 
of some 592,571 per annum profit on its operatio before accounting for 
government subsidies and wages. This represents a return less than $0.87 
(range -$3.76 to +$3.78) for each cubic metre (gross) of timber extracted from 

the forests. Assuming an annual timber growth increment of 1 cu. 
In. 
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gross per hectare (Forestry Commission 1978) this represents a very poor 
return to the public.on a public asset - in fact once all costs and 
subsidies and the loss of public capital are factored in it is evident 
that the public are alloing their forests to be degraded for a 
substantial loss. 

The economic information indicates a declining economic performance on 
behalf of the Urunga (and Macksville) MA. Its profitability first jumped 
in 1984/85, when Mackville MA returned a profit for the first time ever, 
and then rapidly plummeted. The passage of the Forestry Anendnient Act, 
which paid off the Forestry Commission's accumulated debts, the National 
Afforestiation Program funding for plantations and gross overcutting all 
contributed to the MA again showing a profit in 1988/89. This dropped to 
a very marginal profit in 1990/91 when the National Afforestation Program 
funding ceased. 

The economics of the State Forests' Macksvilje MA and Urunga MA 
operations do not enable them to manage State Forests as required, The 
State Forests are not able to replant many areah where regeneration has 
failed, they are unable to afford the many of the materials they require, 
they are unable to control weeds, they cannot afford to acceptably 
maintain fire trails, roads and bridges, nor can they maintain 
recreational facilities adequately or expand facilities. 

When the present overcutting is stopped, the yields of non-quota timber 
further reduced (present levels are unsustainable) and the Up River 
forests cut out the profitability of the Macicsvjile and Urunga Management 
Areas will significantly worsen. Correspondingly the long term problems, 
such as weed infestations, failed regeneration and serious erosion; will 
need increased labour and resources to control. It is evident that the 
State Forests will not be able to undertake the maintenance required or 
develop recreational facilities. The tip River forests will be abandoned 
to their fate and environmental degradation will continue. It is doubtful 
that the coastal forests will even be able to be managed economically 
unless there is a restructuring of management, log pricing and the 
industry.  

TABLE 21 ECONOMICS OF LOGGING IN MACKSYILLE MA (DOLLARS by 1000) 
(Not converted to current values) 

REVENUE EXPENDITURE PROFIT/LOSS 

1981/82 121.0 290.1 - 	169 1982/83 180.2 317.7 - 137 1983/84 184.5 293.3 - 108 1984/35 412.1 	' 325.0* + 	87 1985/86 680.8 ? 	* 
1986/87 547.2 * I 1987/88 562.9 * 

NOTES ON TABLE 2.1 	 - 
* The 1984/85 figure is given in the annual report as an "estimate" 
due to expenditure records being amalgamad with lirunga, no 
expenditure figures for Macicsville are given for 1985/86, 1926/87 
and 1987/88. 
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Due to the naucitity of data it has not been possible to ascertain the 
profitability of the Nacksville Management Area. Table 2.1 is therefore 
provided for completeness and to indicate the situation with Macksville. 

The 1984/85 Annual Report for .Macksville states "There is no doubt this 
is the fiat year in which income has exceeded expenditure?. This was 
attributed to significant increases in the percentages of sawlogs taken 
from coastal forests, large volumes of non-quota sawlogs being removed 
and there being an increase in royaLties. It is also evident from Table 1 
that the turn around in the MA's profitability in 1984/85 was enhancedby 
the dramatic increase in the removal of non-quota sawlogs. The further 
increase in 1985/86 was attributed to a temporary increase in the sale of 
poles. 

From 1984/5 the entire Urunga Management Area, including Macksville and 
Bellinger ?tAs, has to be considered in order to obtain an indication of 
the economics of logging the Macksville Management Area (Table 2.2). 

TABLE 2.2 ECONOMICS OF LOGGING IN THE URUNGA MANAGEMENT AREA - INCLUDING 
MACKSVILLE AND BELLINGER MA5. 

Dollar values äonyerted to 1991 values. 
--- ------------------------------ -------------------  

YEAR 	PROFIT/LOs$:VOLIJNE REMOVED:AREA LOGGED:PROFIT/LOSS: 
$ by 1000 	cu. m. gross 	hectares : ----------- 

:cu.m.; ha. 
-----+ ------------+ --------------+ -----------* -----+ ----- 

:198 4 /85: 	389 	102916 	: 	 3.78: 1985/86: 	192 	117449. 	 : 1.63: :1986/37; 	-719 	: 	108969 	 -2.01; 

	

-342 	 91002 -3.76: :1988/89: 	222 	: 	102500 - 	 r 2.17: fl989/90 	367 	115492 	3996 	: 318:91.84: 	- :1990/91: 	39 	103543 	 : 0.38: 
----- --------------. --------------+ -----------+ ----------- 

TOTALS : 	648 	: 	741871 	 $0.87 + -----------------------------------------------------------
+ 

NOTES: 

The Annual Reports for 1991/92 and 1992/93 do not include economic 
data and so these years were not able to be incorporated. 

The areas logged in each year have not been obtained, thus figures 
are only ptesented for 1989/90 - which being an unusually profitable 
year can not be Considered to be representative. 

The profitability of logging is greétly overstated as it has not 
been possible to account for subsidies from various programmes, 
staff wages and the Loans provided by treasury to prop up the - 
Forestry Commission. If these were able to be factored in it is 
apparent that for most, if not all, years the public - would not 
recieve any direct profit at all from logging in the Urunga MA, 
rather the public would be paying significant amounts to have their forests logged. 

There is a significant dicrepency between profits for 1988/89 given 
in the 1983/89 Annual Report (Table 10 - $235,000) and that given in 
the 1989/90 and 1990/91 Annual Reports Cp.24 $200,000, p.6 $200,000 
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respectively) - this discremency is due to a failure to account for 
some $35,000 in head office and "depreciation and amotizatjon" 
costs, 

the $200,000 figure has been utiljsed here (converted to 1991 
values). As Table 10 15 relied upon for data priQr to 1983/89 these 
figures are of questionable accuracy and may be inflated. There are 
a number of other inaccuracies in Table 10. 

The Management Area's financial status was enhanced around 1987/88 
due, to the passage of the Forestry Amendment Act which gave an 
additional subsidy to the Forestry Commission by relieving them of 
the interest payable on their accumulated debt of some $110 million. 
They were supposed to pay a dividend to Treasury in return, though 
failed to do so in 1987/88 or 1988189 (PAC 1990 p27). Between 
1987/88 and 1990/91 the Forestry Commission borrowed a further $49 
million dollars from the NSW Treasury, and even though it claimed to 
have made a "real profit" for the first time in 77 years in 1991/92 
there was no 'real' dividend paid to Treasury (Sydney Morning Herald 15.5.1993). 

The drop in "profits' for 1990/91was largely due to the ceasing of 
National Afforestat4on Program funding for plantations which had' 
:'boosted previous years revenues" (Fe 1990/91). 

It is clear that up until 1984/85 the Mecksville MA was Operating at a 
significant annual loss. In 1984/85 it was amalgamated with Bellinger and lirunga MAs 

for management purposes. In theseven years 1984/85 to 1990/91. 
the Urunga Management Area (including Macicsville MA) returned an average of some $92,571 per annum profit on its operations, before accounting for 
government subsidies and wages. This represents, at most $0487 (range - 
$3.75 to 113.79) for each cubic metre (gross), of timber extracted from 
the forests. For the one, unusuany profitable, year (1989/90) for which 
figures were obtained the return per hectare harvestea was $91.84. 

The economic information indicates a declining economic performance on 
behalf of the Urunga (and Macksville) MA. Its profitability first jumped 
in 1984/85 when Mackyille MA. returned a profit for the first time ever, 
and then rapidly Plummeted. The passage of the Forestry Amendment Act, 
which paid off the Forestry Commission's accumulated debts, the National 
Afforestation Program funding for plantations and gross overcutting all 
contributed to the MA again showing a profit in 1988/89. This dropped to a Very 

marginal profit in 1990/91 when the National Afforestation Program funding ceased. 

While it was not possible to obtain a complete record of the economic 
performance of the Macksville MA it is evident from reading the Annual 
Reports that logging of the Up River forests is undertaken at a loss. The 
Coastal forests are more economic and revenue from them is used to 
subsidise the logging of the otdgrowtti Up River forests. The 1987/88 
'Annual Report states "Up-river revenue would increase if operations 
ceased on Mistake S.F." 

The economics of the State Forests' Macksyille MA and Urunge MA 
operations do not enable them to manage State Forests as required. They 
are not able to replant, the numerous areas of failed regeneration, the 
labour force is insuffi 
they are unable to affo cient "to undertake required works" (FC 1990/91), 

rd the materials they require (Fe 1990/91), weed 
control cannot be undertaken (Fe 1989/90), many fire access routes 
"cannot be maintained to an acceptable standard by the resources 
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available (FC 1990/91), roads and bridges cannot be adequately 
maintained (PC 1989/90), maintenance of recreational facilities is 
inadequate and expansion of existing facilities impossible "due to lack 
of funding" (PC 1990/91). 
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BIG TIMES 
(HELJ'SAVEYOURPLANEIANDHAVEFUNATTHE CailForestLine I 	° A 

AMETIME!CONTACTEARThNOW ORMISSOLfl1 018-656289 
ssue 	ugus 

OLD GROWTH DREAMING 
While most people live trapped, dreaming of 
a better life, the real world which surrounds 
the island cities and towns of Australia is 

calling its friends. 
The last intact forests which provide us all with 
our air and water are being destroyed for a disap-
pearing dollar just in the Amazon or South 
East Asia, but all around the Third World from 
the Sun. Here in Australia Rainforest is still being 
-destroyed daily, along with the last Old Growth 
forests which provide us and all the animals with 
a stable, beautiful home. 
For millenia the Koori (Aboriginal) People have 
lived with the forests. They know the meaning of 
pure air and waler. 
This Is an Invitation to any who really wish to 
experience the last dreaming forests with people 
who know the land - free of charge. 

ON CAIA 

Koori Culture and the environment go 

hand in hand. You too can join hands 

with the local Kooris of the Nambucca 

Valley and the North East Forest Alliance 

(NEFA). 
At this moment Trevor Ballanggang Jr of 

the Cumbanggerrie People, his dubay 

and jarjums have established a ICoori 

Culture Camp in Mistake Forest in order 

that all people of the rainbow spectrum 

can come and enjoy some Koori tucker 

and philosophy and help preserve our 

last Old Growth forests- which are vital 

for the survival of the Koori Dreaming 

and the human race. 
A message from Trevor to all the people 

of the rainbow spectrum -come one and 

all - enjoy Goori culture first hand. 

On 

SAVE THE MISTAKE 
COME TO THE ANCIENT FOREST AND EXPERIENCE 

OLD GROWTH DREAMING 
WHILE YOU STILL CAN - KEEP THE WORLD 

WILD AND FREE 
CAMPS OF FOREST SURVEYORS AND PROTECTORS HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED 

IN THE MISTAKE STATE FOREST, IN THE NAMBUCCA WATERSHED HALFWAY 

BETWEEN SYDNEY AND BRISBANE THE FOREST CAMPS ARE BASES FOR ANY- 

ONE WHO WISHES TO LEARN TO SURVEY THE FOREST BY WALKING 
THROUGH AN AMAZINGLY DIVERSE REGION. 

LEARN TO IDENTIFY PLANTS AND ANIMALS, BIOREGIONS AND ECOSYSTEMS 
WALK THROUGH CANOPIED RAINFOREST WITH TRAJNEI) FLORA AND FAUNA SPECIAUSTS 

COME TO A KOORI CULTURE CAMP. LEARN ABOUT THE REAL BUSH, COOKING BY FIRE 
AND DRINKING PURE WATER 

EXPERIENCE ANCIENT, DREAMING TREES UNTIL NOW NOT KNOWN TO STILL EXIST IN 
THEIR NATURAL STATE- SEE ANIMALS BELIEVED TO BE EXTINCT 

EXPERIENCE THE EARTH, SUN, MOON AND STARS IN THE WILD 
LEARN TO SURVIVE AND LEARN TECHNIQUES WHICH HELP SAVE THE PLANET 

LEARN ABOUT YOUR IMPACT ON THE ECOSYSTEM DIRECTLY 
ALL FOR FREE 

PHONE FOREST DIRECT: (018) 656 289 FOR MORE INFORMATION 
or phone (02) 299 2541 or (065) 644 108 

BRING BEDDING, ANY CANWING GEAR, FOOD, VEHICLES, RADIO OR 
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, ROPE, WRITING & DRAWING EQUIPMENT, MUSICAL 

INSTRUMENTS, TOOLS, ETC - OR JUST BRING YOURSELF 
PLEASE LEAVE DOMESTIC ANIMALS AND PRECONCEPTIONS BEHIND 

NO DOGS, CATS, RATS ETC IN ENDANGERED ANIMAL HABITAT PLEASE 

PLEASE COPY THIS AND PASS IT ON. OM  GAlA! 

ACCESSI8LE &-c iVO vJr4CL 

t'AST P1oL G.*-AJtLLe (DAY) 
MA.tSJLLC (&tc.tn) 

- 

p 



Its A Mistake! 

The Mistake Forest rides the ridges from 
the Great Dividing range almost to the 
sea, in the Nambucca Valley area which is 
exactly halfway between Sydney and 
Brisbane. It contains the last intact sub-
tropical coastal forest in Australia and is 
currently being logged by the NSW 
Forestry Commission (F.C). 
The Mistake Is home to at least 24 endangered 
species of animals and many threatened species of 
plants. As you read this, trees which sustain 
breeding colonies of koalas are being cut in the 
Mistake. Extremely rare animals are being killed 
by the P.C., which is issued a Licence to Kill 
Endangered Species' by the National Parks and 
Wildlife Service (NPWS). 
The Mistake is a watershed which actually pro-
duces pure, fresh water and retains It through 
droughts. Old Growth (unlogged forest) canopy 
produces water - cut forest sucks it up. Old 
Growth forests are now known to be our only 
source of pure, fresh water - a fact known to the 
Koori people since their Creation. 
The Mistake contains many sites of significance to 
the local Koori people. A Koori Embassy has been 
established in the Mistake Forest by representa-
tives of the local Gumbanggerri Tribe, who have 
inhabited the Nambucca and surrounding area 
since ancient times. Accredited flora and fauna 
surveyors are camped with them, finding more 
endangered plants and animals every week. Our 
camps are in the middle of the forest, surrounded 
by perfect examples of (so far) untouched 
Rainforesl and other Old Growth of extraordinary 
beauty -which is some of the most diverse and 
complex yet studied. 

This Is the latest phase in a long series of activities 
by local residents intent on saving these last 
forests for all time. In 1987 Trevor Daily, a resident 
of the upper reaches of South creek, w4st of 
Bowraville, became concernened about the silta-
tion of the creek below forestry operations occur-
ring at the time. He was able to legally force the 
forestry commission to prepare an environmental 
Impact statement (EIS) before logging could pro-
ceed. The EIS was done and although deemed 
inadequate for many reasons by its critics, logging 
recommenced in the Mistake State Forest In 
October1992. 

WATER CATCHMENT 
The Environment Protection Authority (EPA) 
gives the F.C. a licence to pollute waters through-
out NSW. This forest is part of the water catch-
ment area for three towns, twocoastal settlements 
and hundreds of farms. Several research studies 
show that Old Growth (100 years or more) yields 
more than 3 times as much water to Its down-
stream creeks and rivers as does regrowth -and 
releases II slowly through dry times. In these stud-
ies Old Growth yielded 12 megalitres of water per 
hectare per year while regrowth (7 years after log-
ging) used 3 megalitres per hectrare per year. 
These studies were done In Victoria. Results from 
a study by the F.C. In the Karuah River catchotent 
on the north coast of NSW indicate a similar trend 
- which will culminate In coastal deserts if we 
don't change course NOW. The long-term effects 
to our communities, towns, industries and cities 
are already likely to be disastrous. We all need 
water. 

EROSION 
42% of this forest is over 25 degree slopes. Areas 
up to 35 degrees are being logged. Experts agree 
that logging orroading in areas over 25 degrees is 
a huge erosion flsk. 
In some other forests on the North Coast, logging 
is allready banned over 25 degrees. 
Professorj. Mc Garity, an eminent soil scientist 
who has studied Mistake SF, says logging and 
roading on on steep lands (over 25 degrees) will 
lead to considerable erosion and serious initial 
pollution of the nearby stream system. The risk of 
permanent damage to the soil and aquatic envi-
ronment is too great to allow the togging to pro-
ceed. 

OLD GROWTH 
2,140 Ha of old growth remain in Mistake Forest. 
1,200 Ha of this is planned to be logged by the 
Forestry Commission. 

The logging of the remaining old growth will 
cost the Nambucca Shire at least 27 thousand 
megalitres In lost water yield per year. Professor 
H. Recher estimates there are less than 5% of NSW 
forests remaining as old growth. 
The Nambucca Shire is nearly finished the proc-
ess of logging the last of its old growth. This 
was due to be finished in 1984. 
The National Forest Policy Statement, signed by 
Premier Fahey, is not being adhered to in the 
Mistake Forest. It states that Forest agencies will 
avoid damaging high conservation old growth 
forests until regional assessments are done. No 
Forestry Commision Enviromental Impact State-
ments have assesed Old Growth forests. 

At least 24 endangers species - Induding Koalas, 
Yellow-bellied Gliders, Sooty Owls, Spotted-
Tailed Quolls, Sphagnum Frogs, Rufous Scrub 
Birds, Parma Wallabies, Long-nosed Potoroos, rare 
bats and many more creatures have been found in 
the Mistake. The NFWS has stated that the 
Mistake State Forest EIS was inadequate, especial-
ly the surveys for endangered species and the pre-
scriptions to protect them. 
The NYWS required a Fauna Impact Statement to 
be done. This has not yet been deemed adequate 
by the NPWS and is likely to be rejected- mean-
while, the PC is still kgging. 
NPWS recommendations Include: 
• Establishing a flora reserve 
• Doing additional specific surveys 
• Linking Old growth Areas with wildlife corri-
dors 
• Retention of specific species of eucalypts (Grey 
Gums, Grey Ironbarks, White Mahoganies) as 
these have almost been wiped out on the range. 
• Leaving all Brush Box trees which have a rainfor-
est understory 
NONE of the above recommendations have been 
met and logging continues under a temporary' 
LICENCE TO TAKE AND KILL ENDANGERED 
FAUNA which was Issued STATE-WIDE with no 
environmental assessment by Parliament - to keep 
the timber industry going. 
The NPWS has the power to enforce its recommen-
dations. It has so far failed to do so. 

ABORIGINAL SITES 
The mistake forest's rich in Aboriginal sites - one 
of them being a ceremonial Dora Ring. Mountain 
peaks are also of significance. It is thought the 
Mistake area was where the "clever men' of the 
Gumbangerrie tribe retreat for meditations, where 
they would be visited by the wise spirits and 
given advice. 
The US states that the commission will consult 

with tocal Aboriginal Land Councils and give 
them detailed maps before logging. 
No consultations are yet recorded on the Land 
Councils' books and no maps have been provided. 
NPWS has recommended that the F.C. survey for 
and map archaeological sites before logging - but 
this has not yet occurred. 
The EIS stated that full consultation with Land 
Councils would occur before logging the upper 
slopes and peaks, and that contractors would be 
trained in recognising sites and artefacts. This has 
not occurred either, 

!Is1* 
Jobs are not only provided by logging. They 
come from tourism, maintenance and construct 
ion of public facilities, the commercial re creation 
industry (ie. cabins, bailrides,4wd tours ccl) 
These are more sustainable to the local economy 
in the long term. 
The US for Mistake says work will be provided 
for a contracting team of 3 men for a period of five 
years to log the old growth remaining (to get 
12,040 cubic metres per year) and then the cut will 
reduce to the sustainable level of 9,400 cubic 
metres per year. 
The cosUbenefit analysis of logging steep, upper 
catchment areas has not yet been done. Things 
such as reduced water yield, soil erosion, air and 
water quality degradation, loss of species, loss of 
scientific, educational, cultural and tourism 
resource have not been taken Into accounl 
In 77 years of managing the public forests of NSW 
for the people of NSW the Forestry Commission 
has succeeded in going into debt for 110 million 
dollars. Our Old Growth forests are nearly gone 
and we have paid to have them carted away. 

Local people have given upon the F.C. and are 
now conducting surveys of their own at their own 
expense. Their time is being used productively 
studying and enjoying their environment. 
A detailed, independent proposal to turn the 
Mistake Forest into a National Park is now under-
way - but local District Forester Steve Rayson has 
said there is "no way" the P.C. will turn this land 
over to National Parks. 
Local people have been camped in the Mistake for 
months, walking through and surveying these 
extraordinary foresl bioregions. Come and experi-
ence them for yourself! The forest is very close to 
the coast and accessible by any two wheel drive 
vehicle. If you can't come yourself, please copy 
this andfor pass it on. 
You can send donations of money, food or equip-
ment to the Old Growth Survival Fund, ci- the 
Bellingen Environment Centre, P0 Box 152 
Bellingen, 2454. 
OmGaia! 
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REVIEW OF STATE FOREST'S MANAQEnT OF MISTAKE STATE FOREST, 

D. Pugh, February 1993 
People doe 	

an Forest Services and theIr 
xpect that their Australi 

Australian Forest Industries together, will 
conserve, in never ending benefit to them, both the Australian timberlands and their Commerce - 	 - 

If there be disagreement between the strategy 
of the one and the tactics of the other, the battle is at hazard. The COmmunity for 

which the war was lost may beentitled to put a disagreeable 
end to 

- 	

its disagreeing generals, at the disagreeing ends of the ross-a
rms  - 	

of the nearest lamp post.' Mr.. E.H.F. Swain, Forestry Commissioner
,  N.S.W.  1937. 	 - 

Macksville tidnagement Area is one of thoseclaimed' to be managed on a 
sustained yield basis, though in practice this is not the case. An 
investigation of the management plan, yield a 
reveal inflated a 	 ssessment and annual reports 

ssessments gross overcutting and contempt for the Management Plan that is meant to be abided by. 

In summary mis_calculation s  and mis_managethent have led to: 
* 
gross overcutting of quota sawlogs, in in the sik years from July 

- 

1987 to July 1993 the average annual quota removal was 9 660 
Cu. s. net

., representing an average annual overcut of 1 860 Cu. m. 
 (24-), exceeding the annual limit by as much as 1.3% in 1987/88. net 

 
* 
actual yields being significantly below predicted yields by up to 50%. 

Premature cutting of quota resources for the  (after 1995), -which will lead to signifi 	
second Cutting cycie 

cant future shortfalls, 
* 
failure to abide by the MacksvilleManagement Plan's order of working and Cutting limits, and 	 - 

* 
failure to manage'the area's forsts on a sustainable yield basis, wi th 
 no real attempt to manage them on an ecologically sustainable basis. 	 - 

It is -clear that up untir 1984/85 the ?lacicsvjlle MA was operating at a ~ ignifif ca
nt annual loss. In 1984/85 it was amalgamated wi,th Bellinger and Jrunga MA5 

for management purposes and the Profitabilit of the combined 
cnagemenc areas juthped, with the M 	

y 
ackville MA reportedly returning a 

rofjt for the first time ever. Profitability plumehted and the hAs again uffered sigific
ant losses. The passage of the Forestry Amendment Act, 

thich paid off the Forestry Commission'5 accumulated debts, federal. 
'unding and gross overcutting all contributed to the MA again showing a 
refit iri-1988/89. This dropped to a very marginal profit in 1990/91 when he federal funding Ceased. 	 - 	 - 

x the seven years 198-4/85, to. 1990/91 the. Unmga Management Area 
- including Macksville MA) returned an average of 1es than $0.87 for each ubic metre 

(gross) of timber extracted from the forests. Assu'ning an 
nnunl timber growth increment of I cu. In. gross per hectare this 

represents a very poor return to the public on a public asset - in fact 
once all coats, direct and indirect subsidies and the loss of public 
capital are factored in it. is evident that the public are paying a - 

substantial subsidy to the industry for public forests to be degraded. 

The economics of the State Forests' hlacksville'MA and Urunga MA 
oPerations do not enable them to manage State Forests as required. the 
State Forests are not able to replant many areas where regeneration has 
failed, they are unable to afford many of the materials they require, 
they are unable to control weeds, they cannot afford to acceptably 
maintain fire trails, roads and bridges, nor can they maintain 
recreational facilities adequately or expand faciiities 

When the present overcutting is stopped, the yields of non-quota timber 
further reduced (present levels are unsuftainable) and the Up River 
torests cut out the profitability of the Macksville and -Urunga Management 
Areas will significantly worsen. Correspondingly the long term problems, 
such as weed infestations, failed regeneration and serious erosion; will 
need incressed labour and resources to control. It is evident that the 
State Forests will not be able to undertake the maintenance required or 
develop recreational facilities. The Up River forests will be abandoned 
to theit fate and environmental degradation will continue. It is doutfu1 
that the coastal forests will even be able to be managed economically 
unless there is a restructuring of management, log pricing and the 
i.oustry. 

This preliminary report is a review of resource and economic issues as 
they are dealt with in State Forests' Management Plan for the Macksvillé 
Management Area and Annual Management Plan Reports for the past 13 years. 
Tis is a review of the information presented, with some interpretation 
e data. The aim is to provide an overview of timber resources and 
economic performance. 	- 

-Yistake State Forest is within the Macksvjlle Management Area, this was 
pjrtly absorbed into the Urunga Management Area for management purposes 
i' 1964/85 and completely in 1988/89. This arangement has yet to be 
ftnalised by the abolition of the Macksville MA or the adoption of a 
rcvised Management Plan. 	 - 	 - 

1 RESOURCES 

The majority of the sawlogs being taken from north east WSW's public 
forests are coming from old-growth forests. In those State Foresç 
knagement Areas which have not already cut-out their old-growth forests 
taey are committed to logging all the accessible stands that remain. 
Lgging of tuese forests has traditionally been based on "maximum 
erononic utilisation" (sometimes mis-named "selective logging") where 
n,t trees of economic value are taken;, with token habitat trees 
retained, machinery not allowed within 20 metres of larger streams 
l:nless authorised by the foreman) and slopes over 35 degrees left 
t- .logged. In poorer forest types, where there is no woodchipping, a 
stgnificant number of older trees may be retained but on better quality 
sites the forests are .virtually. c1azfelle6.  

r. those Management Areas where extensive trcts of old-growth forest no 
longer remain logging is focusing on pocke

a
ts of lightly logged or 

'inlo;ged forest left in- areas not previously considered economical to 



log, Many of these areas are in gullies or on steep slopes, thus greatly 
magnifying the impacts of 'logging (increasing erosion, stream 
sedimentation, and loss of old-growth dependent species relying on these 
pockets as refuges). 

Logging is being ,intensified in the cut-over forests as "integrated 
logging" begins to dominate. In previously logged forests this involves 
scavenging better trees left behind in previotis operations for sawlogs - 
and taking most of the rest, along with regrovth thinnings, for 
woodchipping. Old-growth forests are also increasingly, being subjected to 
integrated logging. . 

More recently, concerted pressure from the conservation groups in the 
Nacibucca.area has forced the National Parks and Wildlife Service to take 
their responsibilities more seriously and through this forced State 
Forests to retain more fauna habitat components. Similar pressure on the 
Environment Protection Authority and the Department of Conservation and 
Land Management (arising out of the exposure of extensive erosion and 
pollution of the Eellinger River due to breaches of inadequate logging 
prescriptions in Oakes State Foest) has also led to an impSvement in 
soil.conservation measures. Unfotunatly these have still not gone far 
enough and there is still a need for the implementation of further 
conservation measures and more - importantly the reservation of areas 
required for the 'comprehensive, adequate and representative" reserve 
system demanded by the Naüonal Forest Policy Statement, 

1.1 OLDGROWTH FOREST LOGGING 

The Resource Assessment Commission (1992a) 'estimates that in Australia 
11% of hardwood sawlogs and 23% of hardwood pulpwood removed from 'native 
forests come from.old-growth forests; with some 48% of New South Wales' 
hardwood iawlogs doming from old-growth forests. 

The Resopree Assessment Commission 41992a) found old-growth forests were 
important to industry for three reasons: 

they represent a significant'part of forests available for 
conversion to production forest; 

the old-growth resource is cheaper because it has neither the 
establishment costs of plantations nor the management costs of 
reg±owth; and, 	. 

many sawmills are designed.to  handle old-growth timber. 

The cessation of old-growth forest logging on a national basis was 
estimated by MC (1992a) to result in a reduction of overall hardwood 
sawlog availability 'from 5 million cubic. metres per year to 4 million 
cubic metres per year (or 3 million cubic metres per year if "mature" 
forest is included), whereas "bvsiness,as usual" was expected to result 
in a reduction to the same level of cut by the year 2040. Over this 40 
year period timber industry employment is predicted to decline by 16% 
under the "business as usual" scenario and by 17% with no more logging of 
mature and old-growth fore sts . .. .' .  

In many areas logs from regrowth forest have been a major component of 
milling operations for many years and in other areas the, transition from 
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old-growth forest to regrowth forests has been achieved without great 
difficulty (RAG 1992a). 

It is estimated that only 6% to 10% of hardwood sawlog production is 
currently used for appearance grade timber (RAt 1992a). As noted by Smith 
(1991a) "harvest of the limited remaining, ecologically valuable 
areds of oldgrowth forest is continuing in order to maintain supply of 
low value scantling (housing frame) and pulpwood products. This approach 
not only ignores market opportunities,, but appears particularly short 
sighted in view of, the forecat glut of softwood which is expected to 
collapse the already failing hardwood scantling market within the next 15 
years." 

1.2 SUSTAINING YIELDS 

One of the prime motivations for the creation of the Forestry commission 
expressed in the 1907 Royal Commission of Inquiry on Forestry was the 
dwindling timber cesources and the need to sustain them into the future 
(PAC 1990). In 1980 the former Commissioner for Forests, Dr. S.W. Gentle 
noted that there were many management areas not being logged on a 
sustained yield basis and emphasised the need to bring operations onto 
sustained yield (MC 19901. 

Before the present ,rasttucturing there were 56 native forest mangement 
areas in NSW, of which the Forestry Commission estimated 44.are being 
managed on a sustained yield basis, with the remaining 12 expected to be 
brought onto a sustained .yitld basis during the 1990's (MC 1992b). The 
current annual quota commitments of native sawlogs to the timber industry 
of 689 000 cubic metres net is expected to be reduced by 84 000 cubic 
metres,this decade as part of this strategy (RAG 1992b-). As is evidenced 
by'the discussion.below even MA5 that are claimed to be on sustained 
yield aren't due to the inadequacies of resource assessments. 

The Forestry'Commission's concept of sustained yield is tomaintain the 
same volumes of timber in perpetuity' but not the same sized or quality 
timber (PAC 1990). In most horth east NSW Forestry Commission Management 
Areas this strategy hgs, or will, result in the old-growth forests being 
cut out and then sawlog. quotas being virtually eliminated for some years 
or decades, or drastically reduced to. a level they guess will be 
sustainable. 

The Forestry Commission use rough estimates of stajding resources, and 
limited growth plot measurements to estimate future timber availability 
from state forests. Models that are used to determine future sustainable 
yields are suitable for single species and single aged plantations but 
unsuitable for native forests (PAC 1990, RAC 1992a)  where' estimarions of 
future wood availability have been noted by GSIRO to vary by as much as 
50% (RAG 1992a). 

The NSW Public Accounts Committee (PAC.1990) notes: 	- 

- 	"In the long-term, sustainable 'harvesting is in the industry's best 
interest, but in the short-term many mills would' prefer to process 
tomorrow's ,timber, today, gaining; tomorrow's profit -tbday, then 
relocate once the resource is too degraded to be useful. Under these 

• 	circumstances, it would be naive not to recogrtie that short-term 
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economics is in direct conflict with regulation and the principle of 
sustained yield." 

Sustained yield is an economic rather than an ecological principal, and 
thus does not ensure that the nature; character, or species.00mposition 
of -a forest is maintained (FAG 199Q). To ensUre proper account is taken 
of environmental values we need ecologically sustainable logging. 

The overconnn.itme&t of timber resources precludes the introduction of 
ecologically sustainable management practices (e.g. Smith 1991a). Smith 
(1991a) recommends limiting guarantied allocations of timber to industry 
to a maximum of 50% of the long-tern sustainable yield for a supply 
region so as. to -allow for unforeseen circumstances and improved 
management practices. 

As has been proven in coui?t a number of times over recent years, and was 
graphically illustrated by CaLM's (Atkinson et. al. 1992) report onOàkes 
State Forest, the Forestry Commission's logging prescriptions are 
inadequate and inadequately complied with. They do not ensure that the 
environmental values of forests (water, soils, flora and fauna) are 
sustained and . not significantly degraded. The Resource Assessment 
Commission (1.992a) recommends independent aUdits of the adequacy• of 
forest codes of practices and their enforàement. The adoption of adequate 
logging prescriptions will have asignificant effect on volumes of timber 
obtainable from forests.  

1.3 TLMBER RESOURCES OF THE MACKSVILLE MANAGEMENT AREA AND MISTAKE STATE 
fOREST. 	 . 	 . 

'Macksville Management. Area is one of those claimed to be managed on a 
sustained yield basis, though in practice this is not the case. Like most 
other Management Areas claimed to be on sustained yield an investigation 
of the management plan1 yield assessment and annual reports reveal 
inflated assessments, gross overcutting and contempt for the Management 
Plan that is meant to be abided by.  

In summmry mis-calculations and mis-management have led to: 

* gross overcutting of quota sawlogs,' in in the six years from July 
- 1987 to: July 1993 the average annual quota removal was 9 660 cu. m, 
net.,' representing an average annual overcut of 1 860 cu. m. net  
(24%), exceeding the annual limit by as much at 43% in .1987/88. 

* actual yields being significantly below predicted yields by up to 
50%. 	 - 

*.premature cutting of quota resources for the second cutting cycle 
- 	(after 1995), •vhich will lead to significant future shortfalls, 	- 

- * failure to abide by the Macksville Management Plan's order of 
• 	working and cutting limits, and 

* failure to manage the area's. forests on a asustainable basis. 

Based on. 'Hardwood Assessment - MacksvijleM.A. Càastal Working Circle' 
(Forestry Commission 1979) the Forestry Commission (1978, as ammended to 
1987) estimated the yields available from the Macksyille MA as from 1982,  

though noted that the "-derived volumes have limited accuracy". It was 
estimated that there was a total of 171 780 cu. ci. gross -of sawlogs over 

• -40 -cm. diameter (dbhub) available after 1982 from the Coastal Worlcing 
Circle for the first cutting cycle (giving a net annual yield of 7 130 
Cu. in.) and a total of 71 100 Cu. in. gross (34 000. cu m. net ) of 
merchantable quota sawlogs in the 'Up. River Forests', anticipated to be 

- utilized by 1982. 	- 	 - 

Mistake State- Forest was arbitarily divided into the Up River and Coastal 
Working Circleb,. Mistake SF was estimated to contain 24 800 Cu. M. gtOSS 

- (12 -000 cu. m. net ) of thesawlog volumes in the • , Jp River Forests'. it 
was assessed as containing 51,943 - cu. ci. gross of the sawlogs available - 
from the Coastal WC for the first cutting cycle (CC1) which was-tb last 
until '1995. Timber available from the Coastal WC. for the first cutting 
cyclevas to come from 'Stand Condition Types' A and B, with type C 
reported as: 	. •- 	. 	 . 	. 	- 

"Suitable for sawing production but-stahds immature for quota sawlog 
harvesting - quota sawlogs not available for practicle economic 
harvesting until second cutting cycle (beyond 1995)." (FC 1979) 

The quotas for sawlogs in the NacksviLle MA were set as 1978/79-1979/80 
.26 880 in. cu. net, 1980/81-1981/82 8 000 cu. m. net  (FC .1978 p2, p44) and 
as -from 1982/83 "The-annual yield shall not exceed the total of annual 
quota commitments" of 7 800 cu; ci. net (FC 1978, as asmended 1982, p24). 

- The Forestry commission (1978) note: 

.--"The up river forests mainly -consist -of logged areas carrying 0-20 
year old regeneration as a result of logging, with a few virgin - 
stands. These - forests are very deficient in intermediate size 
c1asses. It is estimated that available merchantable logs - will be 
harvested - bY about 1986 some 40-year-s before any existing 
regeneration can produce sawlogs."  
(pp17-8)  

:'Timber production objectives shall bernet by concentrating. 
harvesting in the economically actessible hardwood-resource of the 
virgin up river forests.. On completion of harvesting of this-
resource, ogging will be confined to the coastal forests." (p.22) 

"The option of timber production- froth the up river forests, after-the 
curtent cutting cycle will-not be actively pursued in the 

- 	- foreseeable future. Expenditure associated -with road constr-Uction, 
. - - maintenahce, protection and silvicultural treatment will be kept to 
- a minimum.' (p23)  

The combination, of wet weather. Allen taylors not being satisfied with 
the species .available(eg.FC 1982183)-aiid the ForestryCommission's 
financial losses- led to an abandonment of the Management. Plan's -intent to 
log, out the Up River forests before concentrating on the Coastal Working 
Circle;  

The Forestry Commission's intention not to manage the Up River forests on 
4 sustained!yield basis is ;stili current, their only concern beiig to - 
maximise whit they can cütin order;to"tryand-find-  sufficie&t quótà-tá 
maintain the 7800 m3 sustained yield cut 1ongerthan the end of Ccl" -(FC 
1988/89) 	- 
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The Forestry Commission's Annual Reports make a number of comments on the 
yield assessments:" It should be noted that segregation into the strata 
used in the assessment is virtually impossible to achieve" (PC 1981/82), 
1t would - appear from data presented that there is a broadening gap 

between actual and predicted yietds for. the.total coastal working circle. 
it would appear that for Mistake S.F. at least, the stand condition 

typing on which the assessment is based is proving unreliable." (FC 
1985/86), "The major problem remains the gaps betveen.actual - and 
predicted yields on Ingalba and.Mistske S.F.s. ... A.ssessment was done 
using random plots and it could be they did not sample enough of the 
poorer country. This coupled with the forest being cut over at -so many. 
different periods could produce the wrong information.' (PC 1986/87), 

the whole, question of -sustained yield after [unlogged areEs- are] 
exhausted needs to be tackled as a seperate. issue,-probabjy involving 
measurement of a better definedresource.', "The question of what 
actually should constitute - the Ccl, CC2-and CC3 sustainable-area-needs to 
be resolved, sooner rather than later due 	the poor results being 
achieved compared to-that assessed." (PC 1987/88) 

TABLE 1. HARDWOOD (NON-RAINF0RE$T) REMOVALS. FROM MACKS-VILLE. MANAGEMENT 
AREA. Source: respective Forestry Commissiân Annual Reports. 

+ --------------------------------------------------------- + 
-YEAR 	: QUOTA CUT QUOTA CUT: NON-QUOtA SAWLOGS OTHER 

m3 net m3 gross 	mS gross 
+ ----------+ ------------------+ ------ 

:1981/82 	8 600 : 	10 581 	6 668 	1 1 724-I 
1182/83 	7 606 	10 650 	 1 5474 .  
:1983,84 1 	3 678 	4.  787+1 . 	9 190 	3 45 
:1984(85: . 8448.: 	11827+: 	19 825 
:1985/8.6 1 	-8 934 1 	12 507i- 	23 084 	1 7 905 1 :1986/87 .1 	7 640 	10 696+: 	.24 573 . . 	5 250 
11987/88 : 	11 167 	14447 	16 705 	.: 7072 
:1988/89 : - 	9 540 	12 059 1 	.. 20 492 	- 	1 5 262 
1989/90 1 	. 9 433 1 -- 13 020 : 	.- 	24 871 	. : . 5 590 
:1990/91 1 	10588.:. 15323 : 	- 	21548 	:5231 
;1991/92 : 	.8 624.:: 	12 615:: 	.5 56.0 	5 103 
1992/93 	8 610 : 	12 085 	10 948 	6 306 

+ --------------------------------------------------------- + 
+ These volumes estimated, by applying a multiplier of net to gross 
of 1.42 The average conversion factol' of gross to net used in Annual 
Reports over the.period 1987/88 to 1990/91 was 0.744 (ratige 0.691- 
0:791).. 	 . . 	.. 	 . 	. 	. 

As from 1988/8.9. the Macksville MA was Subsumed by the Uruhga MA for 
management purposes. The Urunga MAAnnüal Reports.continued to emphasise 
the inadequacy of the resource assessments in the Mackth'ille MA:"A 
proper assessment of all the resource is required", "... yields being 
obtained an Coastal areas are of greatcause for concern.""... CC2 (27 
years) cutneeds to yield over twice the CC1 cut to achieve predicted 
yields. Whether this will occur is completely unknown as no folloié up 
assessment of stand structure remaining, as required by CUFAN monitaring, 
has ever been done. ' Ut 1988/891, ". . -a complete assessment of the 
districts timber resources is urgently required and. is a priority:" (PC 
1990/91), "Reassessment of the resources is required and supported... It 
is expected that this work will be undetaen during 1994! (FC-. 1991/92.). 

Since 1982 the actual 	 9 
yields from the Coastal Working Circle have been Slightly below the assessed  

State Forest, almost half yields -(PC 19-79) for Nambucca and Way Way 
and.significfltiy.jg0 fo the assessed yields for lngal 	State Forect. this would appear to give a r Mistake State Forest (PC 1989/90), While 

n ovetaii favourable result this disguise5 the fact that it has involved the Premature harvesting of 
retained for the second cutting cycle 	 trees meant to be (C2,-  after 1995) -  the Forestry - Commission (1989/90) note that the1979 Yield Assessment assumed that only Strata A and B would be . 

 cut in CC1-, wheras Strata 0 has also been harvested (see above), 	. 	 - . . 

The p'ractjce has been to.log the most productive stands first (FC 
1988/89, p11) indicating that the deficiency i 

	

- into the future, 	. 	. 	. . . 	. . 	. . 	. n actual yields will worsen.  

TABLE 1:2 SAWLoC . QUOTA (NON-RAINFORESt) 

	

GEMENT AREA. 	 REMOVALS FROM MACXSVELLE MANA 	
Source: respective Forestry Commission Aanr Reports. All figures in cubic metres net. 	 - 

- 	+ ----------------- --- ---- -:t 	 - 
YEAR 	ALLOWALE I ACTUAL :DIPFERENCE:% OVER: 	. -. QuoTA CIT QUOTA cut;  t ---------

. - 4.  ---------+ ----------+ - :1981/82 	800cr 	' 8 
7 
 600 ... - + -600 	8% : 	: 	 . :1982/83 : 	i '800 	606 . : . 
	

194 - 	:1983/84.: 	7800. 	1. 3678 	:. -4122 	:- -- 11984/85 1 	7 800 	: .8 448. + 648':. 	8% 1 :l9as.y86-: 7800 	: 	8934 	- +1 134 . 	15% 	-. :1986187 : . 	soo 	1 	7 640 	- 1 U 	 60 . : - 

	

987/88:7800 	
:11167: +3367: 43: :1988/89 : 	800 	.9 540 1 +1 740 : 22% 

	

:198.9790 1 - ' 7800 	9433 	+1633 1 	21%: .1990/91 1 

	

7 Boo 	. 10  .588 	. +2 788 •' 	36%  4991/92' 	7 800 ..: .8 624 . 	. 824 	11% 1992/93 1 - - 7 800 	 - : 	+ . 810 - . r . 10% 
t -----------------+ ------+ 

T0tALS938Oo'.:1o2868, +9068 	- 
 

13 544 

It is evident rom Table 1.2 that the State Forests have been grossly 
oereuttjng in the Macksville Managent Area in breach of the cutting 
limits pecified.in the Management, Plan In the 12 yearg from July. 1981 to July.j993 the cut of quota
w r.e under the Management Plan _eiceeaedin 9 years, by up to 43%. Most alarming is that in the six 
móst.recent years (for wiiich.figur.0 	available) from July 1987 to J,jjy 1993 the average annual-quota removal was 9 660 Ott. M. net

, représnting an average annual -overcut of I 860 cu.- M. net 
 (24%), exceedmg the annual, limit by as much as 43% in 1987/38, -  The significant overcntting in the last six years should be of -  considerable concern as it represents a total overcut of 11 162 Cu. -  m. net , or almost one and a half years worth of quota.' 	- 	 . . 

Whenthjs oveeut is considredin conjunction with the-fact that 
anticipated yields per hectare have OnW been maintained by taking tiwbef meant to be retaihed for the,next -cutting .  cycle and logging the most - 
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productive stands first it indicates significant yield problems for the 
::acksville MA in' the near, future. 

While no assessment of the future availability of non-quota sawlogs and 
durable poles is available it is apparent that these resources too are 	- 
not being managed on a sustainable basis and their availability is 
expected to rapidly decline in the near future.  

When Trevor Bailey obtained an injunction in 1987 to stop logging in some 
Up - River compartments in Mistake State Forest the Forestry Commission 
"maximised" their cutting rate in the Coastal WC part of Mistake SF (FC 
1988)89), until the-court judgement on March 31st 1989 caused them to 
suspend logging operations. in Mistake State Forest until an EL'S was 
prepared. 	 - 

TABLE 1.3 The Forestry CommissiOn's (1988/89) "best current estimate of 	- - 
rermaining identified resource" in Mistake State Forest was given as: 

GROSS AREA NET Quota/Ha. TOTAL 
Mistake (southern) 	340 	- 	14.3 	4850 
Mistake (northern) 	916 	 4.4 	4050  

10  

"The State's timber processing industry is heavily subsidised by the 
public sector. Chief among the subsidies are under priced raw 
materials (in the case of.Eucalypt logs), and failure to bear the 
full costs of road construction and maintenance which are 
attributable to the industry's operations. As a result of these 
subsidies, sawmilling businesses which would be marginal or non-
viable in their present form are able to continue operating and to 
coitinue resisting the pressures to change their inefficient methods 
of-operation." (p31) 	' 

The Resource Assessment ComznlssioA (1992a) notes; 

"Too often the natural capital of forests ' has been considered 
'free': free, supplies of air, water, so,il and plants'. 'Such giftsof 
'nature have cost nothing, in monetary terms, to produce, and hence 
their. value to society has not been - measured adeuately. In 
determining the most efficient use of forests,.in many cases these 
resoures have, not been priced, while in other cases they have been 
underpriced. The ,inadequate valuation of many of the 'natural 
resources of forests. can lead to the forests' overuse and consequent 
degradation." 

TOTALS 	- 	- 	1256 	. - 	1.1 	8900 

Despite all the identified-failings of the resource assessments in the 
Urunga Management Area (including the MackSville MA) the State Forests 
commission is pressing ahead with its revised (long-overdue) Management 
Plan and the Urunga-Coffs Harbour Environmental Impact Statement without 
undertaking a reliable yield assessment. The undated document prepared by 
State Forests for the EIS consultants states: 

"Only the coastal forests have been assessed for Quota sawlog yield. 
The plantation resource has been the subject of a yield scheduling 
exercise using data collected from previous growth and inventory 
work and past yields. All other areas have had estithates of various 
products availability made where sufficient information from past 

- yields allows such estimation to be reasonably accurate." 	- 

The State Forests seem intent to cover up their gross overcutting and the 
identified resource shortfalls in the coastal forests, 0nd ignore the 
premature cutting of resources identified for the next cutting cycle, and 
that their yield assessments for the Up Rivet forests are unreliable. -. 
their intention is not to undeètake a valid yield assessment until some' 
time in the future, in the mean time they intend to continue 
unsustainable logging of quota sawlogs from the Urunga MA at the 
prescribed rate of 25,520 cu. m. per annum. 

2:0 STATE FORESTS ECONOMICS 

As noted by the Public Accounts Cosuittee (1990): 

native forest asset valuations 'really only consider replacement 
costs, a satisfactory inventory of native forests is lacking, there ,,  
is no 'ac'counting for the non-tthber ;values inhertnb in the native 
forest ..... and numerous subsidies enjoyed by the Commission ... are 
not quantified in the'accounts." (pfl) 

Royalties charged for timber, removed from public forests do not represent 
the true value of the -timber (PAC 1990, Clark l991b, Smith 1991, RAC 

- 1992a). The Forestry Commission of NSW is significantly subsidiseti by not having to pay'lease fees for commercial exploitation ,  of Crown Lands, not 
having to pay local council rates and charges, and not paying "notional 

- income tax" on their commercial surplus (PAC 1990). 

The Forestry Commission's nétive forest asset valuations really only 
consider exploitation costs and fail to consider replacement costs, they 
don't have a satisfactory inventory of native'forests, and don't account 
for the non-timber values inherent in native forests (PAC 1990). The 
Commission values pine plantations at $2 256 per hectare but value native 
-forests at only'$35 'per hectare, which Only reflects the costs of road 
construction and minimal silvicultural cxteatment (PAC 1990). 

Because the Forestry Commission gets native forests' -to exploit tree of' 
charge they can charge ex;remely low 'royalties and still cover,  - their costs (FAG 1990). The NSW Public Accounts Committee (PAC 1990) concluded 
that "the nonpayment of any rental on Crown Lands is a net transfer of public equity to the timber processing industry." 

The Forestry Commission's provision of "unacceptable" 'rebates for long 
distance haulage have removed the incentive for industries to be situated 
close to, the resource' base and, in conjunction with . underpriced. raw 
mat'eriais, has encouraged 'sawmiliing . businesses that would otherwise be 
margiôal.or non-viable to continue Operating and resisting the pressures 
to chAnge their inefficient methods of operation (PAC 1990). 

'lfladdition to sa'wmiljs geting timber cheaper the -further they cart it 
there is the increased costs to the public byway Of paying for damage 
caused to roads which in '1990 was estimated as' 4. cents per net tonne 
kilometre, which for transport of export .woodchips alone.-represented.a 
subsidy.by NSW taxpayers of $3 mil1,ion ih'198586.PAC r990). 
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gross per hectare (Forestry Commission 1978) this represents a very poor 
return -  to the public.on a public asset - in fact once all costs and 
subsidies' and the loss of public capital are factored in itis evident 
that the 'public are alloing their forests to be degraded for a 	- 
substantial loss. 	 - 

The economic information indicates a.declining economic performance on 
behalf of the Urunga (and Macksville) MA. Its profitability first jumped 
in 1984/85, when Mackville MA returned a profit for the first time ever, 
and then rapidly plummeted. The passage of the Forestry Amendment Act, 
whibh paid off the Forestr' Commission's accumulated debts, the National 
Afforestation Program funding for plantations and gross overcutting all 
contributed to the MA again shoving a profit in 1988/89. This-dropped to 
a very marginal profit in 1990/91 when the National Afforestation Program 
funding ceased. 	- 

The economics of the State Forests' Macksville MA and Urunga MA 
operations do not enable them to manage State Forests as required. The 
State Forests are not able to replant many areat where regeneration has 
failed, they are unable to afford.themany of the materials they require, 
they are unable to control weeds, they cannot afford to acceptably 
maintain fire trails, roads and bridges, nor can they maintain 	It 
recreational facilities adequately or expand facilities. 

When the present overcutting is stopped, the yields of non-quota timber 
further reduced (present levels are unsustainable) and the Up River 
forests cut out the profitability of the Macksville and Urunga- Management 

• 	Areas 'will significantly worsen. Correspondingly the long term problems, 
such as weed infestations, failed regeneration and serious erosion,' will 
need increased labour and resources to control. It is evident that the 
State Forests will not be able to undertake the maintenance required or -' 
developrecreational facilities. The Up River forests will be abandoned 

- to their fate and environmental- degradation will continue. It is doubtful 
that the coastal forests will even be able to be managed economically 
unless there is a restructuring of management, log pricing and the 
industry.  

TABLE 2,1 ECONOMICS OF LOGGING IN MACKSVILLE MA (DOLLARS by 1000) - 
(Not converted to current values)  

REVENUE EXPENDITURE PROFIT/LOSS 

1981/82 	- - 	1210 290.1 - - 169 
1982193 180.2 3 -17.7 - 	- 	137 
1983/84 184.6 293,3 - 108 
1984/85 412.1 	- 325,0* + 	87 
1985/86 680.8 ? 	* 	- 
1986187 547.2 7 	* 7 
1987/88 562.9 - 	7 	* 7 

NOTES ON TABLE 2.1  
- 	-* the 1984/85 - figure is given in the annual report as an 'estimate" 

due to expenditurerecords being amalgamated with Urunga, no 	- 	- 
expenditure figures for Nacksvtl'le are given for 1985/86, 1986/87 	- 	-, 
and 1987/88.  
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The NSW Public Accounts Committee (PAC 1990) also considered that 
underpricing 'may well be causing long-term degradation to our native 
forest heritage." 

The Resource Assessment COmmission LRAC 1992a) notes that it has been 
established that forestry agencies have not priced logs to the level that 
would be reached in •a competitive market, and that in establishing log 
prices consideration needs to be given the costs of production they incur 
in tens of labour and capital spent on forestry operations and the 
environmental costs of harvesting. 

The recent - requirement for the Forestry Commission to manage their 
commercial activities on a commercially sound- basis will hopefully result 
in real price increased for native forest sawlogs and pulplogs- (Clark 
1991b), thoUgh due to effective monopolies in many areas this may not be 
the result. Unlike radiata pine, native timbers face no direct 
competition from overseas, and the unique properties of eucalypt timber 
provide scope for realizing greater value than is currently obtained frn 
each log (PAC 1990). 

increasing hardwood -royalties to- reflect the true costs would: 

-- 	 (j) reduce the volume of timber removed from native forests and 
impose an economic limit on -the annual timber harvest (PAC 1990, 

- Clark 1991b); 	 - - 

encourage the sawuiilling industry to shift into the production 
of higher value products that utilize the unique characteristics of 
NSW eucalypt timber (PAC -1990, Clark 1991b); - 	 - 

remove the competitive disadvantage that plantation developers 
and äOmpanies processing plantation wood currently face (Camei'on and 
Penha 1988, PAC 1990, - Smith 1991a, Clark 1991b, RAC 19928, Shea 
1992).  

As in Australia low timber royatties  have undermined the will to adopt 
sustainable management in tropical countries, as well as having "a 
powerful influence ih'dep-ressing royalties for -sawlogs in countries which 
participate in World trade and.this e*tends to domestic royalties in 
Australia." Shea 1992). Where domestic markets tend - to be isolated from 
international timber trade- (e.g. China' and South Africa) very high 
royalties for locally grown high quality logs apply (Shea 1992). As the 
harvesting of rainforests inevitably declines over the comiflg decades; 
"With this will go the leverage of thi so-called timber barons to keep 
prices low.H  (Shea. 1992). 

2.1 STATE FORESTS ECONOMICS OF LOGGING MISTAKE STATE FOREST, THE 
MACKSVILLE MA AND THE URUNGA NA. 	 - 

It is clear that up until 1984/85 the- Macksville MA wah operating at a 
significant annual loss. In 1984/85 it.was amalgamated with Bellinger and 
Urunga MAs for management purposes. In the seven years 1984/85 to 1990/91. 
the Urun'ga Management, Area (including'Macksville NA) rturned ,an average-
of some $92,571 per anhum profit on its operationt, ,befor'e accounting - for 
government subsidies and wages. This represents a return less than $0.87 
(range -$3.76 to +$3.78) for each cubic metre (gross) of timber extracted 
from the forests. Assuming an annual timber growth increment of 1 cu m. 
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respectively) - this discrepency is due to a failure to account for 
some $35,000 in head office and "depreciation and amotization" 
costs, the $200,000 figure has been utilised here (converted to 1991-
values). As Table 10 is relied upon for data priQr to 1988/89 these 
figures are of questionable accuracy and may be inflated. There are - 
a number of other inacuracjes in Table 10. 

The Management Area's financial status was enhanced around 1987/88 
due to the passage of the Forestry Amendment -Act which gave an 
additional subsidy to the Forestry Commission by relieving them of 
the interest payable on their accumulated debt of some $110 million. 
They were supposed to pay .a dividend to Treasury in return,- though 
failed to do so in 1987/$5or 1988/89- (MC 1990.p27). Between 
1987188 and 1990/91 the Forestry Commission borrowed a further $49 
million -  dollars from the NSW Treasury, and even though it -claimed to 
have made a "real profit" for the first time in 77 years in 1991/92 
there was no 'real' di\'idend-paid to Treasury (ydheyNorning Herald 
155.1993).  

The drop in "profits" for 1990/91 was largely due to the ceasing of 
National Afforestation Program funding for plantations which had 
"boosted previous years revenues" (Fe 1990/91). 	 - 	* 

It is clear that up-until 1984/85 the Macksvil].e MA was operating at a - 
significant annual loss. In 1984/85 it wa& amalgamated with Bellinger and 

-

lirunga MA5 for management purposes. In the seven years 1984J85 to 1990191-  the Urunga Management Area 	 MA) returned an average of some $92,571 per annum profit on its operations, before accounting for government subsidies and wages. This represents at most -$O.87-(range - - 
$3.76 to -f$3.78) for each cubic metre (gross) of timber extracted from 
the forests. For the one, unusuaLly, profitable, year (1989/90) for which 
figures were obtained the return per hectare, harvested was $91.84. 	- 

- The econoadè information indicates a declining economic -performance on 
- behalf of the Urunga (and Mackèville) MA. Its profitability first jumped 
- in 1984/85, when Mackyille MA. returned a profit for the first time ever, 
and then rapidly plummeted. The passageof the - Forestry Amendment Act, - 
which paid off the Forestry Commission's accumulated debts, the National -. 

- Afforestation Program funding for plantations and gross overcuttjng - a11- - 
contributed to the MA again showing a profit in 1988/89. This -dropped to 
a very marginal profit in 1990/91 when the National Afforestation- Program 
funding - ceased. 	 - 	 - 

While - it was- not possible to obtain - a complete record' of the economic - 
performance of the Macksville MA it is evident from reading the Annual -  
Reports-that logging of the Up River forests is undertaken - at a loss. The

- 

- - -coastal forests are more -economic-and revenue from them is-used to 	- 
subsidise the logging of the .oldgrowth Up River forests. The 2987/88 	- 

-.nnua1 Report states "Up-river re -venue would increase if operations - 
ceased on Mistake-S.F." 	 --, - 	 - 

The economics of.the State Forests' Macksville MA and Urunga MA 	- operations -do not enable them to manage -State Forests as required. They 
are not able to replant the numerous ateas- of failed regeneration,- the 	-. 

- -' labour force is inijff.cient "to undertake requifed watts" (FC-1990/91),
- 

 
they are unable to afford the materials they require (FC1990/9l), weed 
control -'cannot be undertaken (FC 1989190), many fire access -routes 
"cannot be' maintained to-an acceptable standard by the -resources - 
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Due to the paucitity of data it has not been possible to ascertain the 
profitability of the Macksville Management Area.Table 2.1 is therefore 
provided for completeness and to indicate the situation with Macksville. 

The 1984/85 Annual Report for Macksvi].le states "There is no doubt this 
is the first year in which income has, exceeded expenditure". This was 
attributed to significant increases in the percentages of sawlogs taken 
from coastal forests, large volumes of non-quota sawlogs being removed 
and there being an increase in royalties. It is also evident from Table 1 
that the turnaround in the MA's profitability in 1984/85 was enhanced by 
the dramatic increasein the removal of non-quota sawlogs. The further 
increase in 1985/86 was attributed to a temporary increase in the sale of 
poles. , 

From 1984/5 the entire (irunga Managements Area, 'including Macksville and 
Hellinger MAs, has to be considered in order to obtain an indication of 
the economics of logging the -Macksville Management Area (Table 2.2). 

TABLE 2.2ECONQMICS OF LOGGING IN THE URTJNGA MANAGEMENT AREA - INCLUDING 
MAGKSVILLE AND BELLINGER -MAS.  

Dollar values èonverted to 191 values. 
4 -------------------------------------- --------------------. -+ 
YEAR 	?ROFIT/L0ss;voLUnE REN0vED:AREA L0GGED:PR0nT/Loss: 

I $ by 1000 : Cu.' m gross 	hectare : ----------- 
:cu.m.:.ha. 

-----+ ------------+ --------------------------.------------ 
:1984/85: 	389 	; 	102916 	 3.78 
:1985/86: 	192 	: 	117449- 	: 	- 	 1.63; 	- 
-:1986/87; 	-219 	: 	1089.69 	; 	 -2.01: 
:1987/88: - 	-342 , 	: 	91002 	 . 
1988/89: 	222 	102500 . 	r 
:1989/90; 	367 	: 	115492 	: 	3996 	: 3-1891,84 
1990/91 	39 	: 	103543 	: 	 .0.38 

4. ------------+ --------------+-.----------+ -----+ ----- 
TOTALS 	648. 	; 	741871 	 :s0.87; 

+ ----------------------------------------------------------- + 

NOTES:  
The Annual Reports for 1991/92 and 1992/93 do not include economic 
data and so these years were not able to be incorporated. 

The areas logged in each year have not been obtained, thus figures 
are only presented for 1989/90 - which being an unusually profitable 
year can not be considered to be representative. 

The profitability of logging is greatly overstated as it has not 
been possible to account for subsidies from various programmes, 
staff wages and the loans provided by treasury to prop up the - 
Forestry Corission. If these were able to be factored in it is - 
apparent - that for most, if not all, years the public - would not - 
recieve any direct profit at all from logging in the Urunga MA, 
rather. the public would be paying significant amounrs to have their 
forests logged.  

There is a significant discrepancy between profits for 1988/89 given 
in the 1988/89 Annual Report (Table' 10-- $235,000) and that given in the 1989/90 and 1990/91 Annual Reports (p.24 $200,000, p.6 $200,000 
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available" (Ft 1990/91), roads and bridges cannot be adequately 	- 
maintained (Ft 1989/90)., maintenance of recreational facilities is 
inadequate and expansion of existing facilities impossible "due to lack 
of funding" ( FC 1990/91). 
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12 	CONCLUSIONS. In summasy, the following key points deserve emphasis: C 0 N T E N T S 
a) The Dungir Conservation Area' is an 	area of special 

scientific interest containing vulnerable and rare wildlife, 
rare or threatened plants, the site of an historic event and 
places of special significance to Aboriginal culture that 
should be protected in a cooperative system of land tenure aection 
between the National Parks and Wildlife Service and the 
traditional owners under sections 8(I)(c), 8(l)(d) and 8(2)(b) of 1. The Proposal 
National Parks and Wildlife Act. 

b) The Gumbaynggir hold native title to unoccupied Crown Land  Geography and Landslip Hazard 
within their tribal territory, including Mistake State Forest; 

 Environmental Impact Assessment  c) This 	area 	contains 	part 	of 	the 	valued 	heritage 	of 	the 
Gumbaynggir which will be degraded by logging; 

4. Soil Erosion Hazard 
d) The Dungir Conservation Area encompasses a major part of the 

Nambucca 	River 	catchment 	and 	is 	therefore 	vital 	for  Biological Diversity maintaining 	the 	downstream 	water 	quality 	and 	overall 
hydrological condition of the Nambucca River; 

 Vegetation 
e) Soil 	loss 	due 	to 	forestry 	operations 	(especially 	when 

undertaken on slopes above 18°) in an area classified as having 7. Special Plants 'high' 	'extreme' to 	erosion hazard will lead to major water 
pollution and changes to the ecology and hydrology of affected 
streams; 8. Fauna 

I) Landslip hazard will be greatly accentuated by vegetation 
removal in this geophysically unstable landscape; 9. Special Animals 

g) Biodiversity within the Dungir Conservation Area is extremely 10. Traditional Lands and Native Title high due to its location within the Macleay-MacPherson overlap, 
the altitude and aspect range, the presence of valuable old growth 
forest habitat for (orest-dependant fauna and the range of 11. Clement Flodgkinson's Historic Trail 
vegetation communities present; 

h) The Dungir Conservation Area also includes a key segment of the 12. Conclusions 
Clement Hodgkinson Historic Trail. 

Each of these points will be discussed in detail in the forthcoming Dungir 
Conservation Proposal to be released in November, 1993. 
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The Dungir Conservation Proposal 

THE PROPOSAL. At the present time 'EarthSpan' is in the process of 
finalising The Dungir Conservation Proposal'. This report will include 
detailed information on the geography 1  vegetation, wildlife and cultural 

heritage of a mountainous section of the Naznbucca River catchment, 
between Taylors Arm and Buckra Bendinni Creek and including the 
catchments of South Creek. This report also considers the likely 
impact of logging on this environment. The proposal will recommend 
dedication of 'The Dungir Conservation Area as an area of special 
scientific interest containing vulnerable and rare wildlife, rare 
or threatened plants, the site of an historic event and places of 
special significance to Aboriginal culture in a cooperative system 
of land tenure under sections 8(l)(c), 8(1)(d) and 8(2)(b) of the 
National Parks and Wildlife Act. Dedication is necessasy to protect 
the significant biological, cultural and catchment protection values of 
the area. The precise boundasy of the Dungir Conservation Area may 
be conviently described with reference to the existing boundaiy of 
Mistake State Forest, which roughly circumscribes the catchment 
divide. The combined Nature Reserve, Aboriginal Place and Historic 
Site so created will cover approximately 9,600 ha of low to mid 
altitude forested country which currently acts as a vital (but 

vulnerable) component of the hydrological system of the Nambucca 
Valley. Preservation of this water catchment area will also facilitate 
the conservation of many threatened plants and animals along with 
places that are sacred to the traditional owners of this land, the 

Gumbaynggir. 

GEOGRAPHY AND LAJ4DSLIP HAZARD. To summarise our 
results so far, discussion should begin with a regional perspective. 
Because of its location in north-eastern NSW, occupying the eastern 
low to mid elevation slopes of the Great Escarpment, the Dungir 
Conservation Area is rugged, with the great majority of the area above 

181  (33%) slope. The area experiences high and intense orographic 
rainfall and high rainfall erosivity, which partly accounts for the very 
high drainage density. The geology is the unstable, faulted and steeply 
dipping Five-Day Phyllite which is part of the Naxnbucca Slate Belt. 
The soils are red, brown and yellow podzolics with a resistant surface 
layer but with a potentially dispersible subsurface. Such a landscape 
was classed as a serious landslip hazard in the Nambucca Shire 
Environmental Study which recommended that vegetation removal 
above 18 (33%) s,ould be avoided. 

Schedule 12 species are: 	Dasvurus maculatus (Tiger Quoll); 
Mwoous oarma (Parma Wallaby); Thylovale stigmatica (Red-legged 
Pademelon); Pctaurus australis (Yellow-bellied Glider); Phascolarctos 
cinereus (Koala): Miniopteris schreibersii (Commdn Bent-wing Bat); 
Phoniscus paouensis (Golden-tipped Bat); Calyptorhynchus lathami 
(Glossy Black-Cockatoo); Ptilinoous inagnificus (Wompoo Fruit 
Dove); TSito tenebricosa (Sooty Owl); and Philoria sohagnicolus 
(Sphagnum Frog). The probable schedule 12 species are: Phascogale 
tapoatala (Brush-tailed Phascongale) and Atrichornis rufescens 
(Rufous Scrub-bird). Additional Schedule 12 species may well be 
identified given comprehensive, systematic surveys. 

10 	TRADITIONAL LANDS AND NATIVE TITLE. Following the 1992 

High Court decision in the case of Altho and othacs ic The .SYs/c of 

Queens/ad; Mistake State Forest reverted to traditional ownership 
by the Gumbaynggir who hold native title to -  this land under the 

Australian common law and under traditional law. This area is 
important to the Gumbaynggir and Aboriginal people as it contains 
bush foods, medicines, sacred sites and spirits of the dreaxntime. 
Forestry operations in this area have previously led to the destruction 
of at least one Aboriginal site and soil erosion may destroy others. 
Obviously, forestry operations that are undertaken without the full and 
proper approval of the local Aboriginal people would represent a 
failure to acknowledge the rights of traditional owners who wish to 
see their special places preserved and their land managed properly for 
the benefit of the Aboriginal people and all Australians- 

ii 	THE CLEMENT HODGIUNSON HISTORIC TRAIL. In 1841, the 
explorer and surveyor Clement Hodgkinson travelled through the 
Naxnbucca and Bellingen districts and, after returning to England. 
published Australia. from Port Macquarie to.Moreton Bay' in which 
he describes his travels in rich detail. Part of Hodgkinson's historic 
route passes through the Dungir Conservation area to its highest peak, 
Bowra Sugarloaf t.zscendthg a /cig thi6i4'-uvoded s/ape, which led 
us to the sunimi of a high range..- we had a beau/did new fnvn the 

suinm' 14D rnre now upon. To the un,stniv a,rndst a confused mass 
of mowytaths risthg bqvnd mountains, nnn'n/ inth w,ivc'sa/ forest. 
the eye cou/d trace the deep, narrow valleys lull of bnzsh, of the 

s/iran/s foi-znthg the  iVanthuccj. cur/mg thto the deep mountain 
,rnses. It was in this vicinity that Hodgkinson and his Aboriginal 

guides encountered the Gumbaynggir, '771çy seeni thciIóal to be 

pretty 117thd4', ad war c/great assistance in aiab/thg as to get 
,ohØ' through the entangled bnàrs iii the hatch, which they heat 
do,nx 'nih their baomatangs; and in shcint'g us the best ciussthg 
places ova' the incly, steep-sided ant and gullies, which we 

continua/tv encow,teirri - 

-1- 	
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inadequately reserved suballiance Backhousia mvrtifolia - 
Lonhostemon confertus - Tristanioosis. The eucalypt and brushbox 
forest types recorded so far include tallowwood - Sydney blue gum 
('I'pe 47), New England blackbutt (1?pe 163), brush box (Type 53), 
grey gum - grey ironbark - white mahogany ('l)'pe 62) and dry 
blackbutt (Type 37). Forest 'I)'pes 53, 62 and 37 are considered 
inadequately reserved whilst 'flppe 47 is noted by the Forestry 
Commission to be 4 ny Fc2IuaUc Clpe  wb,th ca,, however, be 
thffiu* to irgaia-atesa/icfadoniy. - 

SPECIAL PLANTS. To date, approximately 450 plant species are 
known ror the Dungir Conservation Area, including 4 species with a 
Rare or Threatened Australian Plant (ROTAP) code, 6 species 
extending beyond their previous known southern limit, and four 
species of biogeographical significance. The ROTA? species are 
Eucalvotus ancophila a grey ironbark (2R), E. fusiformis the 
Naxnbucca ironbark (2R), Bosistop floydii Five-leaved bonewood 

(2RCi), and Aniorohospermum whitci the rusty plum (3RCa). The 
species at their new southern limit are Rauwenhoffia leichardtii Zig 
Zag Vine, Eupomatia hennettii Small Bolwarra, Endiandra comoressa 
Queensland Greenheart, Jasminum dallachii Soft Jasmine, Bosistoa 
flovdii and Boehmeria olalyphylla vat. austrogucenslandica Native 
Ramie. Regionally rare and significant plants are Asolenium 
attenuatum Simple Spleenwort (uncommonlpoorly collected but 
widespread), Deeringia arborescens Climbing Deeringia (disjunct 
distribution), Dachnandra sp. Black-Leaved Sockeiwood (disjunct 
distribution, near southern limit), and Boehrneria olatvohvlla var, 
austroouetnslandica (near southern limit). More comprehensive and 
systematic surveys would probably record additional species with new 
southern limits due to the southerly position of the Dungir 
Conservation Area within the MacleayMacPherson overlap zone. 

FAUNA. To date, a total of 136 terrestrial vertebrates have been 
recorded within the Dungir Conservation Area by natural scientists, 
including 23 mammals, 83 birds, 14 reptiles and 13 amphibians. The 
fauna are largely forest-dependant and sensitive to the effects of 

habitat fragmentation and modification. Strategies proposed by the 
Forestry Commission to ameliorate the impacts of logging on fauna 
will not amount to more that a token attempt at wildlife conservation 

and local population declines and local extinctions of species may be 
anticipated to result from forestry operations. The Fauna Impact 
Statement prepared for forestry operations did not meet basic legal 
requirements (e.g. the survey was not stratified) and in any case has 
yet to be approved. 

SPECIAL ANIMALS. Dedication of the Dungir Conservation Area 
can be readily justified on the basis of biological conservation as the 
area supports a significant number of species that are listed on 
Schedule 12 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act. The known 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACF ASSESSMENT. In a previous court 
case concerning Mistake State Forest (Bailey v. Forestry Commission 
of NSW), the judge stated that 7 san .MZ'WJeV' that the piuposed 
loggthg operathins a/the Foiestiy Comirnèsion and the con/actors 
must be /iA-e/y to pose a subs/an/al threat to landscape stabilifrth the 
svbjL-ct airs in the longer term. - and ordered that an FIS be prepared 
and that it specifically include t.da/a wbkh would 'wab/c the 
Forrstiy Coirnrnthon to ascs proper(r the extant of bjh4' 
th.,,ash5k sub-soils hi sitar pn'posed for /q,gthg acth,1,ès - 
Unfortunately, the soil consultants report included with the EIS is 

flawed as only limited soil chemical analysis was undertaken for the 
large and heterogeneous 'hanging rock' soil landscape unit. 

SOIL EROSION HAZARD. Soil erosion hazard must therefore be 
assessed with reference to the most recent Standard Erosion 
Mitigation Guidelines for Logging producdd by the Department of 
Conservation and Land Management which would rate Mistake State 
Forest as 'high' to 'extreme', but mostly as 'extremet. Soil loss 
associated with forestry operations from such an area would probably 
constitute a major water pollution event and cause significant changes 
to the ecology and hydrology of the Nambucca River. Such impacts 
could be long-tenn and cumulative given that gullying is a feature of 
soil erosion in this area and effective post-logging regeneration may 
not occur, 

BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY. The Dungir Conservation Area is very 
rich in both plant and animal species, athough additional carefully 
planned and stratified studies are required before knowledge of the 
flora and fauna present can be considered adequate. This diversity is 

a result of the role of the Great Escarpment as a core refuge for native 
species, the altitude and aspect range of the area (lOO'SOO metres, 
0-360 1) and its position within the Macleay-MacPherson floristic 
overlap zone (where tropical and temperate species overlap) along 
with the range of natural habitats represented. 

VEGETATION. 	Preliminary aerial photograph interpretation 
indicates that significant areas of old growth forest remain scarered 
throughout the Dungir Conservation Area, more often on the south' 
racing slopes but sometimes covering entire catchments. Vegetation 
survey results have established that three rainforest sub-forms are 
present, namely, subtropical, warm temperate, and dry rainforest. 
Warm temperate rainforest is represented by the Ceratonetalum I 
Schizomeria - Caldcluvia suballiance and the inadequately reserved 
Ceratopetalum / Schi7omeria - Acmenp - Dorvphora suballiance. 
Subtropical Rainforest is represented by the suballiances DorvDhora - 
Danhandra micranthp - Dendrocnide - Ficus - Toona and Sloanea 
woollsii - D'.'soxylum fraseranum . Argyrodendron actinoohvllum - 
Caldcluvia aong with the inadequately reserved Ficus-Dvsoxvlum 
fraseranum / Toona . Dendrocnide suballiance. Dry rainforest is 

-5- 	 -2- 



Systems Model for Land Management 
in the Dungir Conservation Area. 
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Landuse options within the Dungir Conservation Area are constrainS by a 

multitude of interacting Factors. To consider the consequences of tither 

vegetation retention (A) or timber extraction (8), simply follow the lines 

connecting these land management options to the various environmental 

and cultural Factors. 
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SAVF Tn E mIStAKE 
COME TO THE ANCIENT FOREST AND EXPERINCE 

OLD GROWTH DREAMING 
WHILE YOU STILL CAN - KEEP THE WORL9 

WILD AND FREE 
CAMPS OF FOREST SURVEYORS AND PROTECTORS HAVE BEEN ESTALJSHED 
IN THE MISTAKE STATE FORESt IN THE NAMBUCCA WATERSHED HALFWAY 

BETWEEN SYDNEY AND BRISBAN E. THE FOREST CAMPS ARE BASES FOR ANY- 
ONE WHO WISHES TO LEARN TO SURVEY THE FOREST BY WALKiNG 

THROUGH AN AMAZINGLY DIVERSE REGION. 
LEARN TO IDENTIFY PLANTS AND ANIMALS, BIORECIONS AND ECOSYSTEMS 

WALK THROUGH CANOPIED RAJNFOREST WITH TRAJNED FLORA AND FAUNA. SPECIALJSTS 
COME TO A KOORI CULTURE CAMP- LEARN ABOUT TFIE REAL BUSH, COOKING BY FIRE 

AND DRINKING PURE-WATER 
EXPERIENCE ANCIENT, DREAMING TREES - UNTIL NOW NOT KNOWN TO STILL EXIST IN 

ThEIR NATURAL STATE - SEE ANIMALS BELIEVED TO BE EXTINCT 
EXPERIENCE THE EARTH, SUN, MOON AND STARS IN THE WILD 

LEARN TO SIJRVIVE AND LEARN TECHNIQUES WHICH HELP SAW THE PLANET 
LEARN ABOUT YOUR IMPACT ON THE ECOSYSTEM DIRECTLY 

ALL FOR FREE 

P - €13 - -t 
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PHONE FOREST DIRECT; (018) 656 289 FOR MORE INFORMATION 
or phone (02) 299 2541 or (063) 644 108 

BRING BEDDING, ANY CAMPING GEAR, FOOD, VEHiCLES, RADIO OR 
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, ROPE, WRITING & DRAWINC EQUIPMENT, MUSICAL 

INSTRUMENTS, TOOLS, ETC - OR JUST BRING YOURSELF 
PlEASE LEAVE DOMESTIC ANIMALS AND PRECONCEPTIONS 13EMND 

NO DOGS, CATS, RATS ETC IN ENDANGPRED ANIMAL HABITAT PLEASFE 
PLEASE COPY THIS AND PASS IT ON. OM  GAlA! 

El 
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The Mistake Forest rides the ridges from 
the Great Dividing range almost to the  
sea, in the Nambucca Valley area svlich is 
exactly hallway between Sydney and 
Brisbane. It contains the last intact sub-
tcopical coastal forest in Australia and is 
currently being logged by the NSW 
Forestry Coinniission (P.C.). 
The Mistake Is home to at least 24 e,tdapered 
sJ'c;es of aui,,:alc and many threatened species of 
plants. As you read flits, trees which sustain 
breeding colonies of koala; are being cut in the 
Mistake. Extremely rare animals are being killed 
by the F.C., which is issued a 'Licence to Kill 
bulangeted Species' by the National Parks and 
Wildlife Service (NTWS). 
The Mistake Is a watershed which actually pro-
duen pure, fresh water and retains it through 
droughts. Old Growth (urtlogged forest) canopy 
produces water - cut forest sucks It up. Old 
Grots Iii foreus are now known to he our only 
Svioct of putt, fresh water - a fact known to the 
Koori people since their Creation. 
The Mistake contains many sites of significance to 
the local Xoori people. A Koori Embassy has been 
established in the Mistake Forest by representa-
tives of the local Gumba.nggerrj Tribe, who have 
inhabited the Nambucca and surrounding area 
since ancient times. Accredited flora and fauna 
surveyors are camped with them, finding mote 
endangered phiiils and animals every week. Our 
camps are in the middte of the forect, surrounded 
by perfect eampies of (so far) untouched 
Rainforest and oilier Old Growth of extraordinary 
beauty which is some of the most diverse and 
complex yet studied. 

This is the latest phase in a long series of activities 
by local residents intent on saving ihese last 
forests for all time. In 1987 Trevor Baily,:a resident 
of the upper reaches of South creek, west of 
Bowravitle, became concernened about the silta-
tion of the creek below forestry operatiOns occur-
ring at the time. He was able to legally force the 
forestry commission to prepare an envi.onmental 
impact statement (US) before logging could pro-
ceed. The ElS was done and althnugli deemed 
inadequate for many reasons by its critics, logging 
recomutenced in the T\Eistake State Forest in 
October 1992. 

WATER CATCHMENT 
The Environment Protection Authority (EPA) 
gives the F.C. a licence to pollute waters through-
out NSW. This forest Is part of the water catch-
ment area for three towns, twocoastal settlements 
and hundreds of farms. Several research âtudies 
show that Old Growth (100 years or more) yields 
more than 3 times as much water to its down-
stream creeks and rivers as does rerowth . and 
releases it slowly through dry times. in these stud-
ies Old Growth yielded 12 niegalitres of wafer per 
hectare per year while regrowth (7 years alte.r log-
ging) used 3 megalitres per hectrare per yçar. 
These studies were done in Victoria. Results from 
a study by the F.C. in the Karuah River catchment 
on the north coast of NSW indicate a similar trend 
- which will culminate in coastal deserts LI we 
don't change course NOW. The long-termeffecL 
to Our Communities, towns, industries and cities 
axe already likely to be disastrous. We all teed 
water. 

EROSION 
429 of this forest is over 25 degree slopes, Areas 
up to 35 degrees are being logged. Experts agree 
that logging or roading in areas over 25 dgrees is 
a huge erosion risk. 
In some other forests on the North Coast, logging 
Is altready haitnect over 25 degrees. 
Professorj. Mc Cathy, an eminent soil scientist 
who has shtdied Mistake SF, says logging and 
roading on on steep lands (over 25 degrees) will. 
lead to considerable erosion and serIous Ipltial 
pollution of the nearby stream system. TI?e  risk of 
permanent damage to the soil and acjuaticenvi-
ronunent is too great to allow the logging to pro-
ceed. 

OLD GROWTH 
2,140 Ha of old growth remain in Mistake Forest. 
1,800 Ha of this is planned to be logged by the 
Forestry Commission. 
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the logging of the remaining old growth will 
cost the Nambucca Shire at least 27 thousand 
i.negalitres in lost water yield per year, l'rofessor 
fl. Recher estimates there axe less than 5% of NSW 
forests remaining as old growth. 

The Nainhucca Shire is nearly finished the proc-
ess of logging the last of its old growth. This 
was due to be Itnished iii 1984. 
The National Forest Policy Statement, signed by 
Premier Fahey, is not being adhered to in the 
Mistake Forest. It states that Forest agencies will 
avoid damaging high conservation old growth 
forests until regional assessments are done. No 
Forestry Commision Enviiomental Impact Slate-
'ncnts have assesed Old Growth forests. 

WILDLIFE 
At least 24 endangered species- Including iCoalas, 
Yellow-bellied (;liders, Sooty Owls, Spotted. 
Tailed Quolls, Sphagnum Frogs, Rufous Schib 
Birds, I'arma Wallabies, Long-nosed Potoroos, rare 
bats and many more creatures have been found in 
the Mistake, The N}'WS has stated that the 
Mistake State Forest E!S was inadequate, especial-
ly the su.rveys for endangered species and the pre-
scriptions to protect them. 
The NPWS requited a Fauna impact Statement to 
be done. This has not yet been deemed adequate 
by the NI'WS and is likely to be rejected - mean-
while, the FC is still logging. 
NPWS recommendatio ns include: 
* Establishing a flora reserve 
* Doing additional specific surveys 
* Linking Old growth Areas with wildlife cord-
dors 

Retention of Specific species of eucalypts (Grey 
Gums, Gre),  ironbarks, White Mahoganles) as 
these have almost been wiped out on the range. 

Leaving A ll Brush Box trees which have a rainfor- 
est understoi.y 

NONC of the above recommendations have been 
met and logging continues under a temporary' 
LICENCE TO TAKE AND KILL ENDANGERED 
FAUNA which was issued STATE-WIDE with no 
environmental assessment by Parliament - to keep 
the timber industry going. 
The NPWS has the power to enforce its recommen. 
dat ions. It has so far failed to do so. 

with local Aboriginal Land Councils an give 
them detailed maps before logging. 
No consultations are yet recorded on thel Land 
Councils' books and no maps have been provided 
NPWS has recommended that the F.. svrvey for 
and 'nap archaeological sites before logging - but 
this has not yet occurred, 
The ElS stated that full consultation with Land 
Councils would occur before logging the tipper 
slopes and peaks, and that contractors wOuld be 
trained in recognising sites and artefacts, This has 
not occurred either, 

JOBS 
Jobs are not only provided by logging. The). 
come from tourism, maintenance and co 1istivct 
ion of public facilities, the commercial reaeatjon 
industry Ge. cabins, tal 1.rjdes,4d tours 0 c(,) 
These are more sustainable to the local ecpnomy 
in the long tern. 
The US fur Mistake Says work will be provided 
for a contracting team of 3 men for a period of five 
years to log the old growth remaining (toget 
12,040 cubic metres per year ) and then thl cut will 
reduce to the sustainable level of 9,400 cubIc 
metres per year. 

The cosUhent(it analysis of logging steep, upper 
catch.ment areas has not yet been done. Things 
such as reduced water yield, soil erosion, Air and 
water quality degradation, loss of species, loss 

01 

scientific, educational, cultural and tourjsth 
resource have not been taken into account) 
In 77 years of managing the public forests p1 NSW 
for the people of NSw the Forestry Comrnjssion 
has succeeded in going into debt for 110 millIon 
dollars. Our Old Growth forests are nearlygone 
and we have paid to have them carted asva. 

Local people have given up on the P.C. and, are 
now conducting surveys of their own at thi.r own 
expense. Their time is being used productiyely 
studying and enjoying their environment. 
A detailed, independent proposal to turn tl)e 
Mistake Forest into a National Park is noss under- 
way, - but local District Forester Steve Rayson has 
said there is "no way' the F.C. will turn this land 
over to National Parks. 
Local people have been camped In (lie Mist i a ke for 
months, walking through and surveying Uthe 
extraordin, forest bioregions. Come and 4xperi_ 
ence them for yourself! The forest Is very clçise to 
the coast and accessible by any Iwo wheel drive 
vehicle. If you can't come yourself, please cpy 
this and/or pass it on. 
You can send donations of money, food or e 'quip-
ment tothe Old Growth Survivat Fund, cI- the 
I3ellingen F4%viyonnert Centre, P0 Box 152 
l3ellingen, 2454. 
Om Gala! 

ABORIGINAL SITES 
The mistake forest is rich In Aboriginal sites -one 
of them being a ceremouiial Dora Ring. Mountain 
peaks are also of significance. It Is thought the 
Mistake area was where the "clever men "  of the 
Gumbangerrie tribe retreat for meditations, where 
they would be visited by the wise spirits and 
given advice. 

The [IS states that the Commission will consult 
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ro5ox 123, 

Dowraviile, 2449. 

• Fh/Fax (065) 647808 
-5M4 is,'qq3 The District Forester, 

M±Steve.. •Rayson, 
Urunga District, 
po:Box;63. 
Urungá: 2455 NSW 

•Deir'Sr, 

Please find :below our 
DaSt Harvesting 'Plan 
ForesE 

Inc. in NSW 

• 	
1 

L 	
t.g4- 

Oomrnents and requests for anvnendment to thé'; 
fol' compartments 341 and 342 in Mistake State 

To. oócur prior to final decision on any Harvesting Plan for 34]j342.', 

7 Reconend: That fauna surveys be undertaken in the old growth mapped. 
areaS within 341/342 priorto logging (In line with the 
National Forest Policy, the Commission's Corporate Plan 
objective of ecological sustainability and recognising the 
current temporary license to take and kill endangered fauna 
was granted without fauna assessment;) j .

Votcoact& -  tt. 

Recommend: That the new Standard Erosion Mitigation Guidelines (5/3/93). 
be applied to opts 341/342 especially the Universal Soi2. Loss 

• 	 Equation Pormu].a. 13fr 	CAC LfMQt ci r*4cJ tnaauoc}rc. i.cf to ü..4ohca 
• 	 . 	 •.a P 4 " sotoC 	° 	&t;t&tcJ b(c  

	

3 

	

	

. 	 • 6 	tcsaa*tS., pn tcz..*.. l. ci-1& 	1cn.j 4Sa-p. *rrcro&41 o  Recommend: Tn.a;, o.ue to Forestry Conitnission's assessment of onj.y S 
year's ago reopt. 342 	- "Little regeneration from dtd 
operation. Probably tad much fire over the years" it be 
acknowledged that the regrowth areas within 342 are not yet 
ready to be logged again; t.bc 	-cXca. ice  Ua4 f.rt 

4...Recommend: That due to the photos ándverbal testimony of deeply erdded. 
(10 feet and re) old snig tracks, Forestry Commission 
acknowledge that environmental damage and degradation from 
soil eràsion has been caused by previous logging operations 
jn these compartmeats; w-. 	 C-aA 	tC- (D.L oc_ 

Q.Aaa.a 4J.&Lc&4 4.CQ4jo-...j CO..444a4 	ko ...-S SeL.v -fC.arpa2;c... o.tao 
5 Recommend: That specific testing be undertaken to establish the Disk 

of mass wasting from either snig tracks or logging .is non- 
existent; Wc C-ccm& 	 Q,s.bte.tL 	 c.Q41$ 

	

• 	 ..tcL-4t'caq1 froOC ujaa 	 &t&SWCJ L1ilS 	 cta. 
4 Recommend: That no 1gging be. permitted on slopes greater than 250;. 

	

a 	 ( 

7 ecOmmend; That the location of major snig tracks be surveyed and 
marked on the plan ,prior -to oonstructjoh 

t.o 'W.uL1a JLa4 a 	 - 	 k N-t 
8 Recommend; That log dumps be marked on the plan for cpt. 341. • • 	

• 	i0L 	a4&LcS n'ccQ 4Cc '. 	kcca u-ctoLke 
9Recom-cnend; That log dutupsThe numbered on the plan forease of iden-

tification and reference; .• OC, 

po wc49cLc'4 k&4 (U.'c 	12 LA&Qrct. 
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/0. Recommend: That no logging take place within filter strips; 
1A&t 4cwik CoAc1t, 30 :-v ;.1& 4 c. 

,,i,Reconmiend: That the Coffs Harbour Code of Logging Practice be applied 
to these cpts.as they are now in the Coffs Harbour Forestry 
Region. (Smaller catchments warrant a filter strip in this 
code,) jo. 

/ZReConendi That protection from logging also apply to all cajordrainige 
lines as marked on the attached map in a pink dotted line to 
a distance of 10 metres on 4ther side. &.a pe...v SEkU( '3 

Cc. 	 Jf.tJc.- 

13jReeotmuend: That grid north be adjusted 90 to the correct position• 
c.p a--i 	>a 

/+ Recomend-: That two observers from IWCA be invited to go with Forestry 
Commission officers on their inspection/field trip to opts; 
for which a draft Harvesting Plan is to be drawn up in order 
to gain an appreciation of the thinking behind the harvesting 

• 

	

	 plans (ie learn to appreciate a "timbr'—perspective.rather thai 
purely a "nature/wildlife" perspective). AL( c o+C r ptcp4avc  

/ç Recommend: Tt4 ttlStdfl&0flfltthed 
map in pal.e orange fluorescent be excluded from logging; 

tt (C55 cv t 	t.Uc. 	LtC L,ok- 	'nz..t. 	.j p..c  

U, Recommend: That the rainforest areas marked onthe attached map in bright 
green (and marked on the forest type map as type 53, Brushbox) 
be excluded from lägging 

I F kCe O4c QxC&4isz. :;s' LJtetw. ;c 	 / 

/7. Recowznend:"That the& 	k' rit&rplGcon*h& attached map 
excLuded from soggiug for the puose of visual protection 
along the ridgeline and along Alco and Kosekai Roads, 

gC1 14  

/.Recommend: That the area hatched in blue on the attached, map be excludôd 
from logging for the purpose of creating mi ill for a contiguois 
area of Preserved Natural Forest, 

• 	 1W' 

iq Recommend': That any final Harvesting Plan be made available to NVCA 
a week prior to any logging commencing; 1JtJ', lot ote.c_.m a 
PP. 0.4 seroi 	ctccj e.cusL a 	Lcrv,c C c.cC A7&tfl<.f4A52 p(c. r'e 	Gcjn 

o. Recommend: That Forestry Commission note that the South Arm Catchment 
Protection Group is commissioning independent studies of 
fauna, erosion hazard and conservation valu%within Mistake 

IONat 

	

	State Forest; that the outcome of these studies could amrnend. 
,ouy preseAt position of acimowledgirig that should an our 

( 	t-#cirecommendations be adopted and the inforrntion yiel&edbe 
I  favourable to logging, then some limited selective log.üg 

outd be acceptable. 
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MAP LEGEND 

State Forest Boundary 

Compartment Boundary 

Filter Strips 

Preserved Natural Forest 

Areas above 35° 

Wet Weather dumps 

HBfl1NG PLAN URUNGA MANAGEMENT AREA 

S 

NORTHERN RE1.Q1i 

- - 	 URUNGA D1STEII 

1/ 

ELA 	GENERAL DflAIL 	 -. -• 

i. 	Area Descriptiffifl 	 - 

1.1 	Location 	State Forest - MIS4S.F,.525 
Compartment - 341/and 34a/ 
Gross Area - Cps 	h fl 	a, Cpt 342 -196ha - 

351 
Nett Area (to be logged, 	.r_,3OOha 

2. 	Operation Description 

2.1 operationS 

	Tra tion based on group 
This logging will be a ful
selection and single tree l

irders veneer

quota, salvage and 5O

aDis 

 

2.2 	LicenA 

ct All licensees within Ur 	 $' 	purchase products from this 

operation, subject to 	
ste licence endorsements and sales 

arrangements being made. 

Agricultural Deelp7Ci 	 - 

2.3 	Contractor 

Pty Ltd trading as Hillery Bros 

Pty Ltd. 

Poles Piles and 

2.4 	Volume LSt1flL5S 50  

150 Veneer 
2100 Quota 	-. 

Salvage and Sleepers 	 1200 
3 500 

Dc 



Poles Piles and Girders 
Veneer 

ii) 	Compulsory 

iv) 	Sleepers & 

Thinnings 

Hardwood 

-2- 

2.5 	Tenure 	 - 

All State Forest, none leased 

2.6 }jg See attached 

Special Features 	2.6.1 Boundaries adjoining P.P. 	 - 

2.6.2 An area of about 30 ha of forest types 
62a & 62b s been reserved from logging 
as preserv i.Latural forest. 

PART B 	OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

3. 	Codes and Procedures for Operators 	 - 

'ri 
3.1 	Plan 	availability - a copy /ot th)st Harvesting Plan will be 

distributed to the contracto9', 1'.A. hakketing, Supervising Foreman 
and Forester, N.P.&W.S. and tonr4i.cenlees requiring a copy. 

3.2 	order of workjg. 

Most of the harvesting area is suite 	wet weather operations 
subject to normal operating 	urea !anald..11mitations. Work should 

commence at the forest boun r3.e.rt1y ?rth East end of Alco Road. 

3.3 	Product specification. 

%Australian St andards. 
A'..jfined in specifications of 
6-l1S7 	for hardwood veneer 
1 	in Port Macquarie Region. 

-'defined in Appendix One of 
the Code of Logging Practices 
(Port Macquarie Region). 
All material not meeting the 
tandards in (i),(ii) and (iii) 
hove, capable of yielding such 

Sawlogs with c.d.u.b. less than 
40cm but otherwise meeting 
specifications for sawlogs in 
Appendix One of Code of Logging 
Practices (Port Macquarie 
Region). 
All other merchantable logs not 
meeting 	the 	above 
specificstions 	to 	a minimum 
utilization 	standard of 20cm 
small end diameter under bark. 

-3- 

3.4 	j.ogcna modification/exclusion arga 

Logging of slopes in the range .25° - 35° may be reduced in 

extent and intensity by the direqtton of the 
supervising forester or 

foreman if necessary to reduce vista1 impacts. 
This will also apply 

to the higher altitude areas! the logging area 
and to the Alco 

road ridgeline. 	Any such méd.)fica 
	shall aim at retaining a 

higher percentage of the grgeD cr 	
to maximum of 50% crown 

retention. 	 I / 

No logging shall occur witI!n the area of preserved Natural Forest 

as shown on the attached map. I 

3.5 Tree and area marking code 
 

(I 	'I 
3.5.1 Tree 	code 

Trees to be removed1t
1th a red horizontal line 

or a red 'p' (poles). 	Only 	
rees so marked are to be 

felled. 	Trees to be ret: 	
11 be marked with a yellow 

horizontal line, 	t e e 	tion of habitat trees which 

shall be marked it. r"5tt'0 'H'. Recruitment habitat trees 

shall be marked wi 	 'RH'. 

'I 
3.5.2 Area markingcod 

A line not to b 	ossed by 	inery, but beyond which trees 

may 	be 	rem ed \e 	
Iter strip, visual resourc 

protection a 	'"ia1 be 	arked with double horizontal 

yellow lines1! 
 

A line wh hi may/ Tt be crossed with machinery, nor have 

trees 	felLr_Y0t1d 	
it or across it (e.g. reserves, 

conservation -at 	e 	
hall be marked with a diagonal 

yellow cross (U. 

Roads, trflbCs.._.2L.ma 	
snig tracks requiring construction may 

be mark ,A.ith'&ML1 paint. Dump sites may also be marked 

out usin 	range pain 

Blue sL! b~  used j
_bols 

 11 log segregation. 

No othe '?" 	should be used in the harvesting 
No --te  

area. 

3.6 gnvirOflmeflta) protection prescñ5U2n5 

-a 



3.6.5 Mass Wast 

No specifi Fareasfof mass wasting risk have been identified. 
Should a stlN...feas be identified during logging they shall 
be subject mo - ed prescriptions commensurate with the 
risk. 

3.7 

As per 
	Logging Pr44ices for Port Macquarie Region 1988, and 

SEMC's 
	 In logging 	to occur while there is run off from any 

snig tr 
	 I 

-4- 

3.6.1 Roads - No snigging shall be allowed along Kosekai Road. 
Alco Road is piped. 	No debris shall be left in sumps or 
table drains. 	Snigging along Alco Road shall not be 
undertaken except with the foreman permission and will only 
be approved when absolutely necessary. All road works shall 
comply fully with the S1C 19O. or any replacement document 
and must be approved by the supirvisor. 

/ /—.-,_ .---. 
3.6.2 RsiE!na - as per SEMC's 	

/ 

3.6.3 Drainage lines - This ar' is within the Hanging Rock 
Landscape Unit for whic!,  .S ri - of mass wasting has been 
identified. Filter str;p/, 20t ither side of streams are 
shown on the attached fm/p an4 ye been :applied to smaller 
catchments than prescri*d'by t$e/SEMC. Otherwise prevailing 
SEMC conditions shall ba...i,mflned. 

3.6.4 Snig tracks -. The soil in the 	gi 	area is predominantly 
of average erodibility. Snig track 	ss banks shall have an 
effective height of 	4...halLhespaced as follows: 

Snic Track Slop 	 N Tjots Ban'( Spacing 

C - 14 degrees 	 60m 
15 - 19 degrees 	 40m 
20 - 24 degrees 	 '%20m 
25 - 30 degrees 	/ 	 fl5s  

-5- 

3.8.1. flrvesting Objectives. 

1. 	
Harvesting of hardwood trees will be based on the retentipn 
of trees defined by the following criteria. 

Trees capable of significantly improving their net 
economic worth into a subsequent cutting cycle. 

The minimizing of damage •lp trees retained for future 
economic purposes or for the.f raintenances of. vegetative 

cover. 	 / I 
The prevention of damage tl thnforest types. 

The prevention of damar to 	tal improvements either 

on State Forests or adjoiniqt an 
The minimising of stl,disturba 	to hat required to 

ensure successful regeneratoTf establishmen 

1) 	
The retention ofaire or overmature hollow-bearing 

stems at the rate of tlfreè tres per hectare to provide for 

the habitat 	 Ar holl jdependfnt fauna. 

The retention of yecrukT9&nt stock at a similar level 

for (f) above. 	/ Z/ 
Other inherent 4ttr'Thuiç of individuals or groups of 

	

trees, for example se'ä-.QrodU 	on, outstanding forms or 

scientific or educational 
Safety requirements. 

The 	matpn inn° nf overall vegetative cover for 

aesthetic, visuaj or catchmpjrotecti0fl reasons,or as 
required in Specia1.ip)asiajteas. 

2. 	Subject to other re iNmjnts, harvesting of hardwood trees 
will be based on the re val of trees that satisfy the 

following critera. 
Trees 	'ing 	ached 	e r highest economic end use for 

which market atflra' - 	y od economically available. 

Trees, 4e rev 	f w ch it is judged would result in 

more valuab e/increje$t on 	ferred retained trees. 
Tree ,fthe rdngial of which it is judged would result in 

improved 	oWtIj445 on preferred retained trees. 

The 	•j ' cul 	al and economic management of the stand 

would be impro 	a 	whole eg, retention of defined size 

classes. 	- 
taps of sufficient size to ensure 

ose trees 	bject to unrecoverable damage or disease 

att 
S 	ty require 	a. 

sax 	ation of stand thinning response for 

subsequ 	vi 	e uirements. 
The 1' 	ho d of death or damage before harvesting in a 

subsequent cutti 	cycle. 
Special circumstances under which their removal is 

unavoidable eg. roadlines, powerlines. 
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3.8.2. Habitat Retention 	 -7- 	 r 

At 	least 	three 	habitat 	trees per hectare and three 
'recruitment' habitat trees per hectare should be retained. 
These habitat trees should be $rouped wherever possible. 
Additional habitat shall also be r/t/ined. as follows: 

hp&las 	 /1 
Where a koala or recent 
located the tree will be 
trees within a radius of i( 
a forest officer to deterei, 
present in the vicinity. 

Where it is determined t$aL a 
or more koalas) the ayed of 
metres will be preserved kwhhp. 

Where only one or two koal'ap 
around each occupied tree shall 
koalas are oresent 

Yellow Bellied 

Where a Yellow Belliedb4ted tree is located, this tree 
and 3 immediately adja n should be retained and not 
disturbed. 

Birds of 
-a-'--  — 1 

Where n9 ~ 	r8mt trees of birds of prey (owls, eagles, 
hawks /tpf are odted these trees together with several 
adjaceftrees shou \e retained. 

Areas o 	uP' ecies shall not be unnecessarily cleared 
or destroyed 	ri g logging operations in order to maintain 
food sources for t se birds. 

3.8.3 Boundaries 

Except for fenced aState Forest boundaries, the logging area 
boundaries shall1  Le located and clearly marked with a 
diagonal yellow kcr""a section 3.5.2. Where this 
boundary correspor ft9-wi"..%_QreeV or filter strip boundary it 

shall be markec pith a doub e yellow stripe as per section 
3.5.2. (J 
No trees are po be f4led into private property or over any 

fences. 	Acci4etal idamage to any fence shall be repaired 
immediately an4 'the [ipcident reported to the supervising 
foreman at the aliest b p 	pportunity. 

The first gate_•  on Are&'-'aea4 may be left open upon the 
commencement of i3Ctn*__,..,..Jr A.V.Breeze "Creenhills", Mr 
Hughs Cr. Bowraville (Ph. 065 647379) is to be notified upon 
commencement of loggin e fence along Alco Road belongs 
to Mr Breeze. .SS-.thäy berAd to allow ramping of logs on the 
ridge along  but the fence must be restored upon 
cessation of oing, 7the contractor. 

3.8.4 Immature Are 

Areas of regrowth from 	'ious operations or natural events 
should be av 	wherever ossible. 

.3.8.5 Additional da1 	criptions 

i) 	Wije 	trefs;' are to be felled within 2 tree lengths of 
aqyI roads the road must be closed in both directions 

ti 	L 	and snigging is completed. 	The 
sut?ts. 	for man shall be consulted and will 
approve methods 	such closure in every case. 

C
shall be excluded froa harvesting, or 
1 be modified by direction of the 
protect values subsequently identified 
ng such as unusual or rare plants or 

 areas, historic relics or Aboriginal 

of 	ala in a tree is 
he 	ith all other 

ending 	inspection by 
or not other koalas are 

nt colny is present, (3 
lony plus a radius of 20 
colony ispresent. 

a 20 metre radius 
served whilever the 

Sphagnum Frog /'v--._? 	 - 

Strict adher/C/t to SEpE 	(ements regarding machinery and 
streams and/ 4raina,je,, lines must be observed to avoid impact 
on this speoIeg'&.., 

.1 
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PART 	ONSIDERAVONS ON WHICH PLAN IS BASED 

and Wildlife Descrintive Information 

EslJnspectjon made on 23-3-9 

4.1 	leneral physical descrjp 0 : 
The area Consists of the 	

r a Kosekal and Alco rouls into Jaspers Creek which! ts a 	j elevations ranging from aboü 	maor tributary of South Arm with ij ioo metres A.S.L.to 450m A.S.L. 

Approximate slope class araj are.ea follow9; 

0 -25° 	 fl?lba 25° 35°   
>35° 	 1S8a 

221a 

4.2 	Forest tvnes and vegetfttj 00 	 - 

Ty esva&q'Yt"jCkbU 
T 	Gt6Drk/ardwood 
Types 	bl'sJsjbox 	

- other (ro 	c 	red) 

aVDrOY 	 as 
175ha 
ll9ha 

48ha 
9ha 

3Slha 

rico woaa area was logged for poles only 
mainder of the areas were last logged in 
and generally only the lower slope areas 

removed through the private property in 
'S of the higher elevation steeper 4acj - and these are the areas 
:tion subject to the other provisions of 
and 62), forest types appear to have been 

Ne coming uphill from the private 

Parent materi 
which producek 	 antli silistone and siliceous sandstone 

ge erodibility. With the exclusion of 
areas of slope above 350 and filter strips being applied to 
streass and drainage lines having catchments substantially less than the specified ioo 

hectares, the overall erosion hazard is assessed as average. 

the propensity of these soils within the Hanging Rock Landscape Unit to 
erode by mass wasting is noted, there will be no construction of minor 
roads and major snig tracks will be designed to minimise soil movements 
and side cutting wherever possible. Should potential mass wasting areas 
be identified during the operation the Jogging intensities shall be 
modified accordingly as per section 3.6 of this plan. 

4.5 Wildlife. 	 /) 
A Fauna Impact Survey has been ca/ri 	t for thi forest pursuant 
to the Endangered Fauna Interil ?P.ects 	Ct. Fauna of concern 
within the area are protected fry/the p 	ip 	s within Section 
3.8.2 of the plan 

PART D 	REGULATION AND CERTIFICATION. 

It 	.t 
6. 	Harvestine Plan Reeulation  

'1 	/- 
6.1 	Licences 

 4_ .  
All persons operating under the 	vis 	of this harvesting plan 
shall be suitably licenced by the Foregtrgeommission of N.S.W., and 
shall comply with the licensing requirements of other relevant 
authorities. 

6.2 	Regulations  

All operations undertaken wft(i fhe plan area shall be carried out 
in full compliance with the foIl' F 

U Timber, Contr

j

'nth4 Operato Licence Conditions. 
Code of Log tis, 	Macquarie Region, 1998. 
Standard Er i 	nditions for logging in N.S.W., 
1990 or its e 
All relevan/ 	

Ztaon. 

6.3 	Harvestine Plan ATtabli 

A copy of this 	' sting p 	is required to be available within 
environmeeta1/fi.e.çae)is times that felling, snigging or 

6.4 	flarvestng Plal Infrxnemenj 

Non compli 	e 	thu 	plan or with other conditions, codes and 
laws relating 	t 	' esult in formal action being taken in the 
form of a Warning 	er Penalty Notice or Suspension of Licences 
depending on the severity of the breach. 

Forest type present 

4.3 

The Northern Sect 
in 1984. Othej 
the mid nineteen 
were cut with thc 
the Jaspers CreS 
areas are substa 
for most of the 
this plan. Th 
subjected to pjf 
property. 

4.4 	Genlnat..,Ac..: 
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7. 	certification 

7.1 	plan preparatIn 	 $ 

7.1.1 	PreoarAUflfl - prepared by Najrn 
Signature 
Title 
Date 

7.1.2 	Approval - 	Approved bJftme 	 ./ ............. 

signature! / 	
! 	..../.............. 

Title 	i 	H 
Date 	J. 	 / 

- 	 I? 

7.2 	Plan conip1tinn 

Field operations have been satisfactory completed. 

Name 	 1• '---""' 1" ....................... 

Signature 	 ................. 

Title 	 . . :%..,. f ............................. 

Date 	 '4.,... ..................... 

( 

I 

3 

7 
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Mistake Forest Protection Group 22-3-93 

4? 

The Foj lowi nq 	i 	a 1 ± st Of Observev 

.. 

breaches of the Code -< of 	L..oqqi'nq 	ract:c7 
 tai- icicro 	trosion 	Ii:c.iQat ion 	C;orcLi t:, 	roy 	Logging in. NSW 1990 	3. E. N. 12. ) 	Harvest Nian tor 	ciflpartm€nts 368 & Mistake State Forest, 	anv,ironrnental (r I 	S 	) 	and Eaun 1  impact Sta tement 

 1rnpac 	SI atcnnt nt 	(F 	Li 	) 

On 	t n ........ st 	'01 	aL.Lr 	: 	 - 
CCI 

.,. 	 itc. -- ec 	the 	logging .tr 	.tCv'c. 	Mr 	wir 
.. 	.t ..... V 	YLkrch, 	I 

you seen any koalas?' 
oggers 	Have 

Not today, " 	he rEpi ied. 
What about on other days, 	srth i.Sf$d. 	He 	refused to answer tile question . 	- . 	

•-: 	,-:. 

whjre 
J:Ltnj n 	L000 ± n 	co,,, tujr - 1 	urey qums 

.nU  
te'nE?ivE 	logging 

c 	c. 	ur 	su'rciunded 

lot 

 a 	cii nocnet'e---r,- 	it 
howr. 	-- ci 	 ( .r-r 

H.;. lUmerc)us ares were 
cIsa.iblc 	' 

lc,n 	........... 
pec It IC 	ciu,ncr iac 	in 	:.:ni: 

.-len 	o nly with 
Poads traversed hills whicn 	c14ceecj, tins 	olp, wh: s' 	in other 	ares logging was undert&:en, 	in one 	:Ls-.tance aa-.]. ost 	owr, a 	large Eluegug, a 	Ti 	dE-qr- 	cJi 

the snappya left 	in a gully wlth-:'' rdnicf 	nahls- 	0 -ri 	.- 	....:-ortc 	arc;uno 	it. 

. - 69 	Hit 	tfrr-;- 
-)IL 

.:t.lt, 
p,-•-'-•.......ome 

	large 	woacnwoua, 
cu' 	 flu ted 	tn 
ofo the o sc from it 	NO day, Utar. 

cii t 	road but  
hesp Coacnwoods  nefinineiv 	not 	or 	toe 	r:'-i, 	. ...

--I-.. 
In WHO instance 

- v.ake out' :cp:.:.t 	......... 	 <, 	.3 	.t 	..... 
. - ....,rnd 	ad 	been 

ic'a - - 

T';js 	rosuwork ..ias 	done 	without 	o: or 	tap ± nq to. mark 	its )LI( 	Pr 	loat 	rn 	- -- i 	'Laos: 	;e --- ;i :cithjnugh 	the 
.....rI.:r'y rn 	

..:,:yt 	............ 	 . 
iingin Gulldozer, 

- 

When 	. -'s'oea -L- eoiy 	aekd 	5, 	Or.0 ynr. Orrego ni rarnbucca uno 	otners 	tort he .rtflnPViIi.. 7 1 thy dar- vest 	lan 
-. 	--Cli 

- 	
---- 	 :.  John , 	.. 	 -. 	

.. - ........ •r I_,_...-- 	..... - 

C ........ttLflç 	. 	-: 



• 2 
coupled with blading off, 	. 

••. 
. 	 . 

- Al I 	th Le 	roading:L tnie 	snotn eepr o n ard ci Comna' ment •. 

.-'::,.l'-j:r. cr •--, 	or cr:e,::an.:E. 	tn 	. •- 	
•:• 

• H 

the 	middle 	D'1 	M:arch,, Actinc. D. F. 5chn 	tLeil 'inormeci 
:TtVEEIP 	end 	stneia 	''in U,L'L' '; 0fl('kLr 	'5:; 

beinn 	' ..5.! t-c 	)&rr',tt;...r. '' •:T.'FUO •-:' 	•• :':: 
- 	a c' 	-• - 	•t; •. 

leCt.. 	Ic: 	an 	OnWaSnOM :Qr:'1 I''';ç - r. WUB%70 Way 	tc'ri'iee 	of 
- 	ccli 	7::: 	s-rid 	uo 	10 	C EE''tflCi CU! 1.' 

Vi rtuaj. iv all the rnaovc; -- -: watr.i • the :omiartmcFnte had 	. . . 
been tia-:ie1 cifrF 	"t"':'ri" "ad ,,,ni- 

5itt'0" jEflO PCO snecl.ln sectiona 0'4  

Many c-i-eeks and drainaqe lines had been c:i - oied and these 
areas left and . the roads c iri'aid without any attempt to 
return these buliv croesirlcis to'their original. condition. 
In some inatanc:esL tree c:rcwns were left. in gui,1i.es. 

A numne - of areas mark- ed as::::. -r- 	1 e Sc rub and jr' fact 
ran-Forest had nea nt n'ti - uderj I ntc by roads and 1ogced. 
These and other area,?; mar vi 5: • : - u> -  Dcx -- had been 
des i ani*t.ed reserved from logo i nq - in the Harvest Plan, 

Designated at 'earn -Fl iter str ins had been inc. ruded into 
and even s' - -t a r?i.vplv  ]occ'o. Dac:- te Not ne'er but Ldo:ced 
into at least L:,;ri  Femstacs  e:+l:;t fl Viterst'ip, 

I n many inst anc: cc habit. at vreea 'a C: been ciamac:le o Ma" k ad 
hab:Ltat trees were a cc otteri unsuitable as hs.b I tat 
trees,, heir - c, alt ber i niannr'orj r tate srec ice. or mercelv 
mal,for Ted ti - eec 1 ac:k nrj hal_lows, jt:"lcj cnmmerc: id lv' 

.Iocjcrinc: 	Tr '.'ci',it . 	 wftere trees had 
een mo,tal • .' . :'-'A'.; on as ri : no 7oTLtnt tees,  the 

t:- eee L--e:e ett,nc-; 	a: 	:-a i':. t,,'v VC.''t: :k •'. 	lKE\' 	:c 

produce iiOiC') t';s'o 	laaFv a .::ert,u'- 
:1 narJrirnpr iate scec ier:,, 

F:i rat arrived in ccimoart&ent 160 in early MarcH 
e Fcuna riianv cii 	.c: 	: F.....cur'd a ::,a  iesel luel tank at 

the edre'i'  on incor-astiv r:t.r, ;.c:du-r:.. When work in 
to's ciur.usacoco"etec;. te d: :,:?,.c,F: 	cc.'IA were co-'erec 
LtD b', nea 1':oC 1501 .1. i:ki':C' the ta'i< tta. .....nundiecl metres 
-t . .......its or evious loc:ator 

FouridEtbr o:eri 1:-r oLt! tdc?Ze 	SiOnt of 25 dearees 
1 0:'It+ 	 :':"ecrf o,J sotlls,, 



V .  3 

This site was also e3<tensively 
bull dozer after its rc-?pai r 

TTTTTT: 
• 	. 	 •. 

I 	 . 	
T4t  

• 	. 'y-• 
twort::eu ana buried by the 	.• 

S 

A major. and repeated observation was the inadequacy of 
maps used by forestry to obtain their base data 	the so- 
caLled forest type maps. In many cases these completely 

m:isrepresentea the actual orest present ip the coups, 
and yet Li ciqi ncr has ;)rr'::eEcecI is if tr;ese maps were 
correct. Intrusone inTo r  c:}-sc: idea old ci .owt.h and 
ral vmrorest a - eas were r lte 

NO wildlifke corridors have been.designatecl for harvest 
plans within the Mistake S.F. mis is entirely 

nadequate. 

In a number of instances., trees were marked with . 	. 

c.onfi itt t nq 	symbols to 	'e: at n ANL 	cut them. In some 
i n;tances these were Falindi 	int ners they weri not 

Aft AboriQinal artefact - a stone daige;' 	was found in 
the middle of a closed temoorarv road, The Commission has 
stated that its staff will he trained in the recoqnition 
of %ILLCh rUtCfEtc cs ....ri ar rnafrr.Loc t.I sites-- before 
ioqqtnc Nck.c -:nsue. - . 5 flL.c- r.'.\.r.trHa teen completed? . 

t - 	, 	:'e 	..- 	- ......ra .....ment. •,Thich were obviously 
cut anc marKad iv hcr .c r? pear- e iad a road pushed 
t.hrou4n itm centre. Was tnis specifically approved? The 
ElS 1 rI; cLaim that no loqginci on upper slopes will - 
commence wit.nout consultation with reqional Land 	 .. . 
Cnunr fe •3n - vi le .ands Counc 1 has not been contacted 

e -ioe: n tr- - '-  nn the upper slopes in the plan 
Mr eu • ..  
DLAC!-'tEJ,, LTC 	 0.11. EIS Determination 
Reoort; :.-i 

The Harvest Plan claims that approx. 60% of the plan •rea • 
is over 25 decrees in slope. Yet an analysis of the EIS 

Slove I.... -.R- 1-tii cii/r •_ 	.. 1 ifl = osa. 	to 407, 	Which is 	• .- 
c:crect• 

Provisions to the .-1arenF-t Pian ......(v-itc retain ierge 
Ellackbutt over l'+,'cm at breast heicrht are apparently 
üse-_es,s,. astnerer; - p vire,aUi no DlacHjutt over this 
diameter in the compartments. Ar, io impose i ole to • guage 
whether .r';-:triA l0;ç 0. 0 ad,rJ.iLi, ....es 	over 1 00cm at 



breast heiuht have been retained in addition to 	 '. 
presci - ibedThahitat trees, but tns seems unhikei irom 
obs€ervat ion. 

• 	A nLmber of areas in the compartments were observed to be 
slopes in excess of 35 degrees -- yet these areas are not 
marked as such on the Harvest Plan-- nor, for that 

• 	matter, the E18, 

photQqi - aphs 

la 
An example of regusar biadino oft in the Mistake State 
Forest or a closed ott section or road which also has 
inadequate cross-- bank spa: ira for drai narje 	 - 

LOCATION: 	 - 
BREACHES: HP: 3.12, CLP 7. 1, 7.5, 7.6, 7.10, ElS: - 2.3(a)., 
5.1.4, 5.2, SEMO: (3eneral (ii) 	2.1 (iv), 2.1 (vii)-, 	 - - 
2 1. 1 (iii) , - 2. 1,. lh(iv) , 2. •4( Li) 	2 4(viii ) , 	- 	- 

-- 1 

'i3LADINf OFF -- The remuval of sun-ace soil from a snig - 
track or road I Ti order to expose a drier and/or firmer 
surface to allow its USC by machinery.' -- 

- 

-: 

.t •• 	j.. 

- 	- 	• e 

-p 7 Amended 9tandarc Erosion Mit iciatior, Co-ndit ions for 	- - 1 

Logc,tnc1- irt N9W, june 1984 --- the SEML used in the bIS for 
the Mist3ke forest., 	 - 	- 

	

"i3lac.i nq of-i" on minor roads and snia tracks is 	- 
poh 5: tea L-r-ese s;ec:i-F tc:ai lv author ± seth 	 - - 
76 O r , c 	.ua 1e lade of Lnçiqinq flracti-:es, used by 

tre 1DiPi55.Ofl 	fl thCL Nistae. 

lb 
SLadino ofF throucin drainage ijne where -  Aboriginal 
?.rtei-act (a stone dagcier) was -t-ound by a three year old 
c:hild an .ioc track. 

L.-JO4cTION: 	 - 	 - 
E[EACHCS: HF: 3. 131 tii) ., OLE': 2.3.1. 7.1. 7.5, 7.61 7.10, 
12 1, ElS: 2.30), 5.1.4. 5.11. SEMC Qeneral (i.i 
21.1 (iii). 2.1 (iv), :t i. lb(iv)-, 2, L1 (vii) 	- 	 - 

' - V .-  - - 

'I 
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• 	. 	. 	.a. 

1:, id 

Grey 6um covered with old and fresn scratches amid stand 
of similar trees on edge of logging roao. 

LOCATION: 	 . 	. 

BREAc:I-lEs: HP:, 3. 13(vi) • CLP:2. 6.20) 	EIS: 2.3(h) 
2,30), FIS: 2.4 

ic-il 
Creek gully within rainf-orest area (iyrtie Scrub -  'type 
23) marked reserved from logo.. no on harvest p.lan 
reocateci roadino wthout , - ehao1:t1cs]..,,r thrc)ucth creek. 

LOCATION: 
BREACHES: HP:3. . I (c) . CL.P 7,5. 7. 10. E.IS: 2.301 
2.3(h), 2.30). 5.11. 5,1.4, 5,3., SEMC: GeneralCii), 
General (v) 	2.1.1 Uji) , 2.1.1 (vi). 2.3(1) q 2.3(v) 	FIS: 
2.4 

im-iq 
Large intrusion into inadEquatedy marked filte rstrip 
locJQi nr.j Nithin 20 metres of janks and the pushi nq of 
debris into filter strip itself. 

LOCATION: 
BREAc.HES: -IF I....., !c , 	:,:•, 	, rj,p 	6..11 	7,5 
7,10, EIS 	2,3(a) • 2,3(h) .5.1.1, 5.1.2, 5.3., SEMC: 
Gefleral (ii) 	2.2. 2.3(1), 2. TZ(iv) , 2,30) 	FIB: 2.4 

2A  
INCORRECTLY 3ITEP L•JC3DIJNIP 

nis c3qOUCTlP was nL.orr ec t t 	itec :1ert iv on Nines Road 
qazettea pub! ic...cac 	insteac of to the scutn of it 

as shr'n on the Harvest Plan. This both blocked and 
c:amaaeci Iines Road, No topso I Was stored For the 
returblshment of this dumpsite. 

:i ON: 



6IREACHES. HF? 
2.30), 4... 
•• 	' S:- , 	. 1 

'I t.. 	/ C LLi 	 t_$q 

, 
..Ji._IIt... 	'fltd rtj. ',i,,, 
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This urey UUfl/ in a stand at . grey gums riqht on the edge 	-' 

of logging work v  was covered with fresh koala scratches  

Grey gum is ohe of the four trees koalas require for 

feed., 	 . 	. 

LC}CATI ON 	 Mr  
EREAc:HE:s z HF 3.13(\i.J,, £16: 2..3h), 2_3ed). 5.1.3., F I S:  

2.4 

')r' 	',fl 	-rr -...' 	.1./ ., 

A marked habitat tree:, ob•/iouslf cut down, with this 	
. 

telltale cutnc metre of t tinner ] cit on a c. laced and 
 

banPen snicitreit:k, etili bear tr'q the habtat tree W.  

LOCATION: 
BREiCHES HF'3 .3, 1(f) 	CLI...6.8, EIS 2,3(b), 2.3(d) 

5.1.2. FIS: 2.4  

3a and %h 

DOUFiLE'-MARFCED OLD 
confuci nc l' •'mar'ke 
p.3Lri traces. rjcc- re 
Inter nal spra/can 
cci'itrac.:t:}r- 

LOC:tON: 

GPDA 
2 rO. 

cut 
.Jar1: 

H m[:c. flne Of a iummer of trees 
recen tori AND cutt. t n,. Some doubl 
some were left. Indecision or 

ace.between Commission staff and/or 

i:ca's 	••n' 	... T. 11 	:..F: 2.717. .5,,4(T'), 6.8.. ElS: 
5.1.4, FI',: 2,4 

............... T.j. 

r .;3dH; :eit 	-iter crasabarks were . 

I.tt.L 	'C. ,r'.rJutcor.eLt 0-611ag, no table arairs and 
:',.r . .. . 

LOCATION: . 

2REACHE9: HP: 	3.12. CLP: 	7.1. 7.5. 7.6, 	7.. 10, 	ElS: 	. 

3.2. 5.3, 	3EENC 	acnei'a: (ii).2. 1. la(iii) 

3d 3. 3f 

Area marked IRESERVED FROM L.CJbUIN(j' on the harvest. p1 an. 
jr adcJ'.:1or to the tas -.1nc of t.ntano do area.dratnage 
I sfl€S 'ave t:'aen c: Ds-:t?c 4strour ubei'rot.ently acing 

0 	 '. ;ctd. LOfl SW crcwn.i and 
Cj5::DI'lS have beer !ef'C in wateroaus.. 

LOCATIONz  
BPEAOHES: HF: 3, 



Logging destroys the habitat 
iauities of old w'owth (ores 

changing the age structure a 
forest, replacing the old hol 
bwing trees with even ege  
of young regrowth trees. - 

$ome399(25z) ofAustral 
errestrial vertebrates need 

A high proportion a 
'Zvertebrates are 'hollow depei 

'including gliders, possums, I 
Scockatoos, parrots, lorikeets 

owls, kingrishers, treecreepi 
• 	 large variety or other mamm 

reptiles and frogs. 
The animals in turn provide  I 
benefits to the plants such as 
control, pollination, dispers 
end fungi and accellerated nui 
cycling. Old growth forest ec 

/ 	 are more than the sum of the 
- 	

,• 	
they Involve complex relatior 

•-...t-. betw een the individuals end ti 

tsby 
the 

low 
Istands 

ion 
tree 
(forest 
ndant' 
mts, 

rosellas, 
ers and a 
als, birds, 

numerous 
pest 

11 or seeds 
trient 
osystems 
parts, 
iships 
Is whole. 

'I 	- - 

5110RE50rtvl~tc . 

Old Growth Forests Old owth trees provide numerous 
benefits to wildlife, not Sequately 
prm'ided by regrowth tree hollows, 
abundant flowers, fruits and seeds, 
5teble and high nest sites, large 
trunks and branches  for foraging, 
and large decomposing logs 
on the forest floor. 

no 

D'Ract ,ACt(OALSAYC5 frO(S -7 
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0141) GROWTH FOREST 
BEING LOGGED NOW!!! 

AMBER ALERT!!! 7-7-93 
111E LAST SUIfFROI'ICAL COASTAl. FORESTS !N AUSTRALIA ARE BEING LOGGED 
REVONI) RECOGNITION AND RECO\ERV NOW - RUT C.-\N S1'ILL BE SAVI3I). 

The last forests 41f this h pe are in it uuarrtj;' hand on the NSNN coast about hallwa between S%dneA and 

Brisbane. 1hev are the last intact habitat for dozens of threatened native animal species and pure 

watersheds for dow nstreauii tow its and agriculture. Ilie' contain sites of great cultural and religious 

significance for the local Goouii banger people and others. - 

The Mistake lurest in the Nanthucca Valley is known to tie home to at least 23 threatened animal species and is a 

rich niosaicof rainforest,Old Growth (unlogged ancient)and regruwth.THOUSANDSof liectares havenever been 

logged, according tip the Forestry Cohllmission'% own FAll ironniental Impact Statement (EIS ). Ouie small 3 hectare 

area alone has been fouutd In independent sur'ev to contain 95 specie of rainforest trees - an incredibly diverse 

area. These foresh are the last untouched lirest reuitnauilc and seed sources in the entire Namliucca region - auud 

these last tall, rich forests are being trashed n.,%. before it can be reserved with proposals currently underway. 

The National Parks and Wildlife Service have issued LICENSES TO KILL ENDANGERED SPEcIES in the 

Mistake Forest to the Commission to 'keep the industry going'.The 'industry' has mismanaged itself into an early 

graveand isfullyintentontakingourecUsystemwith it.TheCommissionisloggingthelastancientmorestsin hitherto 

inaccessihlesteep mountain country, eroding soils and degrading downstream catchmenLs and only a small group 

of local farmersand residentsstandsintheir way. Much ancient forestduetobe logged in thenextfew weeksisbeing 

trashed under exemption from the need for the Commission to even prepare an E.I.S. - 

WE NEED YOUR HELPTO SAVE OUR LAST WILD PLACES. OTHERWISE HUNDREDS OF HECTARES 
- 

	

	 OFTI-IE LAST OF OUR HIGH CONSERVATION VALUE FORESTS VLLL GO UNDER THE AXE AND 

BULLDOZER BEFORE THE END OF SEPTEMBER. WE NEED MORE VOLUNTEERS TO HELP US 

- SURVEYTI-JESE ENDANGEREI) FORESTCOMI'ARTMENTS INTHENEXT FEW WEEKS - BEFORETI-IE 

COMMISSION CAN REACH THEM. THIS INVOLVES WALKING THROUGH BEAUTIFUL FOREST, 

LEARNING ABOUT I]' ANI) COLLECTING SAMPLES. IT DOES NOT -INVOLVE BEINC; ARRESTEI) OR 
- oTHEIt%vlSl:ENuAN(;l:RlNr, YOURSELF- BL'T IlCAN SA\'ETHEFOREST, BY HA VINGTHE RICFII-;ST, 

MoST uIvl:Rsl: SECTIONS RESERVI-:I) FOR ALL TIME LSNDER.A COMI'REIIENSIVE RESERVI-: SYS-

rEM NoW BEING ESTARLISI I El) BY THE FI-:DEIIA I. AND STATE GOVERNMENTS. PLEASI-: H I-IJ' 

- It's n. it euiougli to know that there are PCI IIIIC 'out there' "irking ti save everyone's ecosysteutis. our air and water 
- hec:ue in IrLitIl not tiliuLigli is l)ei ig (lone to eiiure tli:it our children have an eulviroulunent at all. We need help 

and "ill provide Ii' iulg s1Iace and trun people in Finest nd speciec ideutilication and uidoctumentatioup jul Iricuidls 

lJcIi :utid peacelul surriutuiidings. l'le;iseconueauiil liclji uszo e tlicforests I'EACEFUI.LY- we.uutI ha'ea Ieu ''ceks 

la'at the hegiuiuiiuig i,f.I ol' I before the axe F:dIs 'iii liar Iteritce. I ti, ulI:q) leads to a '1fli' ate hasecanip suuIou uided 
liv (he Nztnihucca forests. ft phone (1)65) (,47505 ii tt)65) 647 633 Fir more info. - 

IuLl:AsI.: BRING: Bedding, camping gear. t'uoil. any useful etjuuipiiteitt. musical instruments, tools etc - hut hiring 

.utirseII'itsou lta'e nude iii these. Please cup' this sheet and pass: it on. vELcoME! 

-TAa TilE  NoRTh MM PP 
OUT OF BoW1Zp1VtLIS. :- 
icrv rAST 	 — 
A tcifls H ILL. t-(ALL ' 9Qs'eskO  
Tutt4 LEFTS  
UP

9P, 
. 
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++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++-f++++ 

JOHN R. CORKILL 
Pnt1 Ic Interest .Ad.'crocate 

En--- I r onrnen t a 1 El an cat or , P 1 anne r - 
P01 Icy- A.a'nser 

Suite 313 - 375 George St, Sydney. 2001. PhFax 02 299 2541 
+++++++++++++++++++++-F+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

FAX COVER SHEET 
DATE: 19/8/1993 	 No. of Pages: 3 follow 

TO: Mr Ram Ayana and Mistake S.F. Protection Crew 
Cl- Nambucca Valley Conservation Assoc. 065 647 808 ph fx 

MESSAGE: 	Following are Computer Folio Searches which you 
requested on the two Lots adjacent to the proposed logging in 
Mistake SF compartments. Unfortunately there are no adresses 
supplied - maybe you'll have to resort to the telephone book, 
electoral roll or listing of Nambucca Council ratepayers... 

Please note the reference to the Crown Lands Consolidation Act 
1913 and various sections (e.g. s. 257). While this Act was 
repealed in 1989, many of the sections or provisions were 
protected and preserved in the Crown Lands (Continued Tenures) 
Act, 1989. I'm not sure where copies of these Acts might be 
available in the Nambucca area - presumably David Leach, Bev van 
Son's solicitor may have copies or access to same. 

If you can't obtain the CL(CT)Act locally, I have a one from 
which I could copy the various (and I mean various) sections of 
Schedules which would be relevant to such a 'perpetual lease'. 
I am unaware what the reference to Memorandum s700000A & C means. 
May be David Leach knows or could find out. 

Presumably further searches are possible to discover, for 
example, tenancy and shares. Is this necessary? really? Both 
searches have identified 'Dealings' reference numbers but I know 
very little about this process having spent only 40 minutes to 
get this far s'arvo. Each search was the princely sum of $3.90 
= $7.80! I guess I can carry these costs! 

What progress on hard copy of the surveys in the Mistake Area? 
When might the reserve proposal be ready? NSW Parliament sits 
again from 7 Septemeber and a Sydney based briefing on this would 
be a good idea before then (gets very busy later ... ). 

Please note Notice for NSW Forest Summit meeting in Newcastle 
next weekend 28 August also follows. I'll be there - maybe see 
ya if you are too! Cheersl Ohm Gaia - dudes...! 

>CO)C ++++++++++++++++++++++4-++++ 	+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
IF THIS FAX TRANSMISSION IS IMPERFECT, PLEASE PHONE: 02 299 2541 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 



LAN!) 
TITLES 
()IIICIi — 

COMPUTER FOLIO SEARCH 
Issued pursuant to the Real Property 

Act, 1990, and certified overleaf 

No. 	76 

Search certified to: 
Date 19. 8.1993 	Time 8.00AM 

LAND TIThES OFFICE 
NEW SOUTH WALES 

IORKENS!IILh 
FOLIO IDENTIFIER 

54 /7 55544 

EDITION Na & DATE OF CURRENT CERTIFICATE OF limE 

1 	17. 2.1993 

LAND 

LOT 54 IN DEPOSITED PLAN 755544 
SHIRE OF NAMBUCCA 
PARISH OF HERBORN COUNTY OF RALEIGH 
(FORMERLY KNOWN AS PORTION 54) 
TITLE DIAGRAM: SEE CROWN PLAN 3728.1714 

FIRST SCHEDULE 

ESTATE: PERPETUAL LEASEHOLD 

SIEGFRED BRAUHART 
MARY CAROLINE BRAUHART 

AS JOINT TENANTS 	 (T 1124299) 

SECOND SCHEDULE 

LAND EXCLUDES MINERALS AND IS SUBJECT TO RESERVATIONS AND 
CONDITIONS IN FAVOUR OF THE CROWN - SEE MEMORANDUM S700000C 
EXCEPTING ANY ROADS AND RESUMED LAND 
HOMESTEAD FARM 1933/6 BELLINGEN 
SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THE CROWN LANDS CONSOLIDATION 
ACT, 1913 PARTICULARLY AS REGARDS PAYMENT OF ANNUAL RENT AND 
OTHER DUES, RESTRICTIONS ON DEALINGS AND RESTRICTIONS ON 
SUBDIVISION - SEE SECTIONS 257 AND S274 

NOTATIONS 

UNREGISTERED DEALINGS: NIL 

RGRH 	 19. 8.1993 	76 

• ANY ENTRIES PRECEDED BY AN ASTERISK DO NOT APPEAR ON THE CURRENT EDITION OF THE CERTIFICATE OF TITLE 

WARNING: THE INFORMATION APPEARING UNDER NOTATIONS HAS NOT BEEN FORMALLY RECORDED IN THE REGISTER 



COMPUTER FOLIO CERTIFICATE 
The Registrar General hereby certifies that at the date and time specified in the 
statement of the computer folio search on the reverse side hereof - 
I. The information shown in that statement (other than information shown under 

the heading NOTATIONS) had been duly recorded, pursuant to the provisions 
of the relevant legislation, on the folio of the Register kept pursuant to the Real 
Property Act, 1900 in respect of the land (or parcel) described in that statement. 

2. Where that statement contains FIRST and SECOND SCHEDULES, the person 
described in the FIRST SCHEDULE thereof was the registered proprietor of 
an estate in fee simple (or such other estate or interest as is set forth in that 
schedule) in the land described in that statement, subject to such exceptions, 
encumbrances, interests and entries as appear in the SECOND SCHEDULE. 

Registrar General 	 8 

1 



[C1 
LAND 

TITLES 
oI:I:IcI 

COMPUTER FOLIO SEARCH 
Issued pursuant to the Real Property 

Act, 1990, and certified overleaf 

No. 	77 

Search certified to: 

Date 19. 8.1993 	Time 8.00AM 

LAND TITLES OFFICE 
NEW SOUTH WALES 

TORRENS TITLE 
FOLIO IDENnFIOR 

44/7 5 554 4 

EDIIION Na & DATE OF CURRENT CERflFIC.TE OF IITLE 

4 	21. 1.1993 

LAND 

LOT 44 IN DEPOSITED PLAN 755544 
SHIRE OF NANBUCCA 
PARISH OF HERBORN COUNTY OF RALEIGH 
(FORMERLY KNOWN AS PORTION 44) 
TITLE DIAGRAM: SEE CROWN PLAN 3312.1714 

FIRST SCHEDULE 

ESTATE: PERPETUAL LEASEHOLD 

D B WELCH, S C KOSSEN, R J FORSHAW, J A FORSHAW, N J PEACOCK, G 
T GRIFFITHS, J TARA.NTO, J J BUTTERWORTH, T L NESBITT & A C 
NESBITT—FOR TENANCY AND SHARES SEE DEALINGS 	 (T 157849) 

SECOND SCHEDULE 

LAND EXCLUDES MINERALS AND IS SUBJECT TO RESERVATIONS AND 
CONDITIONS IN FAVOUR OF THE CROWN - SEE MEMORANDUM S700000A 
EXCEPTING THE ROAD SHOWN IN THE TITLE DIAGRAM 
PERPETUAL LEASE GRANT (C.L. 1921/1 BELLINGEN) SUBJECT TO THE 
PROVISIONS OF THE CROWN LANDS CONSOLIDATION ACT, 1913, 
PARTICULARLY AS REGARDS- 

PAYMENT OF ANNUAL RENT AND OTHER DUES 
RESTRICTIONS ON DEALINGS, SEE S.272 
RESTRICTIONS ON SUBDIVISION, SEE 5.257 

z240511 MORTGAGE TO WESTPAC BANKING CORPORATION 
157842 DISCHARGED AS REGARDS THE INTERESTS OF RODNEY 

JAMES FORSHAW & JUDITH ANN FORSHAW 
157843 DISCHARGED AS REGARDS THE INTERESTS OF NORMAN 

JOHN PEACOCK, GEOFFREY THOMAS GRIFFITHS, JANINE 
TARANTO, JEREMY JAMES BUTTERWORTH, TERRENCE 
LESLIE NESBITT & ANNETTE CHERYL NESBITT 

NOTATIONS 

UNREGISTERED DEALINGS: NIL 

RGRH 
	

19. 8.1993 	77 
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COMPUTER FOLIO CERTIFICATE 
The Registrar General hereby certifies that at the date and time specified in the 
statement of the computer folio search on the reverse side hereof - 
I. The information shown in that statement (other than information shown under 

the heading NOTATIONS) had been duly recorded, pursuant to the provisions 
of the relevant legislation, on the folio of the Register kept pursuant to the Real 
Property Act, 1900 in respect of the land (or parcel) described in that statement. 

2. Where that statement contains FIRST and SECOND SCHEDULES, the person 
described in the FIRST SCHEDULE thereof was the registered proprietor of 
an estate in fee simple (or such other estate or interest as is set forth in that 
schedule) in the land described in that statement, subject to such exceptions, 
encumbrances, interests and entries as appear in the SECOND SCHEDULE. 

Registrar General 
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Mr J Corkill 
Vice President 
North Coast Environmental Council Inè 
3 Albert Street 
FOREST LODGE NSW 2037 

 

NSW 
NATIONAL 
PARKS AND 
WILDLIFE 
SERVICE 

Our reference: 
Your reference: 

Dear Mr. Corkhill, 

18 JUL 1993 

 

I have pleasure in enclosing the Corporate Plan of the NSW National Parks and 
Wildlife Service, for the period 1991-94. 

Like many government agencies, the Service is currently going through a period of 
re-evaluation and consolidation, and this is reflected in the issues and priorities 
identified in the plan. 

I trust yoU will find the Corporate Plan both informative and useful. 

Yours sincerely, 

irector 

Australian-made 100% recycled paper 

Head Office 
43 Bridge Street 
Hurstville NSW 
Australia 
P0 Box 1967 
Hursivitle 2220 

Fax: (02) 585 6555 
Tel: (02) 585 6444 



J R Corkifi 
1 Oliver Place 
LISMORE NSW 2480 

NSW 
NATIONAL 
PARKS AND 
WILDLIFE 
SERVICE 

Our reference: 

Your reference: 	 14 July, 1993 

Dear J Corkill 

MISTAKE STATE FOREST - 
FAUNA IMPACT STATEMENT. 

Receipt is acknowledged of your submission in regard to the 
abovementioned Fauna Impact Statement. 

In accordance with Section 92B(6) of the amended National Parks 
and Wildlife Act, 1974, I will consider the points you have raised 
when making my decision in regard to the above application. 

However, as your submission was received after the date specified, 
you do not have rights to appeal my decision in the Land and 
Environment Court. 

Yours faithfully 

Neil Shepherd 
Director General 

Head Office 

43 Bridge Street 
Hurstville NSW 

Australia 

POBox 1967 

Hurstville 2220 

Fax: (02) 585 6555 

Australian-made 100% recycled paper 	
Tel: (02) 585 6444 
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N.E.F.A. CALLS FOR MISTAKE S.F. E.I.S. TO BE REDONE. 

S 
The North East Forest Alliance has accused the Forestry 
Commission of wasting taxpayers money by preparing yet 
another E.I.S. that is a "load of waffle, designed to 
mislead the public", according to spokesperson Dailan Pugh. 

The Forestry Commission was forced by a court case, 
initiated by Trevor Bailey in 1988, to prepare an 
Environmental Impact Statement for Mistake State Forest, 
west of Bowraville. The E.I.S. has been on public display 
for the past month, with the time for submissions closing on 
Friday (20.9. 91). 

Mr. Pugh claims that the Commission has ignored a vast body 
of available information existing on their own files to try 
and.maintain the pretence that their proposed operations 
will have minimal impact upon the forests. 

"For example research conducted by their own researcher in 
southern N.S.W. found that following logging Greater Glider, 
Yellow-bellied Glider, Feathertail Glider and Eastern Pygmy 
Possum were eliminated from areas logged to the intensity 
proposed in this area. 

"It is incredible that in this E.I.S. they are trying to 
mislead peop] e into bel ieving that their proposed logging 
will maintain populations of these species at near existing 
levels when they know it is not true. 

"Sinrilarly they are maintaining the pretence that their 
erosion mitigation conditions are adequate to minimise 
erosion when they are currently reviewing theni precisely 
because they,  know they are inadequate. " Mr. Pugh said. 

Hr. Pugh emphasised that N.E. PA. is not opposed to logging 
in Mistake State Forest, per se, but is opposed to this 
del iherate attempt by the Forestry Comniissi on to mislead the 
public with waffle they know to be untrue. 

Is, 
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"Where logging is to proceed it must be done in an 
environmentally acceptable manner. The current free-for-all 
and transparent attempts to justify it, cannot be allowed to 
continue." Hr. Pugh said. 

The N.E. F. A. submission condemns the E. I . S. on the grounds 
that; 

The only attempt made to assess flora and fauna was 
a brief (couple of days) fieldwork undertaken by a 
forester some three years ago, thus there has been no 
proper attempt to assess the natuai values of the 
forest, 
Site specific work, available to the Commission, was 

i gnred in the preparation of the F. I . S. 
Data available to the Commission on the effects of 

logging and burning on fauna was ignored in the 
preperation of the E.l.S., 

4 .No faunal corridors are provided for and the 
proposed filter strips are inadequate to provide 
suitable habitat for fauna or protect streams from 
degradation, 

Rainforest is not defined on ecological criteria and 
are proposed for roading and logging, 

No adequate measures are proposed to protect the 
rare and inadequately reserved Bosistoa floydli, 

The 1984 Standard Erosion Mitigation Conditions are 
relied upon by the Commission to protect soils and 
streams, even though the Commission is aware that 
these prescriptions are inadequate, 

No attempt has yet been made to identify sites of 
anthropological significance and there is no intention 
to survey for sites of archaeological significance, 

9 .and, the E.I.S. is a series of subjective statements 
that can't be substantiated by scientifically valid 
facts, it is mostly waffle. 

For further information contact D. Pugh on 066 439074 
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MISTAKE STATE FOREST E.I.S. 
SUBMISSION BY THE NORTH EAST FOREST ALLIANCE 
Prepared by D. Pugh 

This E.I.S. is an appalling attempt to describe the 
environment to be affected by the proposed operations and 
the impact of the proposed operations upon the apparently 
largely unknown environment. It is disgusting for the 
Forestry Commission to once again ignore the data that has 
been collected by its own researchers, and the 
recommendations that they and other biologists have been 
making for over a decade. This E. 1.5. is yet another sham 
designed to mislead any person reading it and in no way can 
be construed to be a valid scientific document, or to fulfil 
the a ims and intentions of the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act. 

While it is apparent that the supposed watchdogs on 
E. 1.5. 's, the Department of Planning, will not ensure that 
this E, I.S. is brought up to even minimally adequate 
standards (as evidenced by their refusal to act on the 
'mini" E. I.S. for Chaelundi ) the environment movement will 
not £'ondone the Forestry Commission's continued aborgati on 
of their responsibility to protect environmental values or 
to take adequate steps to protect such values. 

This E. I . S. , as with previous ones, is riddled with 
inconsistanci es and errors .As from previous experience the 
Commission will ignore any in depth apprai sal of these, thi s 
submission instead focusses on some of the major 
i nadequacies, particul arily as regards fauna. It must be 
noted that the author has read numerous Coinmi ssi on files and 
is well versed with the staLe of knowledge wi thin the 
Coinni ssi on, and the virtual absence of any attempt to study 
the forests of northern N. S .W. - despite its being one of the 
most hiologica1y diverse parts of Australia. 

The Commission may delude itself into thinking thM. such 
superf'icai drivel and the Departnienl. of' Planning wil I enable 
it to continue to produce shoddy F. I. S. 's to cover tip its 
naisnianagemerit of' the public's forests hut. it wi1 be rudely 



awakened to the fact that they are now accountable to a 
better informed public. 

It is evident that this E.I.S. is inadequate because; 

The only attempt made to asses flora and fauna was a 
brief (couple of days ) fieldwork undertaken by Bi niis 
some three years ago, thus there has been no proper 
attempt to asses the natural values of the forest, 

Site specific work, available to the Commission, was 
ignored in the preperation of the E. 1. S. (e.g. work by 
Hilledge and Magarity ) 

Data available to the Commission on the effects of 
lo ,ging and burning on fauna was ignored in the 
preperation of the E.I.S., 

No faunal corridors are provided for and the 
proposed filter strips are inadequate to provide 
sui table habitat for fauna or protect streams from 
degradation, 

Rainforest is not defined on ecological criteria and 
are proposed for roading and logging, 

No adequate measures are proposed to protect the 
rare and inadequately reserved Bosistoa fioydii, 
T. The 1984 Standard Erosion Mitigation Conditions are 
relied upon by the Commission to protect soils and 
streams, even though the Commission is aware that 
these prescriptions are inadequate, 

No attempt has yet been made to identify sites of 
anthropological significance and there is no intention 
to survey for sites of archaeological significance, 

and, the E.I.S. is a series of subjective statements 
that can't be substantiated by scientifically valid 
facts, it is mostly waffle. 

Thece only alternative that should be considered at this 
tiwe is throwing this E.I.S. in the garbage bin, despite its 
pretty pictures, as there is no doubt it is rubbish .A valid 
E.I.S. must then be prepared and presented for public 
consideration in accordance with the law. The approach of 
doing additional studies and then determining this E .... S. is 
unacceptable as this attempt is so shoddy it can't he 
patched up and there is no oportunity for public 
considerati on of the area on its merits. 

FAUNA 

Yet again the Commission has excelled itself in attempting 
to ignore and downplay the faunal values of the area . Why 
was there no attempt to undertake a proper systematic survey 
of the fauna of Mistake State Forest, ideniify all species 
likely to be adversely affected and formulate adequate 
measures to mitigate impacts? (It is evident, that the answer 
to t.his is that the Coninii.ssi on dosen ' t want to know about or 



admit the effect their operations are having on the long 
term viability of some fauna groups) 

Why was only a couple of days spent assessing both the 
floral and faunal values of 1  the area by Binns, some three 
years ago, and no further attempt made to asses wildlife for 
the E. I. S.? Surely the Commission must be aware that this is 
entirely inadequate. Aside from failing to make any attempt 
to asses insectivorous bats it is apparent that the species 
lists in Appendix 7 are incomplete and do not represent the 
true diversity of the forest. 

The E.I.S. (p.42) admits that arboreal mammals are sensitive 
to logging operations due to the loss of hollows for denning 
and nesting. No mention is made of the effects on the 
numerous bats, birds, reptiles and amphibians that also rely 
on tree hollows. Why not? 

The reported findings of Binns that population densities of 
arboreal marsupials were similar in both recently logged, 
unlogged and older logged areas is an absurd generalisation. 
As no methodology is described it is impossible to ascertain 
how he obtained such an apparently farcical result. The 
Commission should be well aware that examinati on of forests 
in southern N.5 .W. both pre and post logging by their own 
wildlife researcher, R. Kavanagh, proved that logging has a 
very significant effect, e.g.; 

'There is little doubt that none of the larger gliders 
(Greater Gliders and Yellow-bellied Gliders) persisted 
in the logged areas of the 10% and 25% canopy 
retention treatments. 
"No studies have found Feathertail Glider in forests 
which have been heavily logged. 

Eastern Pygmy Possums were captured... all in 
unlogged forest. I!  

Over a decade ago, another Commission wildlife researcher, 
W. Rohan-Jones, noted; 

Though selective logging should, theoretically, retain 
some Gliders, this does not appear to be the case in 
the foothills at Narooma. Gliders survive, at best in 
the short-term post logging, in adjacent unlogged 
habitat of sui table type but the densi ties are 
considered 10k'. 

Now that these document.s are pubi ic the Commission must 
foi:'go their misrepresentations of fact and publically admit 
the horenous impacts their operations are having. Continued 
uhI ic misinformation will not be tolerated, particularly in 
an E.I.S. which is meant to contain all relevant 
jnforn,aton, and not be yet another glossy public relations 
C N e rc i se. 

'lac Icowsk s 1984 paper i s relied upon to determine the 



minimum number of habitat trees required to maintain 
populations of arboreal mammals "at existing levels'. 
As is evidenced by the south-east forests the Commission is 
well aware of the necessity of undertaking specific surveys, 
based on forest types, to determine the specific population 
densities of arboreal marsupials in order to estimate an 
adequate habitat tree retention prescripti on. In the south-
east the prescription recommended by Kavanagh on better 
quality sites was 10 habitat trees per hectare. Why was no 
survey done in Mistake to firstly determine the carrying 
capacity of the various forest types and then estimate tree 
retention prescriptions? In the absence of valid surveys the 
Commission can not he considered to he taking realistic 
measures to retain populations of arboreal mammals, and can 
certainly make no claim that the proposed retention rate 
'would assist to maintain the populations at existing 
I.e "ci s' 

Mention is made of management to maintain a minimum number 
of habitat trees, yet no mention is made of a prescription 
to maintain such trees in perpetuity. In the forest type 
Mackowski studied he concluded that there was a necessity to 
retain 45% of each hectare unlogged in order to provide 
adequate replacement habitat trees in perpetuity. There is 
clearly no intention to do this in Mistake. It is evident 
that the grossly inadequate prescriptions alluded to in the 
E. I. S. will lead to an hiatus in habitat trees as those 
retained are blown over, burnt out or otherwise killed 
before replacements are available- inevitably leading to a 
further population crash. Why was no mention made of this 
aspect of Mackowski 's work, if not to deliberately mislead 
the public yet again? 

The claim is also made that "the large pool of relatively 
undisturbed habitat in filter strips, rainforest, and steep 
or ion-productve hardwood forests' will "act to ameliorate 
the impact of local habitat changes on wildlife" (p.4)). 
Yet again the Commission is deliberately ignoring the advice 
of its own researchers; 

In 1985 the Eden Regional Forester noted; 
"lEa ;'anagh ' sJ recommenda t ion..., was used as an easy way 
to seperate the flatter topography with high 

popular ions from the steeper topography with few or no 
arboreal mammals. . . 

Shields and Eavanagh (1985, Technical Paper 32 ) note; 
'in the past, reservation of sui table habi tat has been 
incorporated with existing management prescriptions 
(stream side protection, slope prol ec.'tjon) to maintain 
an interconnected series of reserves. However, the 
preferred hahi tars of many species do not include 
narrow r.iparian $ trips or steep unloggable country. 
Consequently, it is often necessary to take other 
utensures to reserve suitable areas of preferred 



habitats to ensure conservation of some species. 

Research by Commission staff, and others, on the north coast 
has substanti ated that arboreal mammals prefer more moderate 
slopes. The author's observations are that a variety of 
other species also display similar preferences, being absent 
or in very low numbers on steeper slopes. For the Commission 
to continue to pretend that this is not the case is 
reprehensible- it is about time that the Commission stopped 
perpetuating this myth. 

This situation is further exasperated on the north coast, as 
the Commission is similarly well aware, by the tendancy for 
rainforest to predominate in filter strip localities-
thereby p?oviding little habitat for non-rainforest species. 

It is also incredulous that the Commission persists with 20 
metre strips along major streams, which are allowed to be. 
logged, as their filter strips (there is no apparent 
intention to allow for wildlife corridors) . In the south 
east these strips are generally 100 metres wide (with 
extensions to include important wildlife habitat) and not 
subject to logging. Given the greater importance of the 
north east's forests to wildlife it is to say the least 
&nconsistant that filter strips are not on at least a par 
with the south east. Why is this so? 

Mention is made of unconfi rmed sightings of Rufous Scrub 
Bird, Parma Wallaby, Tiger Quoll and Brush-tailed 
Phascogale, yet the Commission made no attempt to conduct a 
proper survey to determine the presence or absence of these 
species, why not? And what about other endangered fauna 
(yes, despite the claims in the E.I.S. all species listed on 
Schedule 12 are under the heading of 'Endangered Fauna" 
that may be present- Koala, Feathertail Glider, Eastern 
Pygmy Possum, Large-footed Myotis, Dome-headed Bat, Sooty 
Owlj Masked Owl , Powerful Owl , etc. - why was no attempt made 
to survey for these species or develop management strategies 
for them? Ignorance or sheer bloody-mindeness? 

The pretence that because of the Commission's ignorance of 
the impact of its operations on fauna there is no need for 
concern would he laughable were not the consequences so 
serious. No attempt has been made to properly delineate 
species sensitive to forestry operations.., of which many 
occur in Mistake S.F. The Commissi on is aware of the "Report 
to DORC from RG 12, 1987" as ii is on the Commission's 
files and was co-authored by R. Kavanagh it must also be 
aware that a number of the species occuring in Mi stake are 
on that list, and yet no attempt was made to identify such 
species in the E. 1.S. Why not? Simply pretending ignorance 
15 110 excuse. 

]'hie Cc'mn,issi or,' s i ritenti ouied igrioraiice is d Isp] ayed by the 



claims that the Wompoo Pigeon "feeds primarily on the seeds 
of rainforest trees and would be little affected by logging 
in hardwood forest types" It is in fact a frugivorous 
species ( i.e. it eats fruits not seeds) that the author has 
observed to often feed on rainforest species under a 
eucalypt or Brush Box overstorey- particularly in the colder 
months when fruit of species more common in these forest 
types, such as White Cedar and Pencil Cedar, are important 
and necessary food sources. 

Sinilarly the Commission's implications that Spagnani Frogs 
would not be adversly affected is unsubstanted. In fact as 
it is found in stream heads it can he expected to be 
significaitly impacted by altered hydrological regimes 
caused by machinery disturbance affecting water movement and 
the increased transpiration of regrowth (reducing the 
availability of water). 

It is good to see the Commission admiting that roads 
facilitate the ingress of introduced predators (their 
amnesia stops them from remembering this when it doesn't 
suit their purpose) , though (true to form) the Commission is 
trying to pretend that it is only "major" roads that have 
this effect. Minor roads and snig tracks will also have this 
effect. So called short-term roads and tracks will remain 
open for many years before regeneration will progress 
sufficiently to hinder the dispersal of introduced predators 
(urd ike water they are not diverted by cross-banks) . This 
may well be long enough to eliminate local populations of 
some species. The Commission has the ability to close roads 
where their impact is unacceptable. The Commission has a 
responsibility to consider this impact fully so that the 
ramifications can be identified and mitigation measures 
devised. Dismissing an identified impact out of hand is not 
acceptable. 

Desjite there being a large body of research ( some of which 
the Commission is aware of) on the impacts of fire on fauna 
the Commission has chosen to completely ignore the impact of 
their proposed fire frequencies on fauna and the habitat 
components they rely upon. This 'bury your head in the sand' 
approach is not good enough. 

The North East Forest Alliance has made a number of 
submissions to proposed E. IS. ' S outj i iiing some of the 
groups of species sensitive to forestry operations. -The 
Commi ssion has no escuse to now ignore these species and 
impacts in E,I .5. 's. There should be no need for us to 
reiterate them time and time again! 
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The Commission has again aborgated its responsibility to 
properlY asses the environment it intends to alter by only 
conducting what it describes as a survey with a Slow 
sampling intensity" that generated limited data' 
Pressumably this survey only lasted a couple of days, with 
only part of the time spent assessing flora and only covered 
a fraction of Histake. There is no mention of the nature or 
duration of this unpublished survey so a proper assessment 
can not be made. 

The Commission's definition of rainforest is not in line 
with curr,ent ecologi cal thinking and is purely used to 
exclude die maximum volume of timber possible so that the 
Commission can continue its pogrom of rainforests. The 
Commission is aware of the Ecological Society of Australia's 
definition and thus has the responsibility to canvas this 
issue in the E.I.S. A so called definition that excludes 
stands with Brush Box and eucalypt emergents has no 
ecological validity. 

The Commission's intent to construct tracks through what it 
terms rainforest and remove "hardwood trees from rainforest 
edges' is not acceptable. Such disturbances will have long 
term consequences for the rainforests. It will increase 
their vulnerabil ity to fire incursions (either as escapees 
from burning operations or wildfires fuelled by debris 
remaining from logging operations) and weed invasion 
( antana being a problematic species of particular concern) 

Compartment 365 is an example of an area that would seem to 
be predominately rainforest by any ecological definition, 
the roading and logging of which will involve substantial 
damage to the rainforest. The only products proposed for 
removal are veeneer logs, mining timber, pulpwood and 
raihforest logs- with the exception of rainforest logs all 
other products are obtainable from regrowth forests of which 
there are no shortage on the north coast. It is assumed that 
as no quota logs are proposed for removal that most of the 
so called hardwood stands have already been logged. It would 
seem that the best option for this compartment, due to the 
environmental consequences of doing it over again is to 
leave it alone and obtain the proposed products elsewhere 

The species Bosistoa uloydli is of particular concern and 
particularly threatened by the proposed operations, due to 
its preference for ecotones which the Commi ssi on admits will 
be adversely impacted by the proposed operations. There is 
no fotindati on to the assertion that 'it is unlikely to he 
affected by the proposed operati ons 

The ] oggi zig hi story map ( 3 ) notes that the map indicates 
periods of logging in rainforest types, however such 



operations have been proscribed for over a decade ... " and 

the E.I.S. both claims that Binns found Bosistoa floydii in 
logged areas (p.40) and that all "rainforest" is 
undisturbed' (Table 5 ) . Pardon the author' s confusion but 

what is the true situation? Apparent1 y rainforests have been 
subject to logging, but did Binns find B. fioydii in logged 
hardwood forests' or "rainforests , and were those he found 
survivors from the logging or regeneration? 

If its not too much to ask could the Commission ensure that 
when they redo this E. I. S. that they not only make it more 
thorough and consistent but that they also include all 
unpublished reports and data they refer to so that any 
reasonab4e person can at least check the sources and 
reliability of the Commission's often eroneous conclusions. 

The logging history map (map 3) makes no attempt to show 
where the 1 800 hectares of forest dominated by mature and 
"overmature' trees ( scheduled for logging) are, though as 
their area has been assessed pressumably they have also been 
mapped. To properly inform the public this information 
should have been presented in map form. Map 3 is virtually 
useless for understanding the condition of the forest. For 
example Compartment 336 is described as having experienced 
little logging and yet is shown on the map to have been 
logged 1950-60, 1960-67, 1967-87 and 1987-89, pressumably a 
few hectares has been repeatedly flogged. When the E.I.S. is 
redone it must include a detai led map delineating these 
1 800 hectares. 

Regarding the species composition of logged forests compared 
to unlogged forests, much is made of the fact that Binns 
found that 16% of species found in unlogged forests were not 
found in logged forests. Contrary to what is claimed (P. 
39) , surely as the number of samples is increased so too 
will the number of species found in unlogged stands- what 
ju%tification has the Commission for claiming that the 
'proportion of species common to both logged and uniogged 
areas will also increase? None? 

Pressumably as Binns only conducted one such survey this is 
the same one refered to in the Chaelundi E. I. S. , which was 
apparently restricted to forest type 47 (please correct me 
if I am wrong, but its rather dificult to know what is goi rig 
on in these unpubl ished reports ) . What about the other 
forest types, don't they too rate consideration. Also why is 
no mention made of the fact that Binns (Chaeiundi E. ] . S 
noLes; 

'Vascular epiphyte species are more numerous in 
unlogged areas, very [er, species occuring in logged 

"Hoi,'ever, changes in size class distribution and major 
changes in relative abundance may occur, part i cularly 
on a small scale, and heavily disturbed areas may be 



locally dominated by a single or few species. 10 yr 
post logging the invasives represent up to 30% of the 
strata in which they are most abundant. Their 
abundance has decreased by 30 yr post logging, 
ad though still higher than 1 eve] s in unl ogged stands. 

It is apparent that the Commission has problems with 
selective amnesia but it is hard to fathom how they can 
conclude that Binns admited] y limited data shows that 
"continued logging would have a negligible effect on overall 
floristic composition of vegetation, with no species likely 
to suffer serious population declines' (p.39) . -Particulaly 
as there has been no attempt to asses the compounding 
effects qf the proposed recurrent logging at 10 to 40 year 
intervals. It is imperative that a proper assessment of the 
impacts of the proposed logging be undertaken, this time 
covering all forest types and taking into account the 
compounding effects of future operations. The available 
inforniati on shows that a significant percentage of species 
will be eliminated by even a single logging- species will 
"suffer serious population declines" 

Invasion and dominance by Lantana is evidently a major 
problem in Mistake State Forest, as it is elsewhere on the 
north coast. There has been no attempt to properly asses its 
impact in Mistake, and while the Commi ssion may claim that 
there "is no evidence that Lantana is actively spreading" 
(p.40) , pressuinably there is no evidence that it is not 
actively spreading either ( its amazing how the Commi ssion 
can turn ignorance into a virtue) . Contrary to this claim 
Lantana has been noted to still be actively spreading as a 
direct consequence of forestry activities in many north 
coast forests, and with the proposed opening up of some 
further 1 800 hectares of 'mature/overmature' forest in 
Mistake and continued disturbance to already infested areas 
there is every reason to expect Lantana to continue 
spfeadirig in this area also. Lantana, and its consequences 
for flora and fauna, is a major problem and thus must be 
properly assessed and not dissmissed with some more 
meaningless drivel. 

The impacts of fire frequency on flora requires proper 
assessment, not another vague meaningless rave with no 
scientific validity. It is obvious that the Commission has 
no idea what the natural fire frequency was for Mistake 
before they started to mismanage it and that they made no 
at.tempt whatsoever to undertake surveys to assess the impact 
of the regimes they imposed in the past and intend to impose 
in the future. 



SOILS AND EROSION 

It is amazing that the Commission can pretend that their 
1984 Standard Erosion Mitigation Conditions (S.E.M.C. ) are 
adequate to overcome erosion problems resultant from logging 
in northern N.S.W. What about the revised 1990 S.E.M.C., 
inadequate as they may he the Commission seems to have 
forgotten about them. The Commission is well aware that the 
S.E.M.C. 11984 and 1990 versions) are inadequate and are 
currently reviewing them. In light of this how can the 
Cominissi on maintain the pretence that they are adequate? 

it is evident that the construction of roads and tracks on 
steep slo p es in Mistake has caused significant slumping and 
landslips.' Logging also contributes to this by killing the 
large trees whose extensive root systems bind the soil 
together ( it may take some years for these roots to decay 
and the ramifications of this impact to become apparent). 
Despite this the Commission is blindly pushing ahead with 
intent to road and log steep slopes. There has been no 
adequate assessment of the effect of past practices on these 
slopes. McGarity undertook work in Mistake and found this to 
be an issue of major concern, why did the Commission make no 
mention of his work when they have copies of it? When they 
redo the E. i.S. could they not forget to include it? 
Repressing relevant information is not acceptable. 

Exami nation of the Harvesting Plan for Compartment 365 shows 
that access to proposed logging areas in the head of 
Purgat ory Creek will involve the constructi on of tracks from 
the proposed dumps through "hardwood" areas 'reserved from 
logging' (pressumab) y because they are on slopes in excess 
of 35 degrees) and rainforest. It would appear that 
virtually this whole compartment should be reserved from 
logging to avoid unexceptable environmental degredation. 

The Commission makes much of the brief report prepared by 
Cornish (Appendix 8), is it true that logging in that area 
didn't extend onto slopes in excess of 20 degrees in the 
relevant catchments? If it is then it is apparent that his 
results can not be extrapolated to slopes from 20-35 degrees 
in Mistake. These steep slopes are of most concern for both 
erosion and stability reasons. 

The Commission makes no mention of the persi stance of silt 
in streams and its consequences for aquatic fauna. The 
iii] ing of interstitial spaces in streambeds can persist for 
many years and have major i nipacts on most aquatic fauna 
These c:onsequences niust he assessed. 

No attempt was made to asses the loss of nutri ents resultant 
from the proi:'osed operations ( via erosion, fire and timber 
removal ) and the consequences of Liii s on the ecosystem. This 
can he Very significant and must he assessed. Nutrient 



budgets must be prepared. 

LANDSCAPE 

Logging does (not "may') have a significant impact on visual 
values of the forest, pretending otherwise is nonsence. 
These gross alterations will persist until the forest is 
returned to its original structure, something which the 
Commission has no intention of allowing to occur- it is 
intended to repeatedly disturb the forest to stop this 
happening. The Commission, if it was being honest, should 
admit that in the absence of further gross alteration it 
will takecehundreds of years for the unlogged stands to 
return to something like their present visual state. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL VALUES 

The Commission makes vague reference to reported sites of 
significance to Aboriginal people, but in all the years they 
have been stuffing up the forest have apparently made no 
attempt to acurately locate and protect such sites. At least 
this should have been done for this E. I. S. It is apparent 
that there is no intention to bother looking for sites of 
archaeological importance (which may be unknown to living 
people) . This is simply another aborgation of their 
responsibility, and is clearly not good enough. 

ALTERNATIVES 

This section is yet another farcical excercise. A more 
acceptable alternative is; 

Develop S.E.M.C.'s pertinent to the north coast and 
sufficient to stop further environmental degradation 
while restricting all logging to slopes less than 20 
degrees, 

Undertake surveys to identify all wildlife sensitive 
to the proposed operations and develop mitigation 
measures to ensure the survival of adequate 
populations throughout Mi sta Ice 

Undertake surveys to locate all rare and endangered 
species and develop strategies and practices to 
prol.ect all individuals, 
Accept the Ecological Society's definition of 

rainforest and restrict all logging and roading to 
non-ra inforest. 

Liase with relevant Ahoriginies to identify and 
protect all known sites, while undertaking systematic 
surveys to locate and protect other sites of 
a rc:haeoi ogi cal importance 
U. Increase royalties to cover all management costs, 



full environmental assessment and provide a return to 
the Government for the use of the public's forests. 

Mistake State Forest is not a forest that, on the basis of 
available information, the North East Forest Alliance would 
recommend for addition to the National Parks system. Though 
there is an obvious need to reserve parts of the forest to 
protect identified values (e.g. Bosistos floydli, 
rainforest ) and to undertake further surveys to identify 
other localities requiring protection (e.g. specific 
habitats of rare and endangered species) 

It is accepted that the balance of the forest may be managed 
for timber. production, provided that it is also managed to 
maintain the natural species diversity and viable 
populations of both flora and fauna in perpetuity. 
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Rare endangered animals are being wilfully destroyed by the State Forestry Commission. 
The Commission has asked for a LICENCE TO KILL, TAKE, AND DESTROY THE 
HABITAT OF ENDANGEREDXSPECIES in yet another forest - and chances are the 

National Parks and Wildlife Service will give it to them unless you help stop them. 

Yes, National Parks & Wildlife grantjfi ae ft® Ilcflllll entn'S 

r 	As waves of change sweep through the 

world the last isolated 'survival bunkers' 

of our endangered native animals are being 

6 torn to pieces. Power ploys of brain dead 
public servants and private vulturesskulk-

ingoverthe corpse of our natural heritage 

are decimating our enviSnment and de-

stroying the lives of our children. 

Wearen't even makingany money out 

of it. Graft and waste are driving our na-

tion into irreparable poverty by destroy-

ing our one true resource base -thediver-

sity of life itself - while drivingour dollars 

further offshore. Our native forests are 

NOT being replanted.M any of them CAN-

NOT be. Once the old growth forests are 
cleared and the sun strikes the earth, they 

lose their balance and fall into a drier, im-

poverished state. Our once fertile land is 

becoming rocky hills and salty plains. 

The fall of the forests is the downfall of 

humans. Our water,air, soil and very lives 
depend on these planetarycreation centres 

and filtering systems. Very few of these 

ancient dreaming ecosystems still survive 

intact in this State. Less than 3% of our 

land is still relatively intact. Many of the 

animals which lived here are gone. Many 

more are going forever, not in thisgenera- 
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gered species on Schedule 12 or the Timber 1ndustryt". 

AborJgina1 Heritage 30% 	' 	
S 

• Koala - "proposed logging operations would have a signifi- 	At least one Aboriginal tribe confirms that they have sites of 

cant effect only if a lai'ge numberof food treeswere removed, 	significance within the Mistake State Forest. Many of their 

After the initial disturbance it is likely that •koalas will 	sacred sites have already been disturbed or destroyed. The 	A 
continue toexploit the remaining habitat.., the total effect 	Forestry Commission MUST record these sites and leave 

maybe significant in the medium term (up to 5 years)." (p. 	them undisturbed, but has recently (late in 1992) desecrated ftLR 
17) The koala's prime food trees are specific eucalypt hard- 	sites on the North Coast which had been reported to them. 

woods targeted for removal by the commission- Blackbult, 	"Logging of the upper slopes would only be undertaken 

Tallowood,GreycumandSydneyBlueGum.Theretention 	after consultation with local Aboriginal Land Councils... 

of rare stands of grey gum is therefore particularly impor- 	future work on Mistake SF will be done in conjunction with 

Aboriginal Land Councils- Further investigations will be 

undertaken to locate the suspected Bora Ring and to deter- 

mine the need for further surveys. As requested by the 
a more explicit managemenl prescription will he 

formulated for sites 'known to exist, or projected to exist, 

within the forest'." u These requirements have not been ful-

filled,yet logging iscurrenily continuing on the upperslopes. #Jl 
"Bowraville Local Aboriginal Land Councii would be j. 

provided with detailed maps of areas proposed for future 

maps. 	
- - 

harvesting to encourage and facilitatefieldinvestigations."16 	.M 

The Commission began logging without providing these1flii 

The Forestry Commission can review their oww 

EIS of the Mistake S.F. to determine its adequacy 

themselves, unlike almost all other NSW rorests,which 

fall under the relatively recent Timber Industry (In-

terim Protection) Act and must be reviewedfor ade-

quacy by the Department of Planning. (Att. 2)11's a 

mistake to give children the key to the lolly shop 

If 
1. Ibid. ph 

I. Midak, stile Forest LIS Report & Dfleemin.tic.s. AuivnI I9O3,PI 

All flture, rrn the 'ba', report iS Mistake S.F. US. i.Ij i"l 

Ibid. pIP 
IbId. It itS Attachment 1113 

4: ibid. p11 
7: IbId. pp 10-13, & AtI.chner.l 1114  
I:ibld.phl 

 0: IbId, p ic 
10: IbId, Attachment 3. Fauna imp.cI Stat.ment. p  2.  

II:IbId,Attaclttnent3 	 -- 	- 
12: Ibihi, Attachment 3, pp3-25 	 r- 

U: Ibid. Attachment 3,p4 	 ._. 	.5 

II: IbId. Attachmentj. numerous references. 	- 

IS: Ibid. ph 	 - 	 - 	— 
It: aSp 45  

nificant to the survival of that species. yet even by this 

ridicutous standard the Commission FIS admits that most of 

the above species will be significantly effected in the short to 

medium term, after which recovery should ensue. 14  The FIS 

repeatedly states that recovery of these species "should" 

ensue in the "long term" - after some years- with little or no 

evidence to back up these assumptions. 
They claim these effects will be regionally minimal yet 

they're saying the same for all the northern forests which 

surround the Mistake, most of which have already been 

decimated. Increasing isolation of these bst small pockets of 

prime habitat - with virtually no true wildlife corridors 

linking them - mean that it's possible some of these species 

are already effectively extinct in the areaand nation, astheir 

gene pools may have already been irrevocably thinned. Any 
more logging of these prime habitats will ensure that we will 

be the last generation to know them. 

"Direct Mortality" 
Following aresome quotesfrom theCommission'SFIS 

tant. 
• Long-nosed Potoroo . " ... hahitat will be destroyed during 

logging or control burning operationi. The effect could be 

significantly negative in the short term ((up to) 2 years) after 

which recovery should enue." (p.lS) 
• Yellow-hellied Glider - "...the proposed operation could 

signiJicahtly effect this species by reducing the tree species 

diversity required to supply the necessary food require-

ments... Logging could alsosigniflcantlyeffect thisspeciesby 

removing trees which are utilised as den sites."p. 14) 

• Rufous Scruh-bird - " ... logging in eucalypt forest where 

Rufous Scrub-birds have territories maybe detrimental..." 

(ph) 
• Sooty Owl - "This modification would reduce the number 

of potential roosting and nesting treesand cause somedeple-

tion of the food resource. At present the effect on this species 
in the Mistake S.F. is not fullyknown... impact may he 

significant in the medium term (6 months to 5 years)". (p9) 

• Glossy-bl'ck Cockatoo -"At present thereare nomeasures 

aimed directly at ameliorating the impacts of this proposal 

on the Glossy Black-cockatoo... Impact on the population in 

the Mistake S.F. may be significant in the medium term (6 

months to 5 years). (p.8) 
• Carpet & Diamond Pythons -"...this will possibly lead toa 

loss of a small number of individuals.., via direct mortality. 

The population as a whole, however, should survive ... impact 

may be significant in the short term." (p 7) 

• "Two aspects of habitat which would be considered critical 
will be reduced during the proposed operation. They are the 

number of hollows available to hollow dependent fauna 

[gliders, cockatoos and many others] and the amount of 

canopycover.Thenumber0fh0ll0W5a'aila in thoseareas 

which are logged could be reducedfor as long  as 150 years." 

(p26) 
• "Due to lack of before and after data on populations, th e 

ultimate effect remains unknown for some species." 

-ouritalics & brackets.Thelistofquotesgoeson andon.You 

can get your own copy from the Forestry Commissiob. 

No expert claims to know if these animals will survive - 

yet the Forestry Commission, in charge of a vast amount of 

our land, acts as if the two century old party will go on 

forever. Their own internal reports shov that they haven't 

even been able to maintain sufficient numbers of certain 

eucalypt trees, with many areas having lost their soil and 

returned to bedrock . let alone maintained the diversity of 

life in a nation which has already lost more mammal species 

than any other. 
"There are no recovery plans currently beingconsidered 

bythe Forestry Commission of NSW forany of the Schedule 

12 species found or expected to be found in the Mistake S.F." 

(p 27) There are no contingency plans in case recovery of 

species after "short-term significant impact" does not "en-

sue".  

tion or decade but right nosY. I he tiny 	 - 

pock-etc of surviving marsupials, reptiles and amphibians 

are NOW being cut off from one another so that with their 

gene pools depleted, these animals are effectively extinct 

NOW,THIS YEAR - unless YOU help save them.The forests 

of Eastern Australia have been under siege for twocenturies. 

The time ha come to cease logging in the few remaining Old 

Growth forests and suspected homes of endangered species 

and start replanting now - while we can. Talk of 'greenies 

costing jobs' is obvious propaganda perpetrated by the re-

source destroyers. Their dreams are as barren as the land-

scapes they leave in their wake - yet their children wake in 

wonder to each magical day. They will never know what they 

have lost -and you will never know what it is you're helping 

tosave uslessyou findsometime toenterthewildernesswhile 

you still have a chance. Learn the difference between trees 

and a forest, truth and falsehood :  nature and greed- 

'I 
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THE FORESTRY COMMISSION IS LOGGING NOW IN THE MISTAKE STATE FOREST IN NORTHERN NSW.THEY 

HAVE APPLIED FOR A LICENSE TO KILL, TAKE AND DESTROY THE HABITAT OF ENDANGERED SPECIES 

THEREIN FROM NATIONAL PARKS & WILDLIFE. YOU HAVE ONLY UNTIL FEBRUARY 9TH TO WRITETO THE 

NPWS AND LODGE A COMPLATh1' AGAINSTTI{IS flS AND THEIR GRANTING OF A LICENSETO KILLTO THE 

FORESTRY COMMISSION. PLEASE WRITE NOW. WRITETO: ATTENTION -MANAGER OFTHE ENDANGERED 

SPECIES UNIT, NPWS,PO BOX 1961 HURSTVILLENSW 2220. FOR MORE INFO ON HOW YOU CAN HELP, PHONE 

THE NAMBUCCA CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION (065) 647t0%OR  THE-BELLINGEN ENVIRONMENT CENTRE 

(066) 552599. SEND DONATIONS WHICH WILL DIRECTLY HELP THE PROTECTION OFTHE FORESTS TO-THE 

OLD GROWTH SURVIVAL FUND, C/- THE BELLINGEN ENVIRONMENT CENTRE, P0 BOX 152 BELLINGEN 2454 



pointed out the low numbers of surviving Grey Gum, 

Grey Ironbark and White Mahogany trees due to the 
I destruction of thisforest typein theentire region by the 

Commission. 5 The Commission decided to ignore the 

S NPWS recommendations regarding retention of old 

•growth and Brush Box forest; they state that Brush 

- --k Box trees with a rainforest understory can't be classed 
as rainforest. 4  

The Commission has decided that they may 'har- 
/ 	vest' trees and construct logging tracks on slopes up to 

; ,35 degrees 'generally', despite the ract that the Soil 

. Conservation Service told them that logging on slopes 

a 	- 	 / over 27 degrees would create erosion, slumping and 

'massmovement'.This is the maximum gradeatwhich 

drainage banks can stop logging roads from eroding 
disastrously. Recommendations by the District soil 

conservationist, Mr R.S. Saul, that logging should be 

-.T restricted to 30 degrees and "be kept to a minimum" 

.. 	- were dismissed.,The SEC recommends that no logging 

- 	, ever take place on slopes over 25 degrees - but the 
Commission is curiously exempt. Try climbing up a 35 
degree slope - if you can - and judge its steepness for 

2% WATER & ECONOMY 
The Mistake S.F. is the water catchment for three 

1101 towns and numerous settlements. it is now accepted 

scientifically by hydrologists (water experts) that old 
growth forest actually produces waler. Conservative 

hydrology estimates state that old growth forests pro- 

I!I&h1 Iu....s.Jul1lUuIu and that regrowth forests consume 3 million litres of 

duce 12 million litres of water per hectare per year - 

WMV OIDT 	p. o ape'S water per hectare per year. Hydrologists point out that 
'Sod LET 141M LEAVIMG AERE 

Go?! 	'IlL ThEY 	thisnieans a loss of 15 megalitres per year, per hectare 
CLEAN 	of old growth forest which is logged or disturbed, to the 

- 	 local community. The flow on costs of this loss can be 
0 0 S, 	 shown to be disastrous to the economic health of 

- ' 	
- 	communities in the catcment, as well as disastrous 

generally. 
- 	 Put simply, at the end of the dry season the only 

-/ 

 water coming out of taps in most towns is that pro-

duced by intact old growth forest and rainforest. The 

- - - 
	

costsofcarting megalitres of waterarewell known and 

	

- 	the cost of water is easy to determine in any shire - look 

	

- 	atyourwater rates. Logging the remaining old growth 

in theMistake will cost the Nambucca Shire at least 15 
- - billion litres of water per year! The economic viability 

of any old growth logging must be measured against 
this cost to towns and agriculture and its resultant 

costs to the local economy. Old growth logging is not 

• 	economically viable. 

All we are ive 
1
life a chance 

. 	
- 

s a y i ng :1 
The forest industry is beginning its last long hot sum-

mer of destruction before they've nothing left to kill. 

Like miners approaching the end of a seam of gold, 

they don't want to stop until they've wrung the last 
dollar from the old growth forests. 

Almosta decade ago greens and politidans stopped 
thegiim reapersdestroying the last remaining vestiges 

of rainforest in the State. In a few centuries these 

ecosystems may recover. Now we have to save the last 
traces of 'old growth forests' - the only undisturbed 

refuges ofAustralia's more interesting native animals 
and plants. These ancient, millenial trees are only a 

small fraction of our decimated forests. We can stop 

carving up these few areas now with minimal disrup-
tion to an industry which claims to be involved in 

sustainable development - an industry which calls two 

thousand year old trees 'overmature' and fit only for 
turning to pulp. 

The Forestry Commission is slashing our heritage 
to chopsticks without caring what they're destroying. 
Vaguely attempting to satisfy the letter of the Law they 
throw millions of dollars of our money into self-serving 

wastes of paper- glossyso-called Environmentallmpact 

Statements (EISs) which have become a source of 
revenue to pseudo-scientists who must toe thelineor be 
out ofa job. 

Even when they discoyer truly endangered species 
living in a forest, the loggers can still destroy them and 

their homes. They can even kill rare, endangered 

animals that you and your children are never likely to 
see in the wild or anywhere else. All they need is a 

Licence to Kill, Take and Destroy the Habitat of 
Endangered Species - which is almost automatically 
given them on request by the National Parks and Wild-
life Service (NPWS). 

Yes, you read that correctly. A License to Kill En-

dangered Species. They're actually doing it. They're 

also issued with Licenses to Pollute. And in practice the 

Forestry Commission can dowhateveritlikes, hemmed 
in only by toothless tiger committees and commissions 

whose regulations - designed to save our air and water 

- they regularly ignore. When members of the public 

protest, the Commission is empu.icrel to close the 
forests to everyone - evenS the media in this "ct: 
country' - and cut the forests under martial law. In one 
small forest - Wild Cattle Creek - the bill for police 

enforcement over a few weeks was $160,000 during last 
year's protests their (police figures). The only people 

making any money out of all this is one transnational 
corporation known as BORAL - whose tentacles per-

meate government, education and a corrupt public 

service - after buying out or controlling almost all the 

mills in the north of the State and many industries 
across the nation. 

This is happening in our forest and mountain heartS 
land now. New technology and a battered economy 

mean that the last wild places available to industry are 

being trashed this season. Temporary moratoriums 
which were saving these old places have just run out 

across the State. Take the Mistake State Forest for.. 
example - before the Commission does. 

The Mistake is about 10,000 hectares of mixed 4  
forest - an interlaced mosaic of rainforest, old growth ,, 

and recovering woodlots. At least 19 endangered ani- : 

mal species are known to still live in the Mistake S.F. - 

although this writer has personally seen half a dozen 

more than those described by Commission-funded 

experts. "The flora and fauna surveys that were con-

ducted are not definitive," says the assessment report 

on the Mistake EIS. "To achieve this level ofinvestiga-

tion would be more costly that the net value of short-

term forest production (ie 5 years)." 1  
"The investigations are not ejuaj to to the types of 

survey being carried out formanagement area EISs". 1  
In private conversations with fauna experts aclu--

ally conducting the fauna surveys, it was admitted to C 

this writer that the surveys were totally inadequate - 

the 'experts' were drawn from different areas of the 4 
Stale and have nofamiliaritywith the local ecosystems. 

They stated that a comprehensive survey would take fr three years - not the three days allowed them. 

Parts of the Mistake have been trashed for a cen-
tury or more while some areas remain in pristine 

conditioá. According to the Forestry Commission, 
about 2,140 hectares are 'old growth' 3. About 1,800 ha 
of this "maturelovennature" old growth is available 

for logging - the rest is too steep to drive a bulldozer on 
and almost impossible to walk on, or this would be 

'available' as well. About 1,025 ha is previously un-

logged virgin 'hardwood' forest. This is interlaced 
with less than 800 ha of remaining rainforest and in 

most areas it is impossible to access the 'unlogged 

nard*oods' without trc'shing tracts of rainforest to 

reach them -despite thefact it's fllegal tocut ordamáge 

rainforest. "Such intrusion is inevithijie as ribbons of 

rainforest traverse the contours along crceks which 
any system of roads or tracks must cross in steep 

country... Similarly the immediate edges of hardwood 

forest types adjacent to rainforest will be logged..." 4  
The Commission classes massive canopy trees as 

"overmature". 

The NPWS "expressed concern for the conserva-

tion of old growth forests" in the Mistake. They stated 

that forest dominated by Brush Box should not be 

logged as it contains numerous raintorest species and 

Filterstrips and bufferzonesalongcreeks to ensure 

waterqualityand habitat for native animalsand plants 

will only be put in place in the Mistake where a stream 
has a catchment of 100 ha or more. 1  The Water Re-

sources Commission has hefty fines - tens of thousands 

of dollars - for any private landholder who wishes to 

drive a bulldozer within 20 metres of any creek - anda 
creek is defined by them as any watercourse with banks. 
No private landholder may routinely fell trees along 

watercourses. Yet the Commission is exempt from 

common sense and the law of the land. 

" ... the EIS has not stressed the need for additional 
wildlife corridors along streams.",. 

Endangered Animals 
The fauna surveys conducted in the Mistake are entirely 
inadequate. The Forestry Commission produced an EIS 
with no accompanying Fauna Impact Statement (FIS) and 
hurriedly slapped one together using only data obtinS 
from the inadequate EIS and an additional 3 day survey by 
asingleornithologast (birdspecialist) inthe middleofwinter. 
On one of these days a strong southwesterly was blowing; 
"These conditions made location of fauna difficult." 10  Nine 
species of birds hitherto unconfirmed in the Mistake were 
discovered in theseconditions, but predictablythe ornitholo-
gist failed to findany other unconfirmed species except foxes, 
feral dogs and feral cattle. 

Local residents aver the existence of many endangered 
species not round by the specialists, who have never even 
sighted a koala in the Mistake despite the fact that locals are 
kept awake by their caUs every spring and sight them regu-
larly. When you hear koala mating calls or fights you under-
stand why they're called bears. They are unmistakable and 
sound like eight foot grizzlies approaching. 

The FIS iompletely failstoaddress NPWS concerns over 
the inadequacy of the EIS and attempts to gloss over the 
disaster they intend to continue perpetrating. The Director 
of the NPWS told the Commission that they could only 
continue logging if they fulfilled 22 requirements they had 
not previously fulfilled., 1  They have still not fulQjled more 
than half of them but are logging already in two forest corn-
partmentsin whichthey've been givenexemption from these 
conditions and intend to proceed in the rest of the forest 
despitethe inadequacy of theirreporl and FIS. 

The FIS admits the presence or likely presence of 19 
endangered species: koala, tiger quoll (native cats), yellow-
bellied glider, parma wallaby, long-nosed potoroo, brush-
tailed phascogale, glossy black cockatoo, sooty owl, rufous 
scrub bird, carpet and diamond pythons, southern angle-
headed dragon, sphagnum frog and seven species of bat., 1  
The Commission definition of"a [locall significant impact is 
one that reduces the population under consideration by 
more than 30%.",, This means that if they estimate they will 
kill just nndera third of any endangered species outright,the 
effect isjudged to be locally, regionally and nationally insig- 
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Building 2 
423 Pennant Hills Road 
Pennant Hills, N.S.W. 2120 

Ms Lynne Orrego 
Vice President Your reference: . 
Nambucca Valley Conservation 	

Our referenice: M Hickman:dj Association 	 . 	 (02) 980 4168 
P0 Box 123 
BOWRAVILLE NSW 2449 

18 February 1993. 

Dear r,S Orrego .  

-I refer to your request for information in respect of the 
Big SOrub Environment Centre Freedom of Information (FOX) 
application No. XX41. 

As requested by phone I am providing a breakdown Of costs 
for the information collected 	Upon payment of this amount 
the relevant documents will be forwarded to you. I have 
numbered the requests for individual items on your 
application (copy attached) for ease of identification,. 
understand from Steve Rayson, District Forester, Urunga 
that you have already received advice in respect of items 
1.1 to 1.6, 1.8 and that informationjn respect of item 
2.2, 2.7 and 2.8 are available if required at an additional 
cost $52.50 plus photocopying. . 

SEARCH. & REVIEW . PHOTOCOPYING 
- •A4 A) 

1.7 50 minutes = $ 25.00 23 - 
40 minutes = $;2d.00 11 -  

- A 2.1 30mijnjtes = 	$ 	15.00 2 2 
2.3 	. 30 minutes = $ 15.00  
2.5 .40 minutes = $ 20.00 9 1 
Collation of 
information 
and preparation 	. 	. 
of response 40 minutes 

. 
= $ 	20.00 

TOTAL 3 hours & 
50 minutes = 	$115.00 45 3 

Photocopying A4-$0.25/sheet = 	$ 	12.75 
A3-$0.50/sheet 

TOTAL = 	$127.75 . 

Less 50% reduction 	. 	, = $ 63.85 

Although work was completed onitems 2.6 and 2.9 no charge 
has been made. Upon receipt of $63.85 I will send the 
documentation to you. 

Details of available information, are as follows: 

Locked Bag 23 Pennant Hills 2120 Telephone: (02) 980 4100 Fax: (02) 484 1310 
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1.7 	As discussed there are no documents relating to the' 
methodology and/or raw data used in compiling the 
Webster .  determination. This was mainly due to the 
survey being based ona review of available 
literature including previous sightings on the area 
and, after a field inspection by Webster, 
anticipated fauna occurence in similar forest 
types. Plot location assessments were undertaken as 
part of the wider Urunga ElS. 23 pages relating to 
terms of reference and administration surrounding 
the determination are available. 

TIME 50 minutes = $25.00 PhotocQpying $5.75 

	

1.9 	The draft consultancy brief for the Urunga Fauna 
Sür'ey is available. The Flora survey is currently 
being undertaken by the Commission and details will 

- be available on release of the Urunga EIS. 

Details of commercial negotiations between the 
successful éonsultant and the Commission would 
necessitate seeking the consultants views on release 
of that information under Sections 31 and 32 of the 	fl 4  
FOl legislation. Your advice to proceed with such 
action is awaited.. The cost will be approximately 
$10.00. 

TIME 40 minutes = $20.00 Photocopying $2.75 

	

2.1 	Details are available... 

TIME 30 minutes = $15.00 PhotOcopying $1.50 

	

2.3 	Details of log volumes added to quotas. No changes 
to allocations were made specifically from the APM 
areas. The APMsawlog resource, from a management 
perspective, was viewed as part replacement of 
reèource for the hardwood withdrawals following the 
1982 rainforest decision. Within Urunga District 
these included BelLingen River State Forest 6,200 ha 
and Never.Never State Forest 2,750 ha. 

TIME 30 minutes = $15.. 00 

	

2.4 	Not applicable (See item 2.3). 

	

2.5 	Ian Barnes - 	API Forester; Kempsey - Area 
determination and forest stand 
condition 

Bruce Coomber - Economist (Marketing Division) 
Economic Assessment (rates of 
return) 

Dave Cromarty -- Project Forester (Management 
- - 

	

	 Planning Division) Volume growth 
Assessment 



.3. 

E Chiswell - 	District Forester; Coffs Harbour 
Local Assessment - markets probable 
sale prices. 	 - 

Additional policy considerations relating to the APM 
purchase are available. 

TIME 1 hour = $30.00 Photocopying $2.75 

	

2.6 	Details of the Agreement with Allen Taylor contains 
information concerning the business affairs of the 
Company and under Section 32 of the FOl legislation 
the Commission is required to write to the Company. 
seeking its, advice before making a determination to 
release the information or not. I will await your 
advice before taking such action. The cost will be 
approximately $10.00. 

	

2.9 	The 1989 draft Ijrunga•Management Plan reflects the 
views of a former DistrictForester which has-not 
yet been considered by the Commission. On that 
basis the document.is  exempt under Clause 9 Schedule 
1 of the FOl Act as it contains matter the 
disclosure of which would disclose an opinion 
prepared for the purpose of the decision-making-
functions of the Commission and would on balance be 
contrary to the public interest. An interim 
Management Plan is currently under consideration by 
the Commission and will be available for release •  
following approval in the near future. 	- 

The final Management Plan will be dependent on and 
flow from the findings and determination of the 
Urunga EIS currently being undertaken. 

If you disagree with my decision to refuse you access to 
these documents you have legal right under Section 34 of 
the FOI Act to have the decisioti reviewed by the 
Commission. To obtain such a review you should reply in 
writing within 1 twenty-eight (28) days of receipt of this 
letter to the Commissioner for Forests, Building 2, 423 
Pennant Hills Road, Pennant Hills 2120. All requests for 
internal review must be accompanied by the $40.00 
application fee. 

If you are still dissatisfied after the Commission review, 
you may request the OmbudSan at any time to investigate 
the determination. However,-if you wish to retain the 
option of later appealing to the District Court, you must 
apply to the Ombudsman within sixty (60) days of receiving 
the determination from your internal review. Requests to 
the Ombudsman must be in writing and are free. - 
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You may appeal to the District Court if you are 
dissatisfied with a determination from your internal review 
or after the review by the Ombudsman. Application must be 
made within.sixty (.60) days of receiving the results of 
his/her investigations. 	S  

If you reuire.further information in respectof these 
issues I can be contacted on (02) 980 41.68. 	 . 

Yours sincerely 

MIKE HICKMAN 
FbI Co-Ordinator 
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%lanagç)er1t Plans for Macksvil le Management Area - the two or more 
prepat4d prior to and not including the July 1978 plIan. 

Annual rports for Macksville Management Area - 

	

1987/88, 	1986/97, 	1985/86, 	1984785, 	193/84,. 

	

1982/83, 	1981/82, 	1980/81 	and 	1991/92. 

p . 

3 Ozo conies of the fol 
Ciirralong West 
Hyatts.Flat East 
Thumb Ck East 
Thumb Crk West 
Five Day Ork East 

lowing Forest type maps: 
Belibrook West 
Comara East 
Macksville Eat 
Wenonab Head, 

Order of Workjn (latest edition) (should be July 'fl - Ju 	'94) 

t'listake State Forest: 
k. 

 
S 	Logging Histories And Volumes and species harve

•

&ted on a 
compartment by compartment has is 
All documents on file regarding field survey of if lora aid 
fauna carried out by the Forestry Commission (8i'nns) in 1988 
(especially methodology used, hourt spent in th4 field, 
transects covered etc. . . ) excluding information contained in 
the Histake E.Ls., 1991, 
Al I documents on file regarding field survey of Iflora and 
fauna carried out by the Fore.str Commission (Webster) In 
1992 (esr5ecially methodology used, hours spent i!6 the field, 
transects covered etc... excluding information icontaine4 in 

•ths Determination Report '92. 

411 documents on file regarding any fauna and/or floc-a surveys 
which have been undertaken in the new Urunga Managerrent Area. 

All documents on file 'regarding fauna/flora surveys o be dane 
for the Urunga E. I .S i.e. briefs to consultants andj methodo3ogy 
and timetable. 
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I 
• ci,2tDocumpntwented which re not on List Aj 

Details and purchase price Of 4PM properties withl the new 2- 	Urunga Management Area.  

DeatHs of log volumes estimatedto be on the ex AM propert -(es 2.1 at the time of purchase, 

Details of log volumes per annum to quotaand any song term Ow 1•3 log supply agreements (for the ex APM land) entere into by he 
Forestry Commission. 

1 

r)f Details of pr -icihg arrangements for those sawlogs. 

tS Details of personnel and departmehts.-who were involved in drjng 
up those agreements: 

Details of the long term timber supply agreement with Allen 
Taylor. 	 . .. 

21 Past yield assessmete for the Macksvjlle Mànagemect Area 
including methodology and any monitoring documents.' 

Documents relatin9 to the Permanent C, rowth Plots (4oth past and 
present), their location and statistic-s on growth tates gained, 
within the Macksville M8nagement Area, 

A copy of the Draft Urunga Management Plan (new). 

-I 

--I 
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U.t1 :  Documents wntad from List A 

• 	lIanag 'ant Plans for t1ecksv il lo Management Area - the two or more 
prepard pHor to and not including the July 1976 MIen. 

Annual rpor,ts for Macksville Management Area 

2. 	1997/86 	1986/67, 	1985/86, 	1984785, 	1983/84,. 
1982/63, 	181/82, 	)980/81 	and 	1991/92, 

3. Ozo copies of the fol 
Girralong West 
Hyatts.Elat East 
Thumb Crk East 
Thumb Crk West 
Ftve Day Ork East 

lowing Forest type maps: 
Belibrook West 
Comara East 
Macksville East 
Wenonab Head 

+ Order of Working (latest edition) (should be July '92 - Jul 	94) 

Mistake State Forest: 	. 	 . 
Lo9ging Histories and volumes andspecies harvested on a 
compartment by compartment has is, 	 . 
All documents on file regarding field survey of flora arjd 
fauna carried out by the Forestry Commission (Btnns) in 1 1988 
(especially methodology used, hours spent in the field, 
tr3nsects covered etc. . . ) excluding information contained in 
t h e Mistake E..S.S., 1991. 

• -7 	411 cicuments on file regarding fieIl survey ,  of flora and 
fauna carried out by the Forestry Commission (Webster) in 
1992 (especially methodology used,. hours spent in the fi,eld, 
transects covered etc. . .) excluding information containid in 
the Determination Report '92. 

All docuriie,nts on file regarding any fauna Eind/or flo !ra surveys y 	
which have been under taken in the new Urtinga Manager4ent Area;. 

All docunients on file regarding fauna/flora surveys jtobe. done 
f o r the Urunga E. 1.5. i.e. briefs to consultants aná methodo,lógy 
and timetable. 	 . . 	. 

H 
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Documents anted whtch are not on List A 

, 	Details and purc:he price of APH properties withli' the new 
.' Urunga Management Area. 

, . Deaths of log volumes estimatedto be on the ex APM propert(es 
at the time of purchase 

Det3ils of log volumes per annucñ to quota 4 and any song term aw .  13 log supply a9reeme,ts (for the ex APII land) entera into by he 
Forestry Commission. 

it Details of pricihg arrangements for those sawlogs, 

'uS Details of personnel and dep.artments who were Involved in drijng up those agreements. 

'l 

 

Details .
of the long term timber supply agreement with Allen Taylor. 

Fl P&st yeld assessntents for the Macksville ManagemeSøt Area 
including methodology and any ñon1torjng docuthents) 

Doctiments relating to the Permanent Growth Plots (toth past nd 
present) their location and statistics on growth 

t ates gained, within the Macksvj lie Management Area. 

A copy of the Draft Urunga Management Plan (new). 

I .  
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: 7T\Narr*ucca Valley 

I Conservation 	E05ox 123, 

Association 
Inc. in NSW 

Dowraviile, 2449. 

Ph/Fax (065) 647806 

March 12, 1993 

Mr. M. Hickmann 
FOl Co-Ordinator 
Forestry Commission of NSW 
Locked Bag 23 
Pennant Hills 2120 NSW 

Dear Mr. Hickmann, 

re: FOl application XX41: Lyn Orrego/NVCA 

Thank you for your letter of 18 February 1993 re my 
request for information through the Big Scrub 
Environment Centre Freedom of Information (FOl) 
application No. XX41, originally lodged on 22 April 
1992.. 

Please find our comments below on each item. Also 
please flnd enélosed a cheque for $40.80 being for the 
items listed at the end of this letter'. 

1.1-1.6 Yes, we have accessed the documents from these 
items which we want with t.he'exception of 
1.5 the logging histories (volumes/dates, 
species) on a compartment by compartment basis 
for Mistake State Forest. We chose to get 
copies of the compartments which are on the 
Order of work list to be logged this year 
(about 7 compartments). Our request is that we 
be given permission to access the other 
compartments on an annual basis as they come 
up for logging each year. We ask that you 
confirm.that this is acceptable. (Steve Rayson 
is presently away on holidays). The reason is 
financial hardship. As we are an unfunded 
voluntary community group we are forced to use 
our resources for the highest priority items 
first. 

1.7 	As 1.7. indicates 1 was seeking information 
specifically on Webster's Fauna Impact 
Statement preparation. You state "23 pages 
relating to terms of reference and 
administration surrounding the determination 
are available.' If part of these 23 pages are 
the brief or versions thereof sent to Webster 

Lets care for the environment... Life 4epenc4s on it' ' 
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giving him instructions on how the Forestry 
Commission expected him to prepare the FIS or 
his re'spones, then yes, I would like thos,e 
pages. Otherwise I do not require the 23 
pages, 

Cost: 	As this section is not finalised, no cost is, 
as yet, finalised. 

1.. 8 	Mr Steve Raysorn gave me the Draft of the Flora 
and Fauna lists to be attached as an appendix 
to the Coffs/Urunga EIS which is being 
prepared now. At the time he told me that was 
all there was in the way of flora & fauna 
studies for the Urunga Management Area. This 
raises the question of how were the lists 
prepared, ie what documentation. were they 
drawn from? As this item asks for "all 
"documents on file re fauna/flora surveys." I 
feel we still need the following to be happy 
with the outcome of our request for this item: 

If there are no more documents, a written 
statement so stating this is the case. 

If there are more 
thereof so we can 
require and 

documents, a list 
choose which ones we 

A statement of explanation re how the draft, 
fauna & flora Tists.were drawn up for the 
Appendix to the EIS (ie from what source 
material?) 

1,9 Yes, I would like a copy of the "draft consultancy 
brief for the Urunga Fauna Survey" although I ask 

• why is it a draft it is understood half or more of 
the work is already completed? 

So I woul.d also like a copy of the mon-draft, 'or 
final version of the Urunga Fauna Survey 
cohsultancy brief. It is certainly hoped such a 
brief exists in a final. version before work bagan 
and not' drawn up or to be drawn up afterwards. - 

Regarding the details of dommercial negotiations 
for this survey: No we don't need such information 
but we do want information on the methodology, 
design, scope, types and locations of traps, 
hairtubes, spotlighting, species targetted, 
timetable and rationale behind the survey design. 
This is urgent as the EIS process is in full swing. 

Regarding the 'Flora Survey, your letter says Flora 
survey details will be available on release of the 
Urunga EIS., I take this as a refusal of my 
request yet you have given no reason. We simply 
want to know the methodology the Forestry 
Commission is using for this survey, its scope, 

•days in the field, spread of sites studied, etc. We 
see no reason this information shouldn't be 
provided and ask you to reconsider and send it to 

'a 
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Cost: 40 mins ($20) .+ 11 pages ($2.25) for the Draft 
consultancy brief for the Fauna Survey less 50% z 
$11.15 

2.1Yes r  we would like the details and purchases prièe 
of APM-properties within the new Urunga Management 
Area. The details sought are the date of purchase-a 
map of the areas purchased and the purchase price. 

Cost: 30 mins (15 $) + 244's, 2A3"s ($1,50) less 50% r 

$8.25 	. 

2.2 I have not received an adequate answer to this item 
•so am still requesting the -details be provided ie:- - 
Details of quota logs over 40 cm, thinnings quality 
logs under 40 cm, peel quality logs and optional 
quality logs (all in cubic metres) estimated to be 
on the ex 4PM properties at the time of purchase. 

Cost: Could you please let me know the estimated cost? 

2.3 Regarding your answr that the APM properties added 
to the Forestry estate to balance what had been 
removed in.the 1982 Rainforest Decision: this of 
course is a management perspective: Hdwevèr, it 
still leaves our questipn unanswered. The APM 
properties obviously had "x" m3. of timber resources 
at the time of purchase which would have been 
assessed to provide "y" m3 in ttZ  no. of years when. 
they became ready for- harvest ing. "Y" and "Z" is 
the information I seek. 

Also, on-February 3, 1993, when I met with Steve 
Rayson regarding this itemhe indicated he èould 
provide the volumes harvested since purchase and 
that it would take 1 1/2 hours to find that 

information. 	I said to go ahead. However, this 
information has not yet been provided. 

Cost: $15 sounds a reasonable cost if the above 
details are proS'ided. We will await your 
confirmation.  

2.4 1 feel if this question was explained there would 
be an applicable answer: 
If sawlogs are located 100 km from a centre they 
are more expensive to harvest. if the resource-
located onAPM properties is the same price as - 
that anywhere i.n the district then, it is 
advantageous to:. whoever is given the harvesting 
rights as these forests are closer to coastal 
centres than say .the upriver forests. Therefore 
the information we seek is: 	 - 

Are pricing arrangements for sawlogs frdth 
ex-APM lands- the same- as for any other sawlogs 
in the region and if so what is that price? 

If the price is the same throuèhout the region 
- how is it decided by the Forestry Commission 



which purchaser should be given the advantage 
of being supplied with such.a "close to centre" 
resource? 

H 

2.5 Thank you for the information provided. Yes. I would 
like the additional policy considerations relating 
to the APM purchase. 

Cost: $20 plus $ 2.75 photocopying less. 50% = $11.40 

2.6 Y es , I would like you to write to the Company 
eeking their advise on our request. To clarify our 

request the "details" we seek regarding the 
lonterm timber supplyagreement with Allen Taylor 
are: 

what is the total volume-per annum in cubic metres? 

Is there any specification within the total volume 
for various species ie Tallowood, Rosegum, 
Blackbutt, Bruèhbox, Red .Mahagony, White Mahogany; 
Turpentine, Ironbark? 	 - 	- 

Ifthere is specification what is that specification 
in species and percentages of each spectes? 

What say does Allan Taylor have over what species 
their total allocatior is made up of? 

How is the species make up of the total allocation. 
decided? 

f). What are the various prices for each species? 

What say does Allen Taylor have in where logs are 
drawn from? 

Who decides and on what basis, where logs are drawn 
from? . 	. 	. 

A copy of the contract/agreement 

What are the compensation clauses in the agreement 
i-f the agreement is terminated? 

Was the invitation to enter into a longterm 
agreement with the Forestry Commission for resources 
advertised 1 and open to other companies or 
individuals to also begin negotiations towards such 
an agreement for those resources? 

l).How and by who was the l6ngterm agreement initiated? 

Cost: $. 10 for the letter to be.sent less 50% = $500 

2.7 On February 3, 1993 I requested Mr Steve Rayson to 
provide us with a summary of the information 
available to answer this question. He had said 
such a summary could be done with 30 minutes of 
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work. I agreed to that. No summary has as yet been. 
received. 

2.8 on Febr.uary.3 Mr Rayson said he could supply 
sothe information on this item with another 30 
minutes of work. 	I agreed. No information has as 
yet been received. 

2.9 Regarding the 1989 Draft Urunfl Management Plan: 
The 1978 Management Plan for the Macksvil'le 
Management Area (part of new Urunga Management 
Area) has long been out of date (due for 
replacement in 1988) however a new plan has not 
been forthcoming. 1 have been told by Mr. John 
Ball (pers.comm.) that the operations in our area 
are following and-based on the 1989 Draft Urunga 
Management Plan. - 

it isalso obvious from seeing where operations 
are taking place -(up-river forests) that the  old 
plan (technically still the legal plan) is not 
being followed. 	 . . 

Therefore I submit, the 1989 Draft Manageneht Plan 
is far more than an "opinion prepared for the. 
purpose of the decision making functions of the 
Commission." It has actually been 'a working and 
fully operate.d plan in actuality on the ground 
through the years Mr. Ball was the District 
Forester and implementing it. I have been asking 
for this plan for the last six years, at least 
twice a year and have been told its just a fe 
months away. 

I request you reconsider your decision on this 
item. 

My advice is that for this XX 41 FOI application 
the process of iflternal review has already taken 
place and that any requests for re"iew should go 
straight to the Ombudsman. If this is correct I 
will first await your reconsidation of this item 

If it is not correct I request an internal review 
for this item should your reconsideraton of it not 
be favourable. I will happily send the $ 40 upon 
clarification of whether it is necessary, bearing 
in mind, my advice in the above paragraph. 

Thankyou for helping us to get the information we 
seek. Even though we have been granted the 
community groups concession the pricing tructure 
for information-is still not suitable to us (To 
date we have paid more than $280 for searàh and 
info on these items). - We feel many documents 	- 
would be more speedily and easily available to the 
public if the Forestry Coñimission kept their files 
better organised. We hope the search time will 
diminish as the Commission becomes more used to 
the public seeking information on operations. 
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Please find enclosed a cheque for $40.80 being for: 

Item 1.9 	$11.. 15 
Item. 2.1 	$ .8.25 
Item 2.5 	$11.40 
Item 2.6 	$ .5.00 
Collation 
.& response $10.00 

TOTAL 	$40;80 	. 	. 

Sincerely, 

o so 
Lyn Orrego (Vice-President) 

copy to District Forester 
Mr Steve Rayson 
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/ 	1 Documents wanted from Llt A 

I t Mana9ç?erit Plans for r1ecksviUc Niana9ement Area - the two or' more 
prepa4d prior to and not including the July 1918 PlIan. 

Annual reports for Macksville Mana9ement Area - 

Li 	1987/88, 	1986/87, 	1985/86, 	1984/85, 	1993/84,, 

	

1982/83, 	1981/82, 	1980/81 . 	and 	1991792. 

3 Ozo copies of the fol 
Girralong West 
Hyatts.Flat East 
Thjmb C'k East 
Thumb Crk West 
Five Day Crk East 

lowing Forest type maps: 
Belibrook West 
Comara East 
Macksville East 
Wenorcah Head 

q 	Order of Working (latest edition) (should be July '92 - Ju 	94) 

Mistake State Forest: 
U S 	Logging Histories and volumes and species harvested on a 

• 	compartment by compartment has is. 
All documents onfile regarding field survey of lora arid 
fauna carried out by the Forestry Comniss ion (Bi!nn s ) in 1988 
(sspecilly methodology used, hours spent in the' field, 

• 	transects covered etc ... ) excluding information contained in 
—the 	1991, 	 . 

- -7 	All clocurrents on file regarding field survey 1  of 1f 1 0a and 
fauna carried out by the Forestry comnisslon (Webster) in 
1992 (especial1s methodology used, hours spent i16 the field, 
transects covered etc. . . ) excluding irformat ion 'ontajn&d in 

• 	the Determination Report '92. 

All documents on file regarding any fauna and/or flo!ra surveys 
° which have been undertaken in the new Urtinga Manager4nt Area. 

All documents on fileregarding fauna/flora surVeys jto be done 
for the Urunga E. I .5. i.e. briefs to  
and timetable 	 consultants and methodo,lo9y 

. 	 . 	 . 

H 
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5c 2t Documents wflhlch are not on List A 

Details and  
L 	 purchase price of 4PM properties 1thl the new Urunva Manngemen Area. 

Deaths of 109 volumes estirnatedto be on the ex AM properties 21 
at the time of purchase. 

Details of log volumes per annum to quota 1 and any long term saw 13 log supply a9reemeits (for the ex APM land) entere into 
by he Forestry Commission 

).+ Details of pricing arrangements for those sawlogs. 

tS 
Détailsof personnel and departmektswho were involved in drjng 
up those agreements. 

'1• 	Details of the  
Taylor. 	long term timher.suppiy agreement with Allen 

21 Past yield 
cssessments for the Macksyjile Managemeç Area 

including methodology and any monitoring documents. 

Doctiments relating tothe Permanent Growth Plots ( 
present), their lccat ion and statistics 	 ates 9ained, within the Macksvj H 	 on growth r

oth past nd 
e Management Area 

Ii A copy of the Draft Urunga M 'anagement Plan (new). 
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CATCHMENT 

Conservation 	 PROTECT ION 	 Dowrayffle,2449- 

	

Association 	
. 	 GROUP 	 -. 0Ø5) 67808 

	

Inc.InN5W 	
MEDIA RELEASE 

MARCH 19, 1993 

FORESTRY COMMISSIONDENIAL OF ILLEGAL LOGGING PREMATURE 

The Forestry Commission's dismissl of claims there is illegal 
logging occurring in Mistake State Forest are premature j  knee-jrk 
reactions, espcially asan on site meeting to inspect the tlaims 
is not planned until next Friday, according to a joint statement 
issued today by two local environment groups, Nambuccavailey 
Conservation Association and South Arm.CatchrnentProtection Group. 

"Our groups inspected the latest logging in 1istake on Tuesday 
after reports from the Mistake Forest Protection Group, who have 
been camped in the forest as observers, tellingof soil erosion, 
turbid streams and lo9ging of rainforest species 1 1" said NVCA 
spokespersQn Lyn Orrego. 

"What we saw was was sickeningly like the damage done in the 
logging of Oakes State Forest (near Killiekrankie Mountain.) this 
time last year: The Departrhent of Conservation and Land Management 
(CALM) report on Oakes has just been released saying 90,000 tonnes 
ofsojl was lost into the head waters of the Bellinger river. Here 
again, in Mistake, we saw improperly formed roads without table 
drains put through rainforest type vgetation, trashed palms and 
brown turbid water flowing in previously clear waterfalls and 
pools," she said. - 

"We believe 'codes and conditions of logging have been broken and 
have reported these to the Environment Protection Authority (EPA) 
and to.Forestry Commission with follow up documentation being sent. 

"To date only one claim, of trees being felled into streams, has 
been investigated by the Forestry Commission and called "bad 
practice" by them but not a breach. These latest claims have not 
yet been investigated 

Mr Trevor Bailey, spokesperson for the South Arm Prptection Group, 
said their group had been seriously concerned for more than ten 
years about logging practices in Mistake State Forest including the 
logging of rainforest, destabilisat-jon and subsequent erosion of 
very steep hillsides leading to siltation of creeks coming out of 
Mistake State Forest intot he Nambucca River System. 

"Justice Hemmings in 1989, said he had serious- concerns about the 
loggin there. He accepted Professor McGarrity's evidence that 
serious erosion was ocurring on slopes over 20 degrees. Most of 
Mistake is o,er 29 degroes," he s.aid. 

"On Tuesday last I witnessed logging in rainforest, signifigant 
roading over drainage lines and silt and debris washing into creeks 
inthe Purgatory creek catchment. 	It was the same type of 
destruction which led our group to begin àourt action in 1987. 

"I am disgusted by what I have seen. 	It is an indictment of the 
Forestry Commission that they have learnt nothing since then nor 
since the Oakes State Forest debacle over which they are being 
taken to court by the EPA for severe breaches of codes. 

For info: Lyn Orrego (065) 647478 Trevor Bailey (066) 552407 

or (ObS) 04Th13 
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Narttucca Valley 
p Conservation 

Association 
Inc. in NSW 

March 18, 1993 

EO.Dox 123, 

Dowravllle, 2449. 

Ph/Fax (065) 64780& 

H 

Mr. John Keats, 
Environment Protection Authority 
49 Victoria St. 
Grafton 115W 

Dear John, 

re: 

Further to my phone conversation with you toda)i reporting turbidity 
in the catchment creeks of Purgatory Creek within compartments 
368-9 of Mistake 'State Forest 1 now put my report in writing to 
you. 

Thankyou for agreeing to pass on our concerns to Mr. Ian Greenbank 
who you said is organising a joint inspection of the compartments 
with the Forestry Commission (Pt), Department of Conservation and 
Land Management (CALM) and the Environment Protection • Authority 
(EPA). 

Our Association inspected the above area on March 16, 1993 
following reports of pollution from the logging operations made to 
us by the Mistake Forest Protection Group. 

I witnessed newly made roads without table drains, roading which 
appeared to have been "bladed-off", roading of excessive width for 
the purpose, brown turbid water running off into a watercourse of 
waterfalls and pools all brown with sediment and movement of soils 
from uphill batters slumping before our eyes as we watched. 

The. map attached shows the location of the various thinSs 
witnessed. The photos attached refer to the same things and, were 
taken on the day. 

The situation is of great concern to our association, especially in 
the light of the recently released CALM report on Oakes State 
Forest which showed the forestry operations to have caused 90,000 
tonnes of soil to be lost into the headwaters of the Bellinger 
River. 

We request an inspection of the'site and the above complaints. We 
also request that the report following the inspection be made 

Lets care for the environment... Life depends on it 



available to us straight away, incldding details of any remedial 
actions required. I also request that I be allowed to go along on 
the inspection in order to further explain this report and the 
locations. 

Finally we request that the Soil Erosion Mitigation Guidelines 
(March 5, 1993), newly adopted by CALM, be applied to the EPA 
Pollution Control License to the Forestry Commission for their 
operations in Mistake State Forest immediateh'. The Forestry 
Commission themselves should have no argument with this as page 12 
of the Environmental Impact Statement Aséessment Report & 
Determination (August1992) for Mistake State Forest states: 

"The Standard Erosion Mitigation Conditions (SEMC's) are at 
present being reviewed by the Soil Conservation Service and the 
Forestry Commissidn . ..... The reviewed conditions will not be 
available before determination of this EIS but it goes without 
saying that operations will be sub.iect to any future amehded 
conditions."  

As you would be aware the License (Clause 2 (1)) States operations 
must comply with the SEMC's, "as amrnended from time to time". We 
urge your approval of - the new Guidelines in writing as provided for 
in Clause 2 (3) of the License. 	 . 

The type of damage done in Oakes must not be repeated in Mistake 
State Forest. Mistake is extremely steep country and so has 
similar inherent erosion problems. 

Soil expert, Professor McGarrity, who studied-Mistake State SF, 
recommended no logging over 25.degrees for this area yet the 
Forestry Commission are permitting logging up to 35 degrees. 

Thankyou for reQeiving our report and for acting on our requests. 
We await your reply.  

Sincerely, 

Lyego9 
Vice-President 

/ 
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Cock aed CcnSu-ions Lit 4vz, ctno- 

• 'cU- E ro6 e- 	EijCLktOV\. Ccr.-tcL-tta 
5. (ii) Wher•v•r the type of operations permit and as far A. 	2.. ( I 	t¼Aivwr R 	

as practicabl.,jor roadsshouidbe 
with cr09n fall yets; 

Cctn4Vtt.' Act darc 	-. 	- 

	

%VQy 	 (iii) lnmediatelr the togging oper,.tion has teased in 
- any section (even if it I. plAnned to uoe the road 

at any time in the future) the road shall be 
dr.in.d by cross banks unteos otherwise opecified. 

• 	Cann,ne'tt no CWSSbO.nJCS. 

jA1 V%0Y Roads vii a1adLng:;ff on minor roads flail be permitted only where 
subsequent drainage and repair is 

	

- 	 posoibla. 	Each 	blading-off' operation must be 
specifically aptoved. Whet. Thlading-ocCirpormitts-- - 
the material' removed must be placed in a recoverable - 
position and raptaced when practicable. 

Scams -to haut baar dq ctoLar CPCCWc.SVVCLJ 
' 4 loI s4ku off" passes1 	 a 

nCthroJ cda... Itti.dS 	u.yLic tLs' ac..s 

fly formed, and they shalt be 

this is spacifiad. 
Qon'nwtt'..t4ot propa(j (nmact. Mo Cross ?.s.0  ardtfrnaty 
No 40J6(e CAY'&44n, h..o f,oOp- atat$'%,, baflcvc pt stujot. 

E. 2.t 	Qoo4 

- • fill batter.. 	Ravoga€atson or 	batters 	may 	be 
required on some roads, and this shall be carried 

• out when specified. 

• 
CYaYtCflt 	Utaa 
bQ5pic our.ç jes. 

boiLtc+-'s not 	M°o;"j ard cc.ItofSr5 

Sn phofos 

r I • 	'tCt Ii') 	The_perGct •authri.e 	the •"ovnLoior. 	't 	 L1 
ac.tjvjtiog 	connected 	wit,, 	the 	logging 	operations 	4, 	the 

• - 

authorited area shall be conàucted in ouch a manner that erosion, 
Is not aggravated and sha liyoiUinsuction'j1v.nby 
the Connisaion.r or his delegate with a viaw to minimising or 
preventing erosion-. 

£. Code of Lo5.-1 Pra.ctices: 

fr. '7. Sni5ir1.4 Dur'.ps, 1.1 	AU operations shall be carried out In such a manner as to 

- minimise soil disturbance, water pollution and 

environmental damage generally. 

Comment: Qbu'oos5 not osheuod. 

a 	 ,.• 	- a-.. 	.- 	 - 	 7.2 	Snig track construction is not permitted on slopes over 

350, (30 0  for High Erosion Hazard) unleSs specifically 
/ 

author Ised. 
C,w-rnw*'t '.PccorS 	our dnmc-$e !vtaSu&e$nc.&je, 	4!. 
flt+ auAcv%c.S )  th&t 	cLttc'n breáchaci tn u; oj pot•s 

C. 7cbC.'.o 	 7.10 Orainage of snig tracks and minor roads, other than • 	
— J-' 'J I 	

-. 	
permanent fire trails, shall be carried ?IJt in conformity 

with the Standard Erosion Mitigation Conditions. The 

required frequency of cross drainage banks will be 

prescribed in the harvesting Plan: Drainage  shall be 

carried out proressively on each track upon completion 
rnni.g,njtpJet ccnnpUt4ia$ 	of, or temporary cessation of,operations. 
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/y 	 18'03 '93 17:09 P.02 

NOTICE OF VARIATION AND APPROVAL 

• 	. 	 . TO A HARVESTING PLAN 
• 	Location 	 CP ..... .......... .................................... Harvesting Plan .............. ....... ............... 

OtaiIs 	
Forest 7f_ 74_%_1 Approval Date"3 .. State 

- 	 Contractor 	
Supeivising 

............... ..................................... . ......... FForesier ........................................ 
Nature at Variati fl 

#......24.... S.....t..... ...... 

....... . . ii iii'ii: 

NOTICE OF VARIATION AND APPROVAL 
TO A HARVESTING PLAN 

Location Cpt ..... ,i.&'...................................... Harvesting Plan ................................... 
Details 	

State Forest.tl ....T4LK.0. ................ Approval Date...!.3 ....... . P................  
contractor.R 	 .... 

Supervising 
• ............ . ................................................ 	. FAjForester ... ...... ............... ................ 

a 



10'03 '93 17:09 	P.03 

• NOTICE OF VARIATION AND APPROVAL 
• 	TO A HARVESTING PLAN 

Location Cpt .................................................. Harvesting Plan................................... 
Details 	

State Forest... 	 Approval Date..t,!P.r2,X........... 

contractor.R.w.'Y ..... 4fl'CS..... 
Supervising 

.......................................................... ...... F.A/Forester......................................... 

..4ar.e of Variation 

Ut .... L. ...... j4... 
Ph 	 4a J LLi a 	 ........ 

1 ............................. 
Date ...... .......?73 

NOTICE OF VARIATION AND APPROVAL 
TO A .  HARVESTING PLAN 

Location Cpt ...... ........................ ..................... Harvesting Plan .......... . ...... ... ................  
Details 	

State Forest.. ..4't..9..C14. 	......Approval Date.43..&Q..7.A ........... 

................... 
Supervising 

.

FAjForester ............................. .......... 

Jt4.q .... 

......... 

Variation advised to: 	Contractor • Con ,tqictors eniploye 	• 

(Specity who) ...... ..  ...... ........................ ... . . .Cs-t........................ 

Millrepresentative ........................................................................................... 
Specify who) 

Signed.........  ....... . ............... ............ 

D2te.... 4::t .*:.?2. ..................  



- 	 18'03 '93 17:10 	P.04 

NOTICE OF VARIATION AND APPROVAL 
TO A HARVESTING PLAN . 

(.Ocation 	
cpt ................ ............ ...... .................. Na,vesting Plan ................................... 

Details 	 State ForeSt...A"T....S.7.4.' ...............
Approval Date..!.. ....tJo..9.A .... 

contractor .... .... ..'1 	 - Supervising 	- 

............................................................... F.AlForester . ...................... .... ............ 

'fl/c..) ............. .. 	 t.t.;.... .................... 

........................ . ................................................. 

N 	Variation advised to: 	Contractor 	Contractors eployoe 

	

- 	($peci 	who)......... 

MIIIrepresentative ............................................................................ 

N 	 SpeciFy who) 

- 	Signed ....... ...  ............ ..... 
- 	

- Date ....... 2..7 ........ .ta_. ......................... 

	

- 	 I 
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WHIP 
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FIRE HISTORY 
Most Recent Fire 
(please circle No): 

O no evidence 
1 light :  
2 moderate 
3 severe 

Historical Record: 

LOGGING HISTORY 
Most Recent Logging 
(please circle No): 

0 no evidence 
1 light 
2 moderate 
3 severe 

Historical Record: 

CANOPY STRUCTURE 
Select Specie Presence In Each Layer 
Onone 
1 rare <5 
2 ocáasional 5-20 

(ignore numbers for ground layer), 

3 common 20-50 
4 very common >50 

SUBCANOPY LAYER 	SHRUB LAYER 	 GROUND LAYER 
specie 	jpresence 	specie 	Ipresence 	specie. 

eucalypt banksia lomandra 
rainforest . tree fern grasses 
casuarina grass tree . 	 bracken 
cypress rainforest ferns 
wattle wattle 	. heath 
banksia . 	 vines 	. . 	 bare. (md. 
hoop pine lantana . 	 litter) 
vines . 	 hakea exposed rock 
other 	. . 	 other 	. . 	 other 

presence 

PIP 	 r9llfl4?JQEItli 

3 



rOItEs'r SURVE 	
'I  

Plot No: 
Compartment No: 
Nap Name: 
Map Coordinates:. 
Locality: 
Site Photo Roll: 
Air Phbto Run: 

1 crest 
2 saddle 
3 upper slope 
4 middle slope 
5 lower slope 
6 simple slope 
7 flat 
B alluvial 
9 minor gully 
10 creek 

Date: 
Recorder: 
Altitude: 
Aspect: 
Slope: 
Frame No: 
Print No: 

§Q!L_IX_I2Ia_2irsliui21! 
1 clay 
2 loam 
3 sand 
4 organic (eg. peat) 

2J!QEX_IR_Lsir2!2_gLA2l! 
N.B. —Indiqate maturity as juvenile, mature or senescent. 

—For fire scars, record width at centre and total vertical length. 
—All measurements arein metres unless otherwise specified. 

No SPECIE MATUPITY 
(3, 	N or 5) 

CIRC. 	B.H. FIRE SCAR(S) 
W 	L 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 	. 

HEIGHT OF CANOPY: 
	

No OP EMERGENT TREES ABOVE CANOPY: 



R 
OLD GROWTH IS BEING LOGGED NOW! 

HELP SAVE THE OLD GROWTH AND ENDANGERED ANIMALS OF THE 
MISTAKE STATE FOREST- IT'S A MISTAKE ONLY YOU CAN CORRECT 

The Forestry Commission is LOGGING OLD GROWTH NOW in northern 
NSW. They are trashing habitat trees, canopy and rainferest in the last Old 

Growth in the Nambucca Valley region, between Kempsey and Coffs Harbour. 
They are LOGGING NOW in the isolated, dwindling sanctuaries of at least 

19 ENDANGERED SPECIES in the Mistake Forest. Their studies and 
practkcs in this mountainous region are a very bad joke. See for yourselt'! 

URGENT! PLEASE HELP NOW! 
This forest is NOT protected by laws which now govern other forests due to a 

'legal loophole'. It countains THOUSANDS OF HECTARES of PREVIOUSLY 
UNLOGGED OLD GROWTH. WE NEED YOU to help stop Forestry's mad- 
ness NOW. PLEASE COME AND HELP or send any equipment that may be 

useful in the forest 
A co?P. flfl. 

NCIE — 

$oItfl hkm It' WOOC At 
Z.t c04Ctttt caose 4  y Act4 
3 ,.noD fltD't$ 

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE ARRESTED! 
THIS IS .4 TOTALLY NON.V!OLENT FOREST ACTiON. 

LEAVE NoN-NATIvE PETS BEHIND. NO DOGS, C,TS, RATS ETCIN ENDANGERED SPECIES HAHITAT! 

BRING FOOD, SLEEPING/CAMPING GEAR, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, BATTERIES, 
COMMUNICATIONS GEAR, VEHICLES, CLIMBING GEAR J  CAMERAS, POSITIVE 

ENERGY, ETC. 

PHONE (0651 644 IUR FOR LiP TO DATE INFORMATLON.OR THP HP! i.INr.VN 

ENVIRONMENT CENTRE (066) 552599. WE URGENTLY NEED DONATIONS OF 
MONEY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES. SEND FUNDSTO the OLD GROWTH SLJR- 

VIVAL FUND do P0 Box 152 Bellingen 241 

OM GAlA! 
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